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This dissertation comprises a set of essays thematically liked through using regulation

theory to analyse the dynamics of capital accumulation. In contrast with other marxist

views, regulation theory emphasises the endogenous determination of rationality

through the impact of institutions, and the importance of taking account of structural

change as an aspect of the accumulation process.

Chapter 1 argues that after 1945, stable and relatively rapid accumulation in South

Africa rvas based upon certain balances'between investment and consumption, wage

growth and productivity growth, and imports and exports, founded upon the

structures of apartheid and South Africa's international economic relations. After

1973, these 'balances'were disrupted as the world economy, and South Africa with it,

experienced instirutional breakdown and moved into long-term crisis.

Chapter 2 distinguishes two approaches to the far-reaching poliry interventions

needed to ¡esolve South Africa's pervasive economic diffîculties: a neo-liberal,

export-oriented stratery, and a more dirigiste approach focussed on meeting basic

needs and creating employment. The role of the state in structuring'the market'to

shape both the pattern of accumulation and the process of class formation is

emphasised here and in chapter 3, where the concern is the differential impact of

state policy on the rent-seeking behaviour of the black middle class.

ABSTRACT

The disse¡tation's second part argues that while regulation theory represents an

advance on other manrist perspectives, it has not adequately accounted for either the

process of 'regulation' itself, nor its breakdown and resulting crises. Chapter 4



analyses technical change as a fundamental feature of accumulation, arguing that its

destabilising consequences in terms of structural changes in production and demand

limits the capacity of the labour value system to represent accurnulation. Chapter 5

discusses power and uncertainty as dimensions of the institutions which shape

economic agents' ratíonality, and underpin the process of 'regulation'. The emphasis

is on increasing returns to agents from institutions. The institutional framework

constitutes classes, and the impact of accumulation with structural change on the size

and composition of classes leads to institutional breakdown, and the emergence of

economic crises.
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The central questions framing this work have emerged from what I view as critical

deficiencies within the radical perspective in its debate about the South African

political economy and capitalist development with the opposing liberal position.l

From the late 1960s, this debate centred upon the question of the relationship

between capitalism and apartheid. Liberals argued that apartheid was dysfunctional

for capitalism, so that eventuatly apartheid would have to give way to the imperatives

of capitalist growth. Radicals responded with the view that apartheid contributed

significantly to the economic development of South Africa, the benefits of which

accrued almost exclusively to whites. In the end a central question which emerges

relates to the nature of 'rationality' and the process through which it is formed. The

radical position adopted in effect the same implicit assumption as the liberals

concerning rationality: that it is determined outside the economic process, and once

determined is unchanging in substance. Where the liberals tended to focus on

apartheid as a consequence of archaic racial attitudes derived from outside the

industrial economy, radicals saw apartheid as a ratìonal distortion of the ideal-type

capitalism, necessary fo¡ the advancement of a relatively weak and backward

economy. In contrast, the present work emphasises the importance of institutional

issues in determining rationality endogenously.

[N'FR.OÐUCTION

From the mid-1970s, the growth rate of the South African economy declined, while

important reforms were introduced into various apartheid structures. The liberal-

radical debate norv shifted ground, with the radicals (including myself) making use of



the concept of 'crisis', as formulated in marxist theories of accumulation, as discussed

below, to examine the causes of economic decline, and its consequences for

apartheid. In this respect, the political conclusion from the first round of the debate

was carried forward, that is, that the mutually reinforcing interaction between

capitalism and apartheid meant necessarily that the latter could not be eliminated

while the former survived: their fate was inextricably intertwined, and the imminent

demise of apartheid would open the path for the construction of a socialist economy.

This view was linked at a fundamental level with the catastrophic conception of crisis

found in much Marxist theory, a conception which is related to their conception of

equilibrium and dynarnics, and excludes the possibìlity of their taking account of

structural change, and thus of capitalist development, as opposed to simply growth. In

consequence, it has been increasingly difficult for radicals to theorise the emergence

of non-racial capitalism in South Africa, a development which is now quite well

advanced.

In this work, my aim is to analyse South Africa's economic crisis, and some

dimensions of the present efforts to construct a non-racial capitalist democracy as the

resolution of that crisis, by relying upon the 'regulation' school, a version of marxism

which tries to develop a non-deterministic or endogenous view of agents'behaviour,

and also to take account of the developmental aspects of capitalist accumulation

(naturally without collapsing into modernisation positions). The approach emerged in

France during the 1970s, as a theory of capitalist accumulation which aimed to

explain how and why capitalist economies come to be transformed in the course of

their development. The immediate context was the world economic crisis - the ending

of the long post-war boom, first signalled in the late 1960s. This had produced a



revival of both monetarist economic theory and marxist economics, as the prevailing

orthodoxy - the neoclassical-Keynesian synthesis - proved increasingly unable to

explain the decline in growth and accompanying stagflation.

Debates amongst marxists provided a range of explanations for the economic crisis.2

The first approach saw itself as a return to Manrist orthodoxy, as presented in Capitat

Volume 3. It argued that capitalism has a tendenry, as a result of competition between

capitals, towards increased mechanisation of production. This implied a rising organic

composition of capital (the ratio of constant to variable capital or dead to living

labour). The latter in turn produced a tendency to fall in the profit rate (the ratio of

surplus value to capital invested), which could be offset for a time by one or more of

the various counter-acting tendencies. Eventually, however, it was argued, the profît

rate must actually fall: capital will have been'overaccumulated' relative to the rate of

exploitation, reducing the surplus-value available for further accumulation, and so

producing a crisis. In terms of the popular debate about the causes of economic

decline, this analysis provides support for the argument that productivity growth is too

low. Some of its exponents have also argued that in the advanced capitalist

economies, 'unproductive' uses of society's resources, in particular government

spending, have grown too large, thereby absorbing too large a proportion of the

surplus available for accumulation.

The second perspective, basing itself on Marx's

reserve army of labour, argued essentially

overaccumulation of capital relative to the

proceeded and more labour was employed,

analysis of changes in the size of the

that c¡isis was the outcome of

supply of labour. As accumulation

the shrinking reserve army boosted



workers' power in the labour market. The rise in real wages achieved thereby

squeezed the profit share of value added, lowering the profit rate. As a crisis develops

in accumulation, unemplo¡.rnent (the reserve army) grows, leading to downrvard

pressure on wages,and so restoring profitability. In other words, the crisis is caused by

wages being too high, and the solution is simply to lower them.

The third theory, 'underconsumptionism', or more generally realization failure, finds

some support in Marx's own work but is also clearly influenced by later Marxists

(Luxemburg) and Keynes. The essence of this view is that (the mass of) profits grows

too quickly relative to other sources of aggregate demand, wages in particular. This

follows from the skewed distribution of income in capitalist economies. Thus total

output cannot be absorbed by limited markets and the profit rate must eventually fall,

in the absence of exogenous sources of additional demand (such as defence or other

forms of government spending). This approach is therefore roughly inverse to the first

two: here, wages are too lorv (not too high), while higher government spending

sustains accumulation, rather than undermining it.

Each of these perspectives was criticised as being partial and incomplete, in the sense

of focusing on a specific feature of the capital accumulation process - either

production or distribution - rather than the overall process. They had two further

defects in common. The first and most critical was that the various theories were

concerned primarily with the possible causes of fluctuations in the rate and path of

capital accumulation, and failed to examine adequately the different types of

fluctuations that actually occurred in capitalism. In other words, they were able to

explain only that cyclical fluctuations would occur, but were unable to differentiate,

4



except on an ad hoc basis, between the secular (long-run) tendencies of capital

accumulation, and the shorter-run fluctuations.

There was a second common problem related to this: many analyses implied that a

crisis reflected insurmountable difficulties for the capitalist system, a 'terminal

disease'. Even though capitalism's survival through several crises in the past was

acknowledged, this could not be adequately accounted for. In consequence, these

approaches were unable to consider the central implication of capitalism's repeated

survival of major crises - its mutability. Changes in the form of capitalism - that is, in

the institutional context of accumulation - were generally ignored; and as a result,

capitalist social relations were presented as existing within an ahistorical vacuum. It

was not made fully clear how crises, which ultimately reflected the internal

contradictions of capitalist social relations, produced a resolution of these

contradictions, thereby enabling the rate of accumulation again to rise, as Marx had

argued.

In attempting to overcome these problems, the regulation approach marked a

fundamental departure in the understanding of the theory of capitalist development

within the marxist tradition, basing itself "upon a critique of mechanical and

catastrophic interpretations of Marx." (Boyer, 1988a:70) The regulation approach

argues that capitalist economies - both the world economy as a whole and individual

national economies - pass through a sequence of phases of development, each phase

being characterised by a distinctive 'growth model', or acflrmulation pattern and

dynamic process. These phases of relatively successful - stable and rapid -

accumulation are punctuated by transitional periods - characterised as crises -during



which accumulation is uncertain and has a lower average rate, as the growth model

disintegrates. Far-reaching institutional change is then necessary to construct a new

form of capitalism, that is, a new growth model.

In other words, a crisis is a turning point for the capitalist systenr, but it is not

necessarily a sudden shock and disintegration, which is the usual image evoked by the

metaphor. Of course, it is possible that the resolution of a crisis could involve the

replacement of capitalism by a different economic system, historically it has proven

more likely that the resolution will involve a more limited transformatior¡ in the form

of capitalist accumulation. On the other hand, a stable new growth model does not

necessarily emerge out of a crisis. Crises represent periods of heightened conflict in

society, during which "history opens itself up to a nondeterministic outcome which is

produced through struggles and social compromises." (Lipietz,1988c: ?) Thus it is

possible that conflict could persist within a society, with unstable and slow

accumulation as a consequence.

Regulation theory thus departs from traditional marxist theory in two primary

respects. First, it abandons the notion that capitalist accumulation is characterised by

a set of abstract universal 'laws' or tendencies3, and develops instead the view that

the dynamics of capital accumulation vary over space and time. Underlying this

position is the rejection of the view that economic agents act on the basis of

rationality determined in an a priori fashion, outside the context of the economic

¡elations in which they operate. An essential dimension of this contention is the use

by the 'regulation' approach of a set of intermediate concepts - regime of

accumulation and mode of regulation - which can express different patterns of



capitalist accumulation, and which, through being combined into a $owth model,

differentiate the latter from each other.

Secondly, by explicitly focussing on the process of reproduction of the capitalist

system, and the relation of economic crisis to this process, the regulation approach

avoids the ambiguity - crisis as both a limit to, and a renewal of, accumulation - in the

traditional marxist conception of crisis as expressing the contradictions of the

capitalist system. Capitalist reproduction and stable accumulation is not automatic,

but is achieved in a contingent (and historically specific) mamer, as specified by a set

of intermediate concepts', which play an essential role in the theoretical framework,

replacing universal laws, and specifying more concretely the successive phases of

capitalist development.

The elaboration of these basic points has produced a bewildering variety of

interpretations, Jessop for example identifying no less than seven 'regulationist

schools'4. At one level, this reflects the intuitive appeal of the approach - an idea

whose time had come. At the same time however, this situation reflects the problems,

gaps and contradictions within the approach. One of the more fundamental of these is

the lack of an agreed definition of the concept of 'regulation' itself.s Nonetheless,

there is broad agreement on the historical account of the development of the

capitalist mode, and especially on the argument that'fordism' - a stable relation

between productivity growth and real wage growth - was the characteristic pattern of

accumulation in the advanced economies during the postwar period, making possible

rapid expansion until a slowing down of productivity growth in the late 1960s began to

erode the growth model, leading eventually to its post-1973 crisis. This account has

been widely presented and critiqued, and will not be taken up here.6
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The present work is divided into two rather distinct sections. The first part, Chapters

1 to 3, deal with the South African crisis and alternative strategies to resolve it. The

second part, comprising the last two chapters, attempts to develop a coherent theory

of the dynamics of capitalist accumulatior¡ with the 'regulation' approach as the

starting point. This somewhat unusual ordering of the chapters, with the empirically-

oriented work preceding rather than following the theoretical argument, should be

seen in the context of this work being one phase of an evolving intellectual project

aimed at understanding the dynamics of South African capitalism, and the place of

racial structures within those dynamics. This had already begun in the form of my

earlier (joint) work on The Crisis in South Afriea (Saul and Gelb, 1981, 1986). Thus

the initial attempt to develop a regulation theory analysis of the economic crisis was

an attempt to improve the rather limited argument about the economy in the earlier

worþ together with a perception that there was considerable overlap between the

general theoretical approach adopted towards the idea of crisis in that work and the

conceptual structure of regulation theory.

This initial analysis of South Africa's economic crisis forms chapter t here. Its

underlfng theoretical model is derived essentially from Lipietz (1986,1987). It puts

forward the argument that South African capitalist development in the posfwar

period followed a similar path to that of the advanced capitalist countries, in the

sense that the period from the early 1950s to the early 1970s was one of stable and

relatively rapid accumulation, based upon certain'balances' between investment and

consumption, wage growth and productivity growth, and imports and exports, which

were in turn founded upon the structures of apartheid and South Africa's

I



international economic relations. After L973, these 'balances'were disrupted as the

rvorld economy, and South Africa with it, moved into long-term crisis, and

institutional breakdown. The underlying theme of the argument goes back to the

radical-liberal debate discussed above, in suggesting that a modification of the radical

argument on the apartheid-capitalism relationship, to take account of the traditional

mancist idea that accumulation produces economic crises, allows the original

argument of mutual reinforcement to be sustained for the period to the mid-1970s,

with a logically consistent extension to economic crisis and the disintegration of

apartheid for the more recent period. This position has of course been heavily

criticised by liberal theorists, some of whom impty that South Africa has

underperformed economically in some sense since the advent of apartheid in the late

1940s (leaving growth and industrial development since then unexplained), while

others focus on decline only from the early 1980s onwards, ti¡ked to unfavourable

external shocks, both generalised in the world economy (higher real interest rates),

and specific to South Africa þotiticalty-related capital flight and barriers to capital

inflows).

These views are all open to substantial criticism, a task which is not undertaken here.

Two other concerns have instead been pursued. The first is to examine some

dimensions of the various economic strategies being put forward in the contemporary

debate in South Africa about the resolution of the economic difficulties which all

commentators now agree are pervasive. These economic strategies can¡ot of course

remain innocent of the fundamental political developments in the society, so that the

debate is being couched by all participants in terms of the need to revive growth,

while simultaneously shifting towards improvements in equity. Some of the underlfng



themes in the debate are unpacked in chapter 2,while chapter 3 focusses upon one

specific group, the black 'middle class', to argue that different economic strategies

and policies imply different processes of class formation and class alliances. This is an

important dimension of the dynamics of accumulation which might emerge when, and

if, the political conflict is ultimately resolved.

The themes in chapter 3 thus prefigure some of the issues raised in the second, more

theoretical, part of the work, especially in chapter 5. The two chapters in this part

relate to the second concern arising from the analysis in chapter l. - the various

deficiencies which became evident in the regulation approach, when an attempt is

made to apply it to the anaiysis of economic crisis in an actual economy. These

deficiencies relate to the process of 'regulation' itself, as well as the causes of crisis,

there being few well-defined arguments to sustain the often allusive formulations in

the literature. Notwithstanding these problems, for the reasons outlined above it still

seemed that 'regulation' theory represented an advance, within a marxist perspective,

on earlier efforts to motivate the emergence of crises. Thus it seemed that an

important, indeed essentíal, task within Marxist economic theory is to develop a

consistent and properly elaborated account of the dynamics of capitalist accumulation

and crisis, starting from the broad approach represented by'regulation' theory, but

drawing on other theoretical work where this was appropriate and coherent. This is

the task attempted in chapters 4 and 5 of this work, which engages with debates not

only in Marxist theory, but in the theory of economic growth more generally.
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NTTES

1. Alternative recent _p.e{spegJivg¡on this long-running debate are provided by
Lipton (1986) and Wolpe (1988).

For survery of this. _lile_1at_q¡e, se9 FÞ_g aqd Ha-rris (1979), TVright (1977),
cherry et al. (eds) (1987), Howard & King (1990), and'weiíit<opt (Úzb).

DJ Harris. (1.986),-49: "To ^constitute a- law, such regularities must be
permanent built-in features of the economic process. Th.i can¡ot be merely
transitory, ephemeral elements associated \Mith historically contingeni
factors."''

He includes here the social structures of accumulation approach, with which
there is an obvious overlap, and which can be undersiôod as'sharins the
rejectioT of traditional maixism in tlrg t'reo respects discussed here. Ii my
own earlywork on regulation theory (Gelb, 1987',lg89), I also identified thê
2 approaches, but subsequent reflection has led to the'view that thev should
be distinguished from ea-ch other, as I spell out below. one of the problems
here is precisely the lack of consensus ü¡ithin the regulation approach over
the concept of regulation itself.

Pgrer(1990), Appendix I, reproduces a range of definitions of the concept.
This is not sufficient reason to dismiss tñe concept, and the theoreticäl
edifice built using it as a basis. If it were, leo-classicãl'theory, and economic
theory more generally-, would have been rejected long ago, foi-there is similar
disagreement over the concept of 'equilibrium'. This is perhaps not
accidental, for the concepl gT 'regulatfon' plays an equivaient role to
equilibrium in other theoretical appróaches.

Analyse_s of fot{l1n and its breakdown can be found in Lipietz (1986a, 1gB7),
9_o^y_.I (1988a, 1988b), Mazier (I9gz) and de Vroey (1984), as wèil as Aglietta
(7919), of course. critiques of the arzument inciude Brenner and "Glick
(1991), Clarke (1988) anrJ Glyn (1990). The notion of 'fordism'has also been
employed tyanalysts qo.t pa$ng use of regulation concepts (see Hirst and
Zeitlin (1991) for acritical discussion of tñese views anä thêir relarionto
regulation theory.)

4.

5.

6.
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SÛUTH AFzuCA'S ECONOMIC CRISIS: A REGUI.ATION TFIEOF(Y.ANA.LYSIS

South Africa enters the 1990s with a legaq of economic problems that makes a long

and depressing list. The 1980s were marked by stagnation in output growth; inflation

entrenched at over 13 per cent per annum; a weak rand; a secular decline in foreign

exchange reserves; and historically low personal savings ratios. There has been

rnassive and growing unemployment, with no net creation of new jobs in the

manufacturing sector through the 1980s. Other serious difficulties have emerged in

the labour market: wage increases, measured by employers (and sometimes the state)

relative to productivity growth, were perceived as being 'too high'. 'Workers, 
on the

other hand, see thefu wage gains as 'too low', when measured by their purchasing

power. Growing poverty has been expressed as well in the severe shortages of

essential consumer items, most prominently housing.

A range of views has been put forward to explain these problems. Implicit in most of

these views is the assumption that the market economy itseif is essentially stable. In

other wotds, it is essentially self-correcting in response to disturbances, if left to itself.

The basic cause of the difficulties, in this view, is inappropriate intervention in the

economy, in the form of government policy or, more broadly, politics. One group

sees apartheid as the major culprit, either directly because of the limits it has placed

on the operation of the 'free market', or else indirectly because of the impact of

sanctions imposed by other countries. A second view rests on similar assumptions

CF{APTER TNE
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about the stability of the market economy, but argues that recent fiscal and monetary

poliry has been too lax in responding either to shocks emanating from the world

economy or to pressures to raise fiscal spending.

In contrast, the approach taken in this thesis rests on the idea that capitalist

economies are inherently subject to extended phases of decline and disruptioq

alternating with periods of stability and more sustained growth. In other words, the

economic system endogenously generates instability, and inte¡vention is consequently

required to restore stability.

The problems identified above are, it is argued, best understood in the context of a

long-run perspective on capitalist growth and development, as the manifestations of

an accumulation crisis in South African capitalism that dates back to 1974. This crisis

has been expressed in part in the form of structural problems which have developed

over the past fifteen to twenty years in the productive sectors - industry, agriculture

and mining - of the South African economy; in the labour and financial markets; and

in South Africa's international trade and financial relations. This chapter examines

growth and decline at the aggregate macroeconomic level.

The term 'crisis' popularly connotes an idea of collapse or breakdown. But the

original, and more useful, meaning of the term is 'turning-point'. In this sense a crisis

implies that the capitalist economy cannot continue to develop in the same form and

along the same path as before. The existing growth model - the combination of

patterns of production, distribution and consumption - has begun to decay, and a

resumption of sustained accumulation requires the emergence of a new growth

model.
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South African capitalism reached such a turning-point in the mid-1970s, reflected at

the macroeconomic level both as a decline in the long-run growth rate and as a

change in the cyclical pattern of aggregate economic growth, towards greater

fluctuation and instability as compared with the period after 1945. These trends are

examined in section I below. The changes in the pattern of GNP growth have been

linked to the failure of the post-war'growh model' - the combination of patterns of

production, distribution and consumptior¡ in other words, the form of capitalist

growth. This and other concepts are elaborated in section II, which develops the

conceptual framework of the chapter.

The growth rnodel which emerged in South Africa in the post-war period is discussed

in section III. Defined there as 'racial Fordism', it focused on extending

industrialisation by means of the production of (previously imported) sophisticated

consumer goods primarily for the white South African market. Racial domination

comprised the pre-eminent factor shaping economic institutions. Whites occupied a

similar position to that of the working classes in the advanced industrial countries,

their living standards steadily rising, while blacks (especially Africans) remained

relatively impoverished, though their incomes did rise slowly. What provided the

foundation of the model was the expansion of exports of gold and other precious

metals, and their stable prices on world markets. This exerted a stabilisins influence

on accumulation, limiting its fluctuations.

This model fitted well with growth patterns in the major industrialised economies,

and iike these countries, South Africa grew rapidly, with an average GDP growth rate
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of 4.9 per cent per annum between 1945 and L974. By the start of the 1970s, however,

accumulation began to falter, as the contradictions in the growth model - the failure

of the economy to absorb surplus labour, and the import-dependence of

manufacturing industry, for example - came to obstruct growth. The emergence of the

crisis is spelt out in section IV, as a process of interaction between developments in

the inte¡national capitalist economy and changes in the domestic social structure

arising from the long-wave accumulation boom itself.

The onset of crisis disrupted the stable relations which had characterised the growth

model - between export revenues and investment, and between income distribution

and productivity growth. The result, as indicated in section V, has been stagnatiorl

rising production costs and declining investment, though with marked fluctuations

and instability in these trends. 'Racial Fordism' proved rigid and inflexible in

responding to the difficulties it faced. The effects of accumulation had themselves

sharpened some of the model's contradictions, for example its tendency to produce

rising unemployment, and the increasing weight in imports of the manufacturing

sector's needs for capital equipment and intermediate input. Overall, the inability of

the old growth model to adapt to the difficulties has brought about its decline and

collapse.

Much of the 'reform'process in South African politics since the late 1970s can be

read as an effort to adapt and shore up the old growth model. But 'reform' involved

structural changes which were only partial in their extent: the efforts to preserve the

racial definition of much of the institutional structure placed narrow limits on policy

options. Furthermore, in many instances the 'reform'policies themselves exacerbated
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the difficulties, by making the economy more vulnerable to 'shocks' from the

international economy, or by deepening the economic material hardships faced by the

poor and so stimulating political conflict.

The collapse of 'racial Fordism' has been accompanied by the appearance of
elements of a possible successor. A new growth model will have to emerge in the

context of a fundamentally transformed social structure. Much greater class

differentiation has developed within racial groups in South Africa in the course of the

crisis. Substantial middle classes and large armies of unemployed have fo¡med

amongst urban blacks, while employed workers (at least in the higher-skill grades)

now occupy, relative to the mass of urbanised unemployed, well-paid and secure

employment.

At the other end of the spectrum, there has been a significant increase in the

concentration of ownership, and the major conglomerates have in recent decades

greatly extended their economic power. The reason for this is that the mining and

financial sectors have been relatively favoured by macroeconomic stabilisation

policies, in comparison with the manufacturing and commercial sectors.

The crisis is not yet resolved: we are still in the midst of the transition. The ending of
apartheid - the last important element of the old growth model - through the

introduction of a non-racial democratic state may finally open the way for a future

growth model to emerge, though there is no guarantee this will occur. The conclusion

considers some of the preconditions for a new growth model, as a preliminary to

closer examination of alternative approaches to future accumulation in the next two

chapters.
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I. Growth Érends and cvcles

The perspective adopted in this chapter focuses on the long-run. The objects of
analysis are the long-run swings in capitalist growth and development, each wave of
which persists ove¡ a period of several decades. The analysis does recognise that
short-run cyclical fluctuations (business cycles) occur through the upward and

downwa¡d phases of the longer cycles. Though the short-run movements are not my
primary concern, they are explicitly integrated into the conceptual framework.

This section identifies the period since 1974 as a distinct phase in South Africa,s

economic growth, the downswing of a long-run wave. This conclusion is based on an

examination of overall growth rates and other indicators of economic performance.

My starting point is the country's poor record of economic growth during the period.

In comparison, during the preceding period growth was both more rapid and more

stable. Between 7946 and 1974, South Africa's real GDP (gross domestic product,

adjusted for inflation) grew a|. aî average rate of 4.9 per cent per annum. In the

subsequent decade to 1984, the rate dropped to only 1.9 per cent, while during the

1980s as a whole, annual GDP growth averaged a mere 1.5 per cent. The decline is

evident in Table 1 which shows average growth rates calculated from one peak of the

business cycle to the next.1
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TABLE 1 Average growth rates, real GNP (1980= 100)

Business cycle

peaks

1946-48

1949-51

1952-55

1955-57

1958-60

1.960-65

1,965-67

1967-70

1,971.-74

1974-81.

1981-84

1984-88

Growth per annum

per cent

5.6

6.8

5.1

4.5

4.1,

5.8

4.2

4.9

7.8

2.6

0.0

1.8

Source: Calculated from South African Reserve Bank, Quarterly Bulletin, various

issues and supplements; IMF, trnternational Financial Statistics, various issues.

Figure 1 shows the growth rate of real GNP (gross national product) in the long-run,

that is, averaged over three-year periods. What is especially noteworthy is the

remarkable stability of the rate of long-run growth (reflected by the slope of the line)

up until 1'974. The figure furthermore indicates clearly that 1974 marked the end of

this persistent and steep rise during the post-war period.
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This suggests that the business-cycle peak which occurred in 1974 should be taken as

the starting-point of a new, long-run phase of lower growth. Implicit here is the

argument that one of the defining features of economic crisis is the change in the

nature of short-term cyclical fluctuations. Using business cycle analysis, one can

periodise economic growth into long-run phases of boom and crisis. This issue will be

explored more fully in section II below, where the concept of a 'non-reproductive

cycle' is used.

Figure 1 indicates that, in absolute terms, the actual level of GNP has not declined

overall since 1974. Instead, ryclical upswings have continued to occur during the

period of economic crisis, but in general these upswings have been shorter and

shallower. In other words, tlie ryclical fluctuations have become significantly more

volatile and unstable, when compared with the earlier period of long-run'boom', and

it is this feature which is most closely associated with the decline in the rate of long-

run growth.

The process is illustrated further in Figure 2, which shows the difference between the

actual rate of growth of real GNP and its underlying trend rate. Again it is evident

that after 1974, the degree of fluctuation increased markedly.

Dating the crisis ftom 1974 does not imply that this year marked the start of a
different pattern for all indicators. But if we look at the period as a whole, a range of

indicators illustrate the distinctiveness of the past fifteen or so y"urr,2
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(i) The rate of inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, rose above 10 per

cent in 1974, and has remained there since.

(ii) The private-sector investment coefficient (the ratio of real net fixed investment

by private corporations to GNP) averaged 8 per cent per annum over the period

1946-74, but dropped to 4 per cent per annum during 1975-88. The aggregate

investment coefficient - the ratio of gross fixed domestic investment to GDP

declined from around 29 per cent in 1972-4 to around 19Vo in L986-7. This is

illustrated in figure 3, which also presents the breakdown between private sector and

public sector investment levels. This shows how private sector investment began to

decline from the early 1.970s (although t974 saw a cyclical improvement), but the

public sector picked up the slack, maintaining a relatively steady total investment

coefficient until 1976, since which date there has been a relatively steady decline, if
the aberration of the 1980-81 'gold boom' is ignored.

(iii) The level of personal savings dropped, as a proportion of disposable income,

from about 11 per cent in 1915 tojust over 3 per cent in 1981.

(iv) Job creation dropped from 157 000 per annum between 1960 and 1974, to 57 000

per annum between 1974 and 1985 (Van der Berg, 1989:16).

On the basis of these indicators, the period after 1974 canbe identified as distinct

within South Africa's economic development. There are thus empirical grounds for

the analytical choice of a long-run perspective on accumulation, and hence a concern

with qualitative changes in the economic structure. This emphasis stands in contrast
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tothatheld by a large school of thought withinorthodox economics,which focuses

more exclusively on cyclical movements. According to this view, the South African

economy has been subject to a series of unrelated exogenous shocks during the past

two decades: the oil price rises of 1973 and 1979, the gold price drop in 1981, and the

capital flight cum sanctions experiences of 1976 and 1985. These shocks are held to

account for cyclical fluctuations over the period (see, for example, Cloete, 1986; De

Kock, 1986).

Our immediate concern, however, is with those orthodox economists who themselves

focus on what they argue are longer-run structural issues, and are critical of a

preoccupation with short-run rycles (Lombard, 1988; I-ornbard and Van den Heever,

1989; RSA Department of Finance, 1990). Here we need to return to the debate

about alternative explanations for South Africa's economic decline, briefly referred to

above. Two broad schools of thought on this issue were identified there, distinguished

by their understanding of the capitalist (market) economy as inherently stable or

unstable.

Orthodox (neo-classical) economic analysis starts from the premise that the market

economy is an optimal mechanism for the allocation of resources, and is also

endogenously stable or self-correcting when disturbed from a position of equilibrium.

Structural problems, in this view, are essentially the consequence of market

ímperfections, introduced by inappropriate interventions by external agents, in

particular the government. These are expressed as price (or cost) 'distortions', which

obstruct allocative efficiency, and thus reduce growth rates. The'distortions'are seen

to a¡ise in the first instance fi'om excessive or inappropriate policy interventions (or
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both) in markets, that are frequently intended to shift the distribution of incomes in

favour of groups politically supportive of the government. This in turn gives rise to

prices for factors of production (labour and capital) or for foreign exchange that do

not reflect actual factor endowments.

Restoring growth, in this view, requires structural reforms to'get prices right'. Such

reforms, it is argued, will facilitate a spontaneous correction of the growth problems,

as economic agents respond to the more appropriate price signals, and adjust their

use of productive factors in line with the economy's comparative advantage. In the

South African case, as in others, the most common policy prescription is the argument

in favour of lower real wages of labour, in order to reduce unemployment, and a

higher rate of interest, so as to economise on the use of capital (which is seen to be in

short supply) and of low productivity.

This chapter presents an alternative perspective on economic growth, rather than a

thoroughgoing critique of the neo-classical view. It is, however, worth identiffing two

of the fundamental differences between the neo-classical approach and that adopted

here. Much (though not all) of the activity of economic agents takes place in the

context of markets. The neo-classical argument contrasts markets, which are 'free',

with institutions, which impose constraints. As opposed to this somewhat'naturalistic'

understanding, what is implicit here is a view of markets as institutions - socially

produced processes which organise the process of exchange, and thereby irnpose

constraints (as well as being enabling in their effects). The focus of analysis is not on

the issue of whether markets 'clear' (with non-clearing implying some form of market

imperfection), but rather how the market, as an institutional process, changes over
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time. In addition, different kinds of markets are recognised, imposing different kinds

of constraints (Hodgson 1988). By implication, one cannot assume that all markets

rvill clear, that is, reach an equilibrium between demand and supply, even if left to

themselves. This has important macroeconomic consequences.

lVhat is more, the emphasis of the analysis does not fall on the efficient allocation of

scarce resources (this being implicitly identified with the optimality of the growth

process), but on the process of growth and development over time (Walsh and Gram,

1980). In the former case, the focus of the analysis is the process of the determination

of relative prices. 'Inappropriate' relative factor prices (wages being 'too high' relative

to the cost of capital) lead, it is argued, to the excessive use of the scarce resource

(capital), as substitute for the abundant factor of labour. In the latter approach, by

contrast, what is of interest is the impact, on the size and distribution of the aggregate

surplus, of changes in absolute cost levels, which has implications for economic

growth. These changes in costs, we argue, result from the operation of markets

themselves, and to counteract them thus requires changes in the way markets operate.

II. conceptualising accumulation and crisis: The regulation approach

Starting from these two premises, the 'regulation' approach is an attempt to analyse

the process of accumulation, and the transformation of capitalist economies in the

course of their development.3 The idea of 'regulation' in its French usage, as in this

context, has a more complex meaning than in English. 'Regulation' expresses the

view that the behaviour of individual economic agents is socially determined, though
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the meaning of 'determination' here owes more to 'influence' than to 'control'.

'Regulation' involves, according to Lipietz, 'internalised rules and social procedures

rvlrich incorporate social elements into individual behaviour' (Lipietz, I9B7: l5).4

These rules and procedures may be partially formalised through legislation or other

means, but this is not necessarily the case. What is being suggested is that the actions

of individuals in society are neither random nor arbitrary; rather they are routinised

(or 'canalised') by means of institutions, norrns and networks, and thus reflect, and

simultaneously constitute, social relations between larger aggregates within society.

In this view, the forms taken by capitalist social relations - 'class struggles'- are

'historically specific and contingent': 'existing structures reflect and institutionalise, in

forms that make capitalism workable, past conflicts between collective actors,

between the classes as they are organised' (NoeI, 1987:323). Capitalist'regulation'

thus resolves the system's contradictions, making it korkable', and enabling

accumulation to proceed. The "regulation of a mode of production is ... the way in

which the determinant structure of a society is reproduced" (Aglietta 1980:13).

'Regulation' implies that class confiict takes particular forms of expression, which

shape (constrain) the process, making some outcomes more likely than others. But it

is also vital to emphasise that the resolution of these contradictions is only provisional

and temporary: 'regulation' does not suspend or eliminate class conflict, or dissolve

the contradictions of capitalism. Indeed, 'regulation' theory focuses above all on the

process of exploitation in class societies, that is, the appropriation by one class of the

surplus produced by another. The various processes through which this surplus is

expanded or contracted, comprise the major driving force in the accumulation

process.
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A high rate of accumulation may endure over an extended period. But capitalism

remains an inherently unstable system, as accumulation itself transforms over time

the nature and composition of the various classes, and as a result class conflict begins

to express itself in new ways, beyond the capacities of existing institutions. Thus, any

resolution of the contradictions embodied in existing institutions will ultimately break

down, producing a crisis.

A crisis, then, implies that the form of capitalist accumulation - that is, the institutions

which stabilise accumulation - is no longer adequate to sustain accumulation. In other

words, 'regulation' no longer occurs in a Smooth manner, and needs to be

transformed. For this reason, crises represent periods of heightened conflict in

society, as social groups struggle to dominate this process of change: 'crises are

moments of collective action, of social creation. No outcome is predetermined. It is in

fact precisely because capitalism has so many problems building adequate

institutional frameworks for itself that crises last so long' (Noel,1987:319).

These 'new' conflicts can, however, be resolved (and generally have been) by

transforming existing structures and institutions, without changing the fundamentally

capitalist nature of the social relations themselves. An economic crisis should thus be

seen more appropriately as a turning point in the form of capitalism, rather than as

the inevitable end of the capitalist system, as in the more traditional marxist

approach. It is possible that the resolution of a crisis could be the replacement of

capitalism by a different economic system. But in principle it is as likely (and

historicatly more so) that the resolution will involve a transformation in the form of

capitalist accumulation.
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Capitalist development, therefore, in both the world economy as a whole and in

individual national economies, is understood by the 'regulation'school as undergoing

a series of transformations over time. The establishment of a specific form of

accumulation makes possible a phase of relatively stable accumulation in the long

,ut.5 The transitional periods, during which one form of capitalism gives way ro

another, are characterised as crises. Crises are long-run periods of far-reaching

institutional change, during which accumulation is uncertain and has a lower average

rate.

The successive phases of capitalist development are specified more concretely using

three concepts: regime of accumulation; growth model; and mode of regulation. The

central focus is the process of exploitation, that is, the division of the (net) aggr egate

product into two parts: necessary product and surplus product, or, expressed in value

terms, variable capital and surplus value. The proportions of this division are defined

as the rate of surplus value. Changes in this rate occur through either distributional

shifts or changes in the production process.

The rate of surplus value places a ceiling on the rate of accumulation. The concept

'regime of accumulation' summarises the stabilisation of this rate over time. More

precisely, it 'describes the fairly long-term stabilisation of the allocation of social

production befween consumption and accumulation' (Lipietz, 1.987:1,4,32).Implicit in

a 'regime of accumulation' is an interaction - 'comespondence' - between

transformations in the conditions of production and transformatíons in the conditions

of realisation of the resulting output. The regime of accumulation "connects the
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individual decisions of producers and the socially determined effective dernand they

must confront" (Noel, 1,987:31I). Lipietz defines a regime of accumulation as

mathematically representable as a 'reproduction scheme', the movement through

time of which is constantly 'disrupted' by technical change. The regime of

accumulation essentially describes the process through which these 'disruptions' are

contained and accumulation enabled to proceed. This underlines the point that the

regime of accumulation is a macroeconomic concept concerned with aggregate

economic analysis.

Production transformations refer to changes in technology and the labour process;

changing quantities of capital invested; and the latter's distribution between sectors of

production. These changes result from decisions by capitalist firms, seeking surplus

profits deriving from lower production costs, or from new products. Changing

production conditions affect the rate of surplus value, through their impact on the

cost of reproduction of labour-power (the value of wage goods).

The latter variable also depends on the conditions of realisation, which comprise the

consumption'norms' of the working class, collective social spending, exports, and so

on, and which are independently determined from changes in production. Hence, the

rate and direction of change in reproduction costs, and thus in the rate of surplus

value, may be inappropriate for sustaining accumulation (Driver, 1981:155).

The regime of accumulation abstracts from specific national economies. The 'growth

modei' of a particular country is the specific expression of a regime of accumulation

within its economy, and in turn reflects the incorpo¡ation of the economy into this
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regime, understood as a global phenomenon. In other words, the growth model

describes the form of capitalist accumulation within that particular economy, as well

as the nature of its insertion into the world economy as a whole (the 'international

division of labour'). The concept of a 'growth modef is thus less abstract than that of

'regime of accumulation', and helps to clarify the ambiguity between the

international and national dimensions of accumulation.6

The third concept, the 'mode of regulation', provides the essential link between the

regime of accumulation and a nationally specific growth model. The mode of

regulation comprises the complex of social institutions, structures and implicit norms

rvhich act to 'regulate' the behaviour of economic agents, in the sense defined above.

In other words, the mode of regulation comprises the wide range of processes which

organise and influence the multi-faceted conflicts amongst classes and amongst other

social gtoupt.T Elements of the mode of regulation relate to all aspects of the

accumulation process: the wage relation (in the labour process and the labour

market), the structure of demand, (including the 'norms' of working-class

consumption, foreign trade and the public sector), competitive interrelations between

capitals, and the financial system.S The mode of regulation is clearly a nationally

distinct phenomenon, even though some of its elements may be international. The

nature of the state, and state policy in relation to each of these aspects of

accumulation, are self-evidently important in shaping the mode of regulation (Lipietz,

1987 :I7 ff; Jessop, 1989:passim).

A growth model, then, comprises a regime of accumulation (or, more precisely, _thg

regime of accumulation), as well as a mode of regulation. A long wave of sustained
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accumulation in a national economy is characterised by the relative stability and

persistence of the growth model. During such a period, a 'match' - dl,namic harmony -

is maintained within the regirne of accumulation.

This 'match' does not imply a static or constant situation. The equitibrium persists

over the long-rur¡ with repeated short-run departures in the form of ryclical

fluctuations. But the nature of the short-run fluctuations varies between long-run

booms and crises. During the former, economic agents (including policymakers)

respond to the downswing in a fairly predictable manner, consistent with the coherent

mode of regulation. Hence, conditions for the resumption of capital accumulation are

quickly brought about. The various institutions which comprise the mode of

regulation constrain and influence agents' behaviour so as to maintain long-run

dynamic equilibrium. Thus the cyclical downswing during the boom is a stabilising

process. Hence, the business rycle during this phase of accumulation is labelled

'reproductive', or well-behaved: the downturn "endogenously restores conditions for

rapid accumulation without requiring fundamental changes in the structure of the

accumulation process" (Gordon et al, 1983:1,52).

Crises, in contrast, reflect a lack of harmony - disequilibrium - within the regime of

accumulation, linked to growing incoherence in the mode of regulation, and a

'malfunctioning' of some or all of its constituent institutions. In other words, the

growth model breaks down, slowing down accumulation, and further exace¡bating the

disintegration process.

The crisis phase is distinguished f¡om the boom by a change in the nature of the

business cycle, from reproductive to non-reproductive, or perverse. The latter implies
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that conditions for rapid accumulation are no longer 'automatically' restored - the

institutions of the mode of regulation 'determine' agents' behaviour in ways that are

not consistent with this outcome. Variables move in the reverse direction, as

compared with their movement during the reproductive downswing. Upswings rvhich

do occur are likely to be hesitant and short-lived. A return to a sustained high rate of

accumulation - the resolution of the crisis - requires the successful structuring of a

new mode of regulation.

The shift in the nature of business cycles makes it possible to identify crises with some

precision. The actual shift from long-run boom to crisis is a complex process,

however. The regulation approach explicitly excludes a general theory of the causes

of economic crisis, that is, a theory which is seen to apply to all economies and

tltrough all historical periods. What can be said is that crises occur when a regime of

accumulation becomes exhausted, and reaches its inherent limits. The precise nature

of these limits depends on the particular regime being analysed.

The reaching of limits arises from the accumulation process itself, which is uneven,

and produces a variety of structural changes which eventually make impossible the

maintenance of the dynamic equilibrium reflected in the regime of accumulation.

These structural changes are reflected both in growing pressures emanating from the

international economy, as well as in greater domestic pressures, resulting from

changes in the relative size and strength of social forces. Thus class conflict begins to

express itself in new ways, undermining the viability of existing institutions.

'When a downswing occurs in these circumstances of growing pressure as a regime of

accumulation approaches its limits, policy-makers and other economic agents will
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adopt their 'usual' course of action in response to a downswing - the actions which

made previous cycles reproductive in form. Now, however, these actions produce

perverse results and a non-reproductive downswing, or crisis. "Because of the

interaction between external and internal pressures, established routines and rules of

thumb no longer give the expected results" (Mjoset, t987:4I2).

However, in the first phase of the crisis, the problems are regarded as temporary, and

not fundamentally different in kind from those experienced in the past. Economic

agents, including polirymakers, therefore tend to stick to their old strategies. Two

further phases of crisis have been identified (Boyer, i988; Mjoset, 1987; Lipiefz,

1989). In the second, there is a realisation that the problems are structural, rather

than conjunctural. Policymakers 'grope' for more far-reaching solutions, which

generally aim to reorganise elements of the mode of regulation, but within the

context of the old growth model. The attempts are often partial and independent of

each other, and simply accelerate the growth model's disintegration. Once the model

has disintegrated, however, a third phase becomes possible, in which a new growth

model can emerge, a process involving the development of new institutions of

regulation.

III. Racial Fordism: Post-war accumulatïon in South Á,frica

The framewo¡k described above has been used by the 'regulation'school to analyse

the rise and decline of successive regimes of accumulation in the development of

capitalism, most particularly the 'Fordist' regime in the post-1945 period. The post-
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war combination of apartheid and import substitution industrialisation in South

Africa can be seen as the defining characteristics of a'racial Fordist' growth model.

Like Fordism in the advanced countries, accumulation in South Africa during this

period involved linking the extension of mass production with the extension of mass

consumption; in South Africa however both production and consumption were

racially structured.

In the Fordist regime of accumulation, transforrnations in the labour process involved

the widespread introduction of production-line methods, yielding substantial

improvements in productivity and increases in output. This pattern of production had

already become common during the 1920s, but at that time had not been matched by

real wage improvements. This incompatibility between changes in production and

changes in consumption patterns led, it is argued, to the underconsumption-induced

Depression of the 1930s.

From the late 1930s in some countries, but especially after the Second World War, a

new mode of regulation was 'constructed', institutionalising mass consumption.

Elements of this included the spread of collective bargaining, state provision of social

security and a range of social services, and easier access to various types of credit.

Mass production and mass consumption were linked in a virtuous circle: productivity

improvements offset rises in both capital intensity and real wages, so that the rate of

exploitation was stabilised (in the long run) at a high level. From being solely a cost

of production, wages came to be regarded also as a component of demand.

Installation of new technologies and expansion of capacity by industrial firms were

increasingly based on internal finance supplemented by easy credit, which helped to

stabilise aggr e gate investment.
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This regirne of accumulation was combined with a diverse range of nationally specific

modes of regulation, giving rise to different growth models, though a series of general

features can be identified for the advanced capitalist economies (Jessop, 1989: 263-4).

At the international level, some elements of cohesion are worth mentioning. The first

is the multinational enterprise, which obviously pre-dates Fordism, but became much

more common in the post-war period. This was an essential vehicle for the diffusion

of technological change across economies, as well as the spread of the 'American way

of life', the norms of mass consumption.

The international monetary system similarly embodied American domination.

Codified in a set of rules adopted at Bretton Woods in 1944, it was based on a gold-

exchange standard, which fixed the price of gold in US dollars, and effectively made

the dollar the international reserve currency. The fixed price for its main export was

of critical importance to South Africa, as we shall spell out below. Bretton Woods

also adopted a fixed exchange rate rule, as well as a set of procedures for balance of

payments adjustment which prioritised external balance over internal, at least in the

medium term (Williamson, 1985; de Vroey, 1984).

It should be self-evident, but is perhaps worth making explicit, that labelling the

growth model 'Fordism' should not be interpreted as an exclusive focus on the

assembly-line labour process. Fordism refers both to the relation between the

expansion of productivity, and thus of output, which the production line

reorganisation of the labour process made possible, and to the expansion of

consumption 'norÍrs', which became necessary to absorb the additional output. In
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addition, use of the label is not meant to underplay other processes of production,

aside from the assembly line. Indeed, the original analyses of Fordism by the

regulation school emphasised the rapid growth and technological development of the

investment goods sector (equipment and inputs) as the major pressure disturbing the

dynamic equilibrium, from the late 1960s (Agtietra, 1979:100fÐ.9

In South Africa, it was evident at the start of the post-war period that the initial phase

of import substitution industrialisation was leveling off. Economic growth and

industrial expansion had accelerated from 1933 with South Africa's departure from

the gold standard, and concentrated on the production of on non-durable consumer

goods (food, clothing and shoes), which was relatively labour-intensive.

From the late 1940s, the emergence of Fordism worldwide as a regime of

accumulation combined with specific features of South African society to favour the

continuation of the import-substitution process. At the same time, the local economy

moved more actively into expanding the production of consumer durables, as well as

intermediate products. The same path was followed by several other primary

commodity exporters which had reached the end of primary import substitution,

particularly l^atin American economies like Brazil, Argentina and Chile.

The alternative was the option taken during the 1950s by the south-east Asian NICs

(newly industrialising countries), such as South Korea and Taiwan. They moved from

primary import substitution to the primary export substitution stage, concentrating on

developing foreign markets for labour-intensive non-durable consumer goods. By

following this route, they were able to absorb into industrial employment the 'labour
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surplus' moving out of the agricultural sector (Ranis and Orrock, 1985; Evans and

Alizadeh, 1984).

Two crucial domestic factors pushed South Africa towards this 'choice' of

accumulation strategy. The first was domestic politics - in broad terms, white minority

domination exerting pressure on policymakers to adopt strategies that would enhance

white living standards. The other was the insertion of the economy into the

'international division of labour' as a mineral exporter, which made possible the

importation of the capital equipment necessary to expand manufacturing.

The fixed international price of gold minimised the fluctuations of South Africa's

export earnings. This distinguished South Africa's international situation during the

post-war era from that of other primary-commodity exporters. In the latter, growth

was repeatedly and severely destabilised by export earnings fluctuations that occurred

in line with the business cycle in the advanced countries. As elaborated below, South

Africa's stable export earnings were crucial in maintaining long-run $owth. While

this situation persisted, the failure of South African manufacturing to become

internationally competitive and develop significant export capacity did not present a

problem. During the 1950s, mineral output and productivity expanded far more

rapidly than that of manufacturing, which in turn made possible an inversion of this

position during the 1960s.

The growth model which emerged in South Africa was of the type that Lipietz (1987:

62) has called 'sub-Fordism', the qualification translating naturally into a racial one

for the South African case:
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import-substitution policies ... did result in a real social
transformation, and- the emergence of a modern workins
class, modern midclle strata anðmodern industrial caoitalismi
[Th.e results] might be described as a 'sub-Fordism', as a
caricature of Fordism, or as an attempt to industrialise by
using Fordist technology and its modef of consumption, bui
without either its soäal labour processes or ^its mass
consumption norms.

South African policymakers followed the common international approach to import-

substitution at this time, inasmuch as their tariff policy was intended to promote rapid

output growth and industrial expansion, by concentrating in the first instance on

consumer goods production. This meant that rates of effective protection (measuring not

just tariffs, but the overall impact on prices of trade and exchange-rate policy) on capital

equipment and intermediate inputs were low (and often negative). The importation of

these categories of goods was encouraged, and local production actively discouraged.

This facilitated rapid industrial expansion, and therefore aggregate growth, but

ultimately increased 'dependence' on the world economy, as we shall see below (Bell,

197 5: 499-500; Helleiner, 7972: 101-6, I20fÐ.

As a result of the limited local production of capital equipment, more advanced

technologies were generaliy incorporated as additions to capacity, and existing

equipment and technologies remained in use. This link between capital-deepening and

capital-widening (extending production capacity) caused the capital-labour ratio and

productivity to grow at a lower rate (in absolute terms) than in the advanced capitalist

economies (ACCs), where implementation of new technologies generally involved

scrapping existing equipment. At the same time, on account of the inverse relation

between productivity grouth and employment growth, the latter rate \ilas higher in South

Africa than in the advanced economies.
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This pattern of changing conditions of production fitted well with the development of

the wage relation on the basis of rigid apartheid differentiation in the labour market. In

thís respect too the South African economy represented a mutation of Fordism as

compared with the advanced economies. The situation of the white working class was

institutionalised along very similar lines to those of the working classes of the Western

economies: an increased proportion of this group moving into skilled and supervisory

positions in the labour process, with steady rises in their real wages making possible the

spread of mass consumption of housing and locally produced consumer durables.

Structures of collective bargaining, a social welfare system and very favourable subsidy

and consumer credit arrangements all underpinned the process. In this fashion,

underconsumption was made impossible and at the same time whites captured the lion's

share of overall productivity gains.

The African working class did obtain some portion of these gains, however. As is well

known, Africans occupied a subordinate position in the labour market, with restricted

mobility, and without legal collective-bargaining power. Strict control at the point of

production was complemented by equally severe limits in the consumption sphere.

Urban Africans (including those from the middle classes) were strictly excluded from the

mass consumption 'norms'which applied to whites and, at a later stage, to the Indian

and coloured groups. Consumption levels in the urban townships were not significantly

different from rural standards.

Nevertheless, as industrialisation proceeded, it produced a stratum of semi-skilled,

permanently urbanised workers, and in time urban African workers became increasingly
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differentiated (Hindson, 1987). Firms seeking surplus profits tended to lower their unit

labour costs by 'floating the colour bar' -substituting low-wage black labour for high-

wage whites - when they adopted new technologies. On this basis, the real income of

black workers did grow during the post-war period, though at a far slower rate than that

of whites.

Because the growth model was biased towards capital-intensive industry, black labour

extruded from the agricultural sector was not absorbed in the process of economic

growth, as was the case in the south-east Asian economies. The resulting high levels of

unemployment were instead handled politicatly, by means of containment within the

Bantustan system.

Although state intervention to manage the wage relation and the labour market was

universal in the Fordist era, apartheid policies used to achieve this in South Africa were

clearly unusual. The role of the South African state extended also to direct and heavy

involvement in extending the manufacturing sector, especially the growth of industries

producing intermediate goods. Their growth was in turn closely tied to the mining

industry, as the major source of demand and often as the protog/pe for the wage relation

(Clark, n.d.).

The racial Fordist growth model embodied within itself a 'match'in two important

relationships in the accumulation process in South Africa during this period. The first

was the harmonious interaction between the growth of the mining and intermediate

goods industries ('Department I'), on one hand, and the extension of consumer goods

industries ('Department II'), on the other. This made possible the stability of the

investment coefficient - the ratio between fixed investment and aggregate production.
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The second was the linkage between transformations of production and the extension of

consumption patterns, or the change in the rate of su¡plus value. Changes in this

variable can be estimated from the growth rates of real wages, labour productiviry and

the capital-output ratio. It is striking that the long-term trends of these variables

exhibited a similar interaction in South Africa to that in the advanced countries.l0 The

increase in the capital-labour ratio (the 'organic composition of capital') was

approximately equivalent to the rate of productivity growth.

Table 2. Trend growth rates of capital composition variables

Vo change l-abour

per anmimproductivity

1.967-10

1970-3

r973-7

Source: Report of the Study Group on trndustrial Development Strategr (Kleu Report),

Tables 6.5 &.6.6.

Capital-labour

ratio

2.70

0.30

-2.37

Changes in the capital-output ratio in South Africa are also affected by the price level

for imported capital equipment and intermediate goods. This rose slowly during the

1960s (see Table 3). Given these trends, the capital-output ratio proved stable over the

long run.

Output-capital

ratio

3.15

4.95

3.48

0

-4.35

-5.74
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In manufacturing, the wage share remained stable over the long run, at around 46 per

cent, while in mining and in commercial agriculture, the wage share actually fell during

the 1960's (Nattrass, 1981: Table 8.1; Knight,1979).

The long-run dynamic equilibrium was reflected also in reproductive cyclical

fluctuations with short downswings. Their character is suggested by examining a stylised

cycle (see de Kock, I975; Smit and van der Walt, 1970,1973, and 1982). As the pace of

investment increased during the upswing, the growth rate of the capital-labour ratio

increased, so that eventually the capital-output ratio also began to rise. In other words,

the cyclical upswing itself, starting with a rising profit rate, would induce downward

pressure on profitability. This was reinforced by a rise in unit labour costs, as the growth

in capital utilisation and investment also tightened the labour market for white, coloured

and Indian workers, raising their real wages. 'Registered' unemployment - covering these

groups -represented a sensitive index of the business cycle. The nature of the mode of

regulation was such, however, that downward pressure on profitability gave rise to

'bottlenecks', which determined the upper turning-point of the business cycle.

Firstly, the acceleration of fixed investment tightened the foreign-exchange constraint,

notwithstanding the inflow of net capital which often occurred. This in turn led to tighter

liquidity conditions in the monetary system, pushing up interest rates. During the 1960s

fixed investment in manufacturing was financed by bank credit (in so far as external

finance was required), so that the rise in the cost of borrowing slowed the rate of

investment (Dickman, I97 3).
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It is worth pointing out that the impact of the foreign-exchange constraint during

r"rpswings was conclitioned not only by the import of investment goods, but also by the

relative stability of export earnings, owing to the fixed world price of gold. Without the

fixed price, cyclical upswings would have been accompanied by balance of payments

surpluses, and at most a delayed decline in liquidity (Krogh, 19S5).

Similarly, 'skilled labour shortages'would develop near the top of the rycle, the upward

floating of the colour bar making productivity improvements possible onty with alag.

This process reinforced the growing disincentives confronting further fixed investment

and capacity expansion.

By thrusting the business rycle into the downswing and limiting the long-run rise in the

capital-labour and capital-output ratios, the foreign-exchange and skilled-labour

bottlenecks served to stabilise and maintain the long-run growth trend. This is the

converse of the conventional view that these 'bottlenecks' reflected structural

contradictions in the accumulation process and limited economic growth over the long

run. During the downswing, the 'bottlenecks' would be relaxed. Foreign exchange

reserves rose as imports declined and the balance of payments deficit dropped. Easier

money conditions were restored. As production levels dropped, registered

unemployment began to rise, so that the growth of real unit labour costs slowed.

Eventually, a revival of accumulation occurred, affirming the reproductive character of

the downswing.

These cyclical patterns are reflected in Figure 4, which shows that the manufacturing

profit rate declined during the upswings (mid-1961 to mid-1965,1967,mid-1968 to 197'1.,
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late 7912 to mid-1974), while the overall profit rate declined in the latter part of the

upswings. The period can also be divided into three phases: (a) 1960-69, showing minor

fluctuations on an uptrend; (b) 1969-81 (with 1980 as an outlier), showing wide

fluctuations on a flat trend; and (c) 1981 -89, showing a declining trend with relatively

little fluctuation. Within the second phase, and over the entire period, 1974 is the peak

(again excepting 1980). Importantly, over the period as a whole, the trend for the

economy is flat, and clearly quite different from that for the manufacturing sector taken

separately.l l

The series for manufacturing seems to confirm the results in Nattrass (1989), which

critiqued the earliest version of this chapter (Gelb, 1987) on the grounds that rhe decline

in the profit rate invalidates the argument, expressed in that version, that the profit rate

remains stable in the context of a 'successful' mode of regulation. Therefore, Nattrass

concluded, there was no operative mode of regulation in South Africa during the post-

war period, the implication being that apartheid did lqt reinforce capitalist

accumulation, as the radical perspective has argued. The data presented here suggest a

rather different story from both of these arguments, at least if economy-wide analysis is

being undertaken. Both the Kaldorian'stylised fact' about the long-run constancy of the

profit rate, and the fluctuations suggested by the non-reproductive cycle argument

developed above, appear to be confirmed.l2

IV. The origins of the accumulation crisis

The crisis in the South African economy was triggered by the first 'oil shock' of

November 1973, when the OPEC-led rise in the oil price produced a generalised
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recession in the world economy. But the oil price rise acted merely as the catalyst: the

real causes of the crisis lay much deeper in the structure of the economy and had been

developing for some time.

In section II, it was argued that an economic crisis developed when a regime of

accumulation reached its inherent limits. In the case of Fordism, which was eentred on

productivity growth through increasing returns from mechanisation, these limits began

to become binding from the late 1960s, when productivify growth at the initial rate no

longer proved possible. The roots of this decline lay in the nature of the Fordist labour

process, in which

the majority of workers have no control over their own work.
... The only way [t-o] increase overall productivity is to invent
ever more. complex machines. We can thus see why the
downturn in procluctivitv [srowthl soes hand in hand wittr a
ris ing coeffi ciè n-t,of_p er óaþ-i ta fixe d 

"cap 
i tal (Lipi erz, 19 87 : 4 4 ;

also Lipietz,1986; Boyer, i98B: 1g4fÐ:

The second cause identified was the effect of the growing scale of production. As the

need for expanding into world markets became more pressing, firms were forced into

international competition outside the context of national growth models (Boyer, 1988:

7e6).

By the start of the 1970s, racial Fordism was also reaching its limits. At this time, the

long-run trend variables - the growth rate of labour productivity, the capital-labour ratio

and the capital-output ratio - began to diverge from their previous time-paths. The

growth of the capital-labour ratio accelerated, while productivify growth began to level

off. The growing gap between these two rates of change was reflected in an increasingly

rapid rise in the capital-output ratio. As was the case with the interaction of these
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variables during the boom, the new pattern in South Africa echoed that of the advanced

economies.

Tlle limits to racial Fordism were, in part, the consequence of the apartheid-based mode

of regulation. Already by the early 1970s, a link between skill sho¡tages and declining

productivity growth was recognised. In his 197L chatrman's address, Harry Oppenheimer

of the Anglo American Corporation argued (in a statement remarkably reminiscent of

the approach taken in this chapter):

we are approaching the stage where the full potential of the
economy, as it is at present organised, will have been realised,
so that if structural changes are not made, we will have to
content ourselves with a much lower rate of growth. ...
Prospects for economic growth will not be attained so long as
a large majority of the population is prevented by lack of
formal education and technical training or by positive
prohibition from playing the fulI part of which it is capable in
the national development (cited in Nieuwenhuysen,
1972:1,60).

A more pressing problem in the early 1970s was the failure of the manufacturing sector

in South Af¡ica (as in most 'sub-Fordist' economies) to have developed a substantíal

export capacity. This prompted the establishment of the Reynders Commission on

export trade. Its report diagnosed the problem not as excess capacity in manufacturing

due to a lack of markets for industrial output, but rather as cyclical constraints posed by

current account deficits on the balance of payments.

The underlying problem was that imports had become dominated by production goods:

import-substitution policies had changed the composition of South Africa's imports, but

not their weight in overall supply, to any significant degree (Black, 1990). But sustained

economic growth had meant that the quantity of investment, and hence of imports, had
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grown much faster than the overall export earnings, which were now beginning to

impose a ceiling on further growth.

The mounting internal pressures upon racial Fordism were exacerbated by external

pressures from the developing international crisis of Fordism. The productivity

slowdown in the advanced economies raised the unit value of their output, and these

effects were transmitted to the South African economy, in particular the manufacturing

sector, through a rise in the price level of imported machinery, from a low point in 1968

(see Table 3). This process accelerated from i970: the compound growth rate of the

price index being 10.8 per cent per annum between 1970 and 1974, and then I9.7 per

cent per annum up to 1980.

Table 3: Import price index (1964= 100)

1,966

1968

1,970

1972

All imports

109

103

109

130

source: south A,frican sÊatistics, various issues (srTC classifications).

Machinery All imports

This rise in machinery costs was one of the causes of the South African economic crisis.

The rising cost of capital equipment did not lead to a fall-off in demand, the price

118

111

122

156

1974

r976

1978

1980

168

280

362

520

Machinery

184

304

445

541
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elasticity of machinery imports into South Africa being very low. (Kahn, 1957) But it

had two significant effects. The first was financial: more funds had to be committed for

investment projects. This had an immediate impact on the grorvth of depreciation figures

(see Table 4). Pari passu, the rate of inflation rose, from an average of 2.5 per cent per

annum during the 1960s to 8.1 per cent during the first half of the 1970s (most of this

before the oil 'shock'). This then had the further effect of forcing down the real interest

rate - the 'real cost' of finance - which conventional theory presents as the cause of rising

capital intensity during the 1970s.

Table 4 Provision for depreciation

(Current prices, replacement value)

Vo change 1946-60 1960-70 1970-5

Total economy

Private sector

Source: South African Reserve Bank, Quarterly Bulletin, Supplement, September 1981.

Another result of the higher cost of capital equipment imports was a rise in the cost, in

terms of capital invested, per rand of productivity improvement. In other words, the

'marginal efficiency of investment' declined in value terms, undermining the underlfng

profitability of investment projects, as the new pattern of relations between the trend

variables showed.

10.90

10.83

9.27

9.76

1975-80

19.93

19.54

18.31

17.50
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The effect of this on the capital-labour and capital-output ratios would have been

reinforced by the substantial increase in state infrastructural investment from the early

1970s: investment in public corporations grew by 130 per cent between 1970 and 1974,

while their fixed capital stock rose at an annual rate of about 14 per cent behv een L9l0

and 1977, compared with 9 per cent during the previous decade. For the private sector

as a whole, capital stock growth remained constant at 4.5 per cent per annum through

the period from 1960, but for private manufacturing industry, the growth rate of the

capital stock halved, from 9 per cent to 4.5 per cent, as investment fell off during the

downswing after 1974 (Swanepoel and van Dyk, 1978).

A second cause of the crisis in the South African economy was the development of

instability in export earnings. Growing problems in the international financial system,

linked in part to the productivity slowdown, finally led, in March 7973, to the collapse of

the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates (Parboni, 1981; Bloch 1917). Already

in August 1971 the US Administration had suspended the arrangement whereby the

dollar \ryas convertible into gold at a fixed price. As an immediate consequence the price

of South Africa's major export, gold, began to fluctuate freely on the market.

Notwithstanding, the rising trade deficit and declining foreign-exchange reserves in late

1971' forced a 72.28 per cent devaluation of the rand in December 1971.. On one hand,

this indicated that the reproductive characteristics of the business cycle were not

operating as smoothly as before. On the other hand, the devaluation prefigured the

much higher variability of the Rand, which has continued to the present (Holden, 1985).

With the move to floating international exchange rates, the world prices of other

primary commodity exports began to fluctuate more widely than before.
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The effect was a shift in the pattern of South Africa's export earnings. No longer would

the balance of payrnents and the foreign-exchange constraint exercise a stabilising Iong-

run effect through their role in cyclical fluctuations; instead became destabilising and

unpredictable factors. In such circtimstances, underlying long-run decline was more

likely to be reinforced than counteracted, even when a rising gotd price provided a

stimulus to growth. In other words, given the fluctuations of the prices of gold and other

mineral exports, and of overall export earnings, cyclical movements in the overall

economy, both upswings and downswings, have been exaggerated. In this respect, the

behaviour of the South African economy has become more like that of other primary

exporters.

The transmission of crisis tendencies from the international economy created stresses

within racial Fordism which could not be absorbed. A major reason for this 'inflexibility'

was the growth and increasing concentration in large-scale production of the industrial

working class during the previous two decades. The eruption in 19ß ofwage strikes in

Durban and elsewhere signalled that the 'racially despotic' labour relations system

within production had reached its end. The strikes took place explicitly in response to

rising inflation, itself a consequence of the tendencies discussed above. In the mining

industry, African workers were granted wage increases in the wake of the rise in the gold

price from late 197L. It seems that these were connected to both the labour unrest in

industry, and to the actual or threatened withdrawal of foreign mine labour from South

Africa. The mines had to offer wages which were competitive with other sectors

(Yudelman, 1984). The growth of black ¡eal wages, notwithstanding the recessionary

conditions (see Table 5), pushed up real unit labour costs, and imparted a non-

reproductive character to the cyclical downswing of the mid-1970s.
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Table 5 Trend growth rates of wage share variables

Vo change I-abour

per annum productivity

1966-70

7970-3

1,913-7

1977-82

198r-4

Real wages

2.97

2.65

-0.14

4.1,1

-0.06

Source: National Productivity Institute, Productivify Focus 1986.

An examination of the cyclical downswing that began in South Africa in mid-1974

reveals that a shift occurred in its character. The key variables are those which had

indicated the reproductive nature of the downswing during the earlier phase: the fall in

real unit labour costs, and the rise in foreign-exchange reserves. If the cycle had become

non-reproductive, these should have moved in the opposite direction, as was indeed the

case, during both the major recessions in the course of the crisis, from September 1974

until the end of 1977, and again from the end of 1981 until early 1986.

Real unit

labour cost

2.r8

2.54

2.67

2.M

-0.65

Evidence of the developing crisis was already present in the recession lasting through

1971. and most of 1972.In these years, the real unit labour cost showed only a very small

decline, while a devaluation in late 1971 was necessary to protect the foreign reserves,

suggesting that this mechanism was becoming increasingly unreliable.
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The next recession, triggered by the 'oil shock' of late 1973, rnarked the start of the crisis

proper. Real unit labour costs rose by an average of nearly 2,7 per cent per annum

between 1973 and 1977 (Table 5), even though 'registered' unemployment more than

tripled during the period. This was obviously the consequence of rising African real

wage levels, reflecting the breakdown of the mode of regulation. Foreign-exchange

reserves also followed a 'perverse'pattern, continuing to decline (in US dollar terms)

despite two devaluations of the rand during 1975. Even in terms of the domestic

currency, their rise in late 1975 was both limited and temporary.

Similar developments can be traced in these variables in the period after 1981 (Tables 3

and 5). During both periods, it should be noted, there were temporary and limited

revivals of economic activity, linked in each instance to some recovery in the

international gold price and thus some improvement in the foreign-exchange reserves.

The fact that in neither case could the initial revival be consolidated into a more

developed upswing through an improvement in investment, is highly suggestive of the

non-reproductive nature of the preceding ryclical decline.

In both cases these temporary revivals only compounded the depth of the subsequent

continued decline. A further indication of the non-reproductive nature of the

downswings was the very slow pace with which the upswing (when it finally occurred)

developed any endogenous momentum. Both 1978, and the year from mid-1986 to mid-

1987, were 'officially' periods of cyclical upswing, But the improvement in the levels of

business cycle indicators was minimal, and expectations of the overall rate of growth

were repeatedly revised downwards. The poor state of business confidence, in both
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instances, can be taken as an index of the disintegration of the mode of regulation: one

of the central consequences of a stable and inherent mode of regulation is its

invigorating effect on capitalists' 'animal spirits'.

V. The development of the crisis

I suggested above that the crisis can be periodised on the basis of the changing diagnosis

of the problems faced by the growth model, from a view that they were temporary and

conjunctural to one that understood them to be more fundamental. This changing

perception has been influenced by the short-term movements of the business qcle,

although there is no direct causation between business cycle movements and shifts in

poliry approach. On this basis, three phases of the crisis can be distinguished. The first

two are discussed in this section, and the third - contrasting approaches towards

structuring a new growth model - in the next chapter.

The first phase of the crisis, which can be identified as lasting from mid-I974 until1978,

was characterised by recession and the emergence of stagflation internationally, in the

wake of the oil shock. In the advanced capitalist economies, traditional Keynesian

deficit-spending policies were maintained, boosting aggregate demand, but accelerating

inflation at the same time. The maintenance of demand contributed to the high growth

rates achieved by the east Asian NICs, creating both a market for their manufactured

exports, and a pool of international finance available for lending. The NIG had already

developed internationally competitive manufacturing sectors, and so made significant

'advances'within the international division of labour during this period (Frieden, 1981;

Lipietz,1987).
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South Africa was unable to do the same, and in its experience of stagflation continued to

follow the pattern of the advanced capitalist economies. The weight of the 'racial

Fordist' growth model - in relation to both the nature of manufacturing, and state

involvement in shaping economic activity - ruled out any dramatic growth of

manufacturing exports. The substantial rise in South Africa's public foreign debt during

this period (though less marked than for some NICs) was used rather to finance major

infrastructural projects, such as SASOL. Such 'strategic' considerations - relating to

efforts to preserve racial domination - came to weigh more and more heavily during this

period, and account fo¡ the rapid growth in public sector fixed-investment spending. At

the same time, this spending was the counte{part, in the racial Fordist context, of deficit

spending in the advanced economies, helping to raise the inllation rate, but also, it

should be said, preventing an absolute decline in overall growth.

The recessionary conditions did not produce declines in nominal profitability in industry,

despite the fall in underlying profitability conditions. Instead, the structure of monetary

regulation in the import-substitution growth model, oriented as it was towards credit

expansion, made for in rising nominal aggregate demand, and accelerating inflation.

Real interest rates became negative. Attempts to deal with this through traditional

methods the limiting of bank lending by means of direct controls and high liquid asset

requirements did not succeed. Unsatisfied borrowers, if they were large enough, moved

into the higher-cost'grey' market for money, outside the officially regulated banking

sysiem.

But while this process could offset in financial terms the recessionary effects of trade

deficits for major corporations, it could not restore real growth. The decline in real
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growth was reinforced and prolonged by the capital account shock following the Soweto

uprising of 1976. Massive outflows of capital, combined with already depleted foreign

exchange reserves, helped enforce a deflationary policy.

Soweto 1976, and the response to it, signalled clearly that the problems facing the

economy were not simply temporary, and that greater efforts were needed to reshape

the growth model. In moving into a second phase of the crisis, South Africa was ahead of

the advanced countries, where this occurred only from 7979, in response to the second

oil shock, which was linked to the Iranian revolution. In response the state appointed a

series of commissions of inquiry during 1977, with mostreporting by early 1979.In

general, the state's approach was adaptive and partial'groping' for solutions in the sense

that policy initiatives undertaken to reorganise specific aspects of the mode of regulation

were carried out independently of each other. Moreover, the overall context remained

the racial Fordist model, even while it was acknowledged that the problems faced were

structural.

These early restructuring policies were intended to overcome two particular sets of

problems. On one hand, they aimed to overcome the limits imposed by apartheid social

relations on the labour process and labour markets, at least for a stratum of the black

population. By linking productivity improvements to wage increases for a well-trained,

fully urbanised black industrial workforce, the intention was to boost the size of the

overall domestic consumer market (especially for durable and semi-durable goods),

while simultaneously domesticating the emergent black trade unions.13

In other words, the logic of the 'sub-Fordist' linking of mass production with mass

consumption \Mas to be continued, but its limits were to be extended. At the same time,
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the manner in which the distinction drawn within the black population between 'insiders'

and 'outsiders', and the spatial dimensions of apartheid were maintained, reflected

continuity in poliry towards unemployment.

The second set of issues related to the economy's links with the transformed

international financial system, and concerned both exports and the implications for the

domestic financial system. The thrust of the approach adopted here was price

liberalisation in financial markets (de Kock, 1980) in line with the orthodo4y of the time,

at least in English-speaking countries. Liberalisation formed a prerequisite for the use of

interest and exchange rates as instruments of monetary policy, which was in turn seen to

be necessary for obtaining control over the domestic monetary system and restabilising

the price level and the external balance.

The approach to the new accumulation stratery which evolved during the late 1970s

fitted well with the interests of 'finance capital', the small and interlocking group of

mining finance houses and long-term insurance institutions which had come to dominate

all sectors of the economy in the course of post-war accumulation. Their outlook was

based on the 'small advanced economy' model, with mineral exports of rising value

providing the basis for continuing industrial expansion along earlier lines, while

increasing integration into the international financial system eliminated 'anomalies' such

as negative real interest rates and 'overvalued' exchange rates. These rates had of course

been critical for industrial development in the previous period, but were now counter-

productive to the dominant group. This orientation was stated clearly by Harry

Oppenheimer, in L976:

The increase in black wages reflects the beginning of a
process. still actively continuing, of a changeóver from a
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labour-in-tensive, loy yugg, Iow productivity economic system
typical of industrial development in its earliest stage io the
iapital-intensive, high wage, high productivity syst;m which
characterises the advanced industrial countries.... The
migrant labour system becomes less and less appropriate
from an economic point of view ... this does nõt mear\
however, that it is_ possible to foresee a time when migrant
labour, particularly in the gold mining industry, cai be
completely phased out (Cited in Seidman, 1980).

These policy measures were implemented from 1979, as the South African economy

captured much larger 'international rents', following the leap in the gold price after the

second oil shock. The optimism which this engendered formed an essential element of

the policy context. The 1970s had been characterised by extreme indecision on the part

of the South African monetary authorities concerning their response to the new

international exchange-rate regime, and the attendant gold price situation. There had

also been the capital account shock linked to political developments. Nevertheless, Dr

Gerhard de Kock felt able to argue, in 1980, that

the South African economy has, on balance, been
strengthened by [international economic developments] ... [so
that] the-long-termsecular trend of economiõ activity will
probably be strongly upwards (1980: 351).

During the next fwo years, this analysis appeared to be correct, as real GNP growth rates

reached record levels. But what it ignored were effects that appear to have deepened the

subsequent recession, illustrating the destabilising impact on economic growth of

movements in both directions of the volatile gold price. A myriad of new investment

projects was initiated by both the private and public sectors, in the confident

atmosphere. The acceleration of the capital-labour ratio during this upswing reflected a

significantly higher rate of capital-deepening investment, lowering the age profile of the
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capital stock. in effect, the massive rise in the gold price removed the financial

constraints which had inhibited this type of investment at the start of the decade.

This may have produced a much larger decline in investment levels consequent on the

falling aggregate demand and capacity utilisation from late 1981. A related indicator was

the weaker financial position of manufacturing and commercial companies in 1979-80,

compared with 1972-3, despite the improved nominal profitability during the 'gold

boom'. Since the negative real interest rates favoured borrowers, the expansion of

capacity was financed substantially by short-term credit; debt-equity levels rose, even

though earnings records were extremely good. All in all, the increased financial

demands imposed on companies by the upswing, after the earlier decline in underlying

profitability, made them more wlnerable to the subsequent recession, as the massive

rise in overall debt levels which occurred after 1981 indicates (Dickman,lg82).

The rise in the gold price had, until late 1981, cushioned the impact on South Africa of

the second oil shock. There was no such relief, however, from the recessionary effects on

the international economy of the monetarist deflationary policies adopted by the United

States Federal Reserve in 1981, in an attempt to halt accelerating inflation. These

policies produced an international debt crisis. For South Africa, the immediate

consequence was the collapse of the gold price, and severe balance of payments

instability which persisted until 1986.

The emphasis of stabilisation policy fell, inevitably, on restoring external balance, at the

expense of domestic output and employment. Given the liberalisation of the financial

markets from 1919 on, adjustment was achieved first by using interest rates as the policy
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instrument, from the beginning of 1981 to late L982. Thereafter the exchange rate was

used directly as a policy instrument, when the gold price began to drop again in

September 1983 (Cloete, 1986).

In this context, the two aspects of the 'experimental' accumulation strategy of the late

1970s came to contradict each other. While their mutual reinforcement may have been

theoretically possible under some circumstances - a high and stable gold price, for

example - it proved impossible when macroeconomic policy emphasised balance of

payments stabilisatioq with a very unstable gold price. Essentially the policy choice was

to favour mining, as the export sector, over manufacturing, and in consequence the

intention to achieve expansion and productivity growth in the latter sector was doomed

to failure. Instead the rising cost of imports, as the rand fell, and of working capital, as

interest rates rose, eliminated the 'safety net' strung below industrial profitability in the

earlier phase of the crisis, and profits fell even in nominal terms. As circumstances for

indtistrial and commercial companies deteriorated, financial fragility increased: levels of

bankruptcies rose, and the foreign debt burden of the private sector grew.

Although a similar process occurred throughout the world economy, what was specific in

South Africa was the uneven impact on manufacturing compared with mining, which

boomed, at least in rand terms, ancl especially after mid-1983. While the mining and the

financial sectors became very profitable in the short term, the associated rise in inflation

has pushed up input prices in the mining sector, making South African mining, even

gold, relatively costly, Indeed, as international mineral prices fell during the late L980s,

South Africa moved from being a highty profitable location for mining, to being

regarded as a high-cost producer in international terms. (Freund, 1991)
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The uneven sectoral impact of policy did prevent a classic debt-deflation process, which

'should'have resulted from the financial crunch of 1984-5, when interest rates rose to

record levels, as deflationary pressure was applied to cut imports of consumer goods.

Instead of a massive wave of bankruptcies decimating the manufacturing and

commercial sectors, the finance houses used their large liquid asset base to support

illiquid companies in these sectors, which substituted equity financing for loans. This was

a central feature of the wave of financial market activity, itself part of an international

boom in these markets stimulated from 1982 by the monetarist shock, and continuing

even beyond the stock market crash in October 1987.

One result of this 'casino-type' activity was a significant increase in concentration of

asset ownership in South Africa. In 1985-6, there were 6L new listings on the

Johannesburg Stock Exchange, and in 1987,200 (including 90 in the last three months of

the year. Moreover, in 1985-6, there were 60 rights offers, as companies raised new

capital from existing shareholders to pay off debt, and L33 mergers and acquisitions.

Many of these were the product of disinvestment by foreign-owned corporations, a

process which had political dimensions, but in a more fundamental sense was linked to

the crisis of Fordism, given the poor profitability of South African subsidiaries,

exacerbated by the exchange rate depreciation, which undermined South African asset

values in investors' domestic currencies.

The recession from 1981was a major factor in the re-emergence of political conflict

during the early 1980s. This in turn was important in undermining the restructuring of

the labour market, at least in so far as the intentions of poliry-makers we¡e not met. The
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trade-union movement could not be easily bought by wage-productivity trade-offs, this at

a time of recession and growing unemployment. IJowever, the trade unions became

more militant, and strikes for wage hikes were frequent. The emergence of a powerful

trade-union movement, based upon skilled and semi-skilled African workers, was part of

a process of increasing class differentiation within the black population in the course of

the crisis. (Hindson, 1991)

Slower growth and retrenchments, together with township resistance, placed

unemployment and urbanisation on the agenda as essential issues to be addressed in a

new growth model. As is well known, political conflict also increased foreign political

pressure for the removal of apartheid, contributing to the debt crisis in 1985. (Hirsch,

1989; Kahn, 1991.; Padayache e, 199I)

Enforced repayment of outstanding debt was financed in part by a trade surplus based

on the rise in the gold price during most of L985 through 1987. However, the primary

source of funds has been corporate savings, which have replaced personal savings in a

relatively stable overall savings level. Nevertheless, the rise in corporate savings has

been a product of the dramatic slump (63 per cent from 1981 to 1986) in private-sector

investment in new productive capacity. Public sector investment was similarly limited in

the face of external financial constraints.

What this means is that the corporate sector has been slowly liquidating its real capital

stock, lowering productivity levels over the long term, in order to finance the capital

outflow, as well as current government spending, which was larger than current revenue

for most of the 1980s.
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The second half of the 1980s rvas dominated by stagnation as macroeconomic policy

became oriented primarily to repaying foreign debt. This, together with political

stalemate as domestic and international opposition to apartheid continued relatively

undiminished despite the state of emergency, led to the acknowledgement that the initial

effort to restructure racial Fordism had been unsuccessful. Even though most of its

elements liad already disappeared, it was evident that no new 'mode of regulation' could

emerge until the 'glue' of racial Fordism - constitutional apartheid itself - had

disappeared. The dramatic political developments of late L989 and early 1990 opened

the way to this goal.

M. Conclusion: Towards resolution of the crisis

In the process of crisis, South Africa's social structure has been fundamentally

transformed, with much greater class differentiation emerging within racial groups.

Substantial middle classes and masses of unemployed have emerged amongst urban

blacks, the former due to the relatively more rapid growth of the service, distributive and

financial sectors, and the latter due to the slow rate of employment creation and the

collapse of influx control.

Employed workers have become a major organised force, and are now to be found in

the semi-skilled/skilled categories, as opposed to the unskilled/semi-skilled category of

the racial Fordist era.At the same time, relative to the mass of urbanised unemployed,

they are in well-paid and secure employment.
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At the other end of the spectrum, the major conglomerates have greatly extended their

grip on the commanding heights of the economy. The mining and financial sectors were

relatively favoured by stabilisation policies on exchange rates and interest rates, as

compared with the manufacturing and commercial sectors. One consequence of this

unevenness has been a significant increase in the concentration of ownership,

particularly during the 1980s, as illiquid corporations in the latter two sectors shifted

from debt to equity financing.

In addition, part of the attempt to adapt the racial Fordist model (and increasingly part

of the efforts to structure a new model) has been the liberalisation of the financial

markets. As poor profitability and low confidence produced a massive drop in company

fixed investment, there has been substantial growth in the size of flows through the

financial markets, which have also grown in sophistication. On the other hand, there has

been little success (even in mining) in improving the unfavourable trend of rising

production costs, both absolutely and in terms of international competitiveness.

Two general points can be made concerning preconditions for a new growth model. The

first is that the economic crisis has been a'supply-side' crisis in the broadest sense of the

term, that is, the origins of the decline in growth and the disintegration of the racial

Fordist model are to be found in problems on the supply-side of the South African

economy - in the process of production.

As a result, one condition fo¡ a new growth model to emerge is that there be

restructuring in order to lower costs of production. In addition, a new growh model will
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have to overcome in one way or another the second source of instability which has

emerged during the course of the crisis - the lulnerability of manufacturing output levels

to external shocks, because of its dependence on imported equipment and intermediate

inputs. In other words, a new growth model cannot be based simply on an expansion of

demand, for example through the redistribution of incomes. It was only during the

course of the crisis that inadequate effective demand became a factor.

The second general point is that a new growth model cannot simply be constructed on

the basis of a blueprint. A growth model would emerge as the outcome of a political

process, involving different social forces putting forward alternative 'strategies for

accumulation', or policy packages, relating to the sphere of production and to the

spectrum of markets in the economy - labour, finance, consumer, foreign trade, and so

on. (Jessop,1983a, 1983b) An accumulation strategJ attempts to tie together a range of

classes or other social forces in a commonality of interests (a positive-sum game). The

interests of these groups might well conflict in a different context - a strategy for

accumulation aims to reorganise opposing group interests into a compromise, and

synthesize them so that material gains are made by all groups incorporaied within its

scope.(Esping Andersen, 1985)

One example of an accumulation strategy is welfare Keynesianism. This reorganised the

interests of both capital and labour, which had previously been expressed only in

antagonistic terms. The policy package which Keynesianism put forward expressed these

interests in a different way, advancing the interests of both workers (through rising

living standards) and business (through growing markets) in advanced economies after

the 1930s Depression and World War 2. This particular stratery is not directly
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translatable into contemporary South Africa, however - the economic crisis at that time

refl ected demand-side problems.

1'he terrain on which accumulation strategies are currently being advanced in South

Africa is defined by the extreme class differentiation, which has increased in the context

of economic crisis. This irnplies that accumulation strategies necessarily have to

encompass a widely divergent array of group interests. But it also means that it is

unlikely that a single accumulation strategy could incorporate the full spectrum of

society - important and powerful groups are likely to be excluded by any particular

accumulation strategy.

What are the accumulation options on the table in South Africa? As in the 1940s, South

Africa appears to be facing two alternative paths. Both articulate themselves in terms of

a 'growth-redistribution' framework, but reflect the interests of different combinations of

classes and groups. This is because the respective growth paths embodied in each

accumulation strategy have strongly contrasting implications for the nature, extent and

time-scale of redistribution. For this reason, it is difficult to conceive of a 'compromise'

between the two alternative accumulation strategies, as distinct from 'compromises'

amongst different social groups within each strategy.

The terms of a constitutional settlement will naturally be amongst the critical factors

shaping the choice between the two alternatives. The terms of a settlement will

reorganise (some) interests of the different groups in South African society, in the

context of transforming the balance of forces amongst them. It is also possible, however,

that a constitutional settlement could shift the balance between social forces in such a
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way as to prevent the emergence of a viable coalition linked to one or the other

accumulation strategy. In such a situation, sustained economic growth is unlikely to be

possible.

The next two chapters focus on the alternative growth-and-redistribution models facing

South Africa at present. Chapter Two is primarily concerned with the first pre-condition

identified above, that is, the need to restructure production if growth is to be restored.

The central question here can be expressed as: what are the distributional consequences

of different approaches to reviving the rate of economic growth? The subsequent

chapter deals with the second issue, examining the interaction between economic policy

options and class alliances, by taking up the problem of the effects on growth of

coalitions of social forces.
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NOTBS

7. The weight of mining output in South Africa's total production has produced
some debate about the actual levels of GNP and GDP in the past twoiecades,
!T:9.,th".,world prices of gotd and.other minerals have fluctuated *ur[ràt¡
attecting the vallatlon of output (Abedian and Kantor, 1988). But this rssue
does not negate the broader picture of long-term shifts.

The average data used to distinguish the longer period naturallv reflect the
gndpoints,.s.o tflt with different èndpoints, a?iffêrent-picture could emerge.But the identification of turning-þoints, whether fôr short-run cycliial
fluctuations or longer-run \ilaves, invólves an assessment by the analvst. "based

upol some theoretical considerations, -rather than being s<ilf-evident fróm any
Particular set of- empirical .fagJs, No analysis of õycücal instability aná
fluctuation, of whatevèr periodicity and for whatever purpose, can rest on
empirical data relating toìhe time-series alone this musf bei supþlemented by
concePts-and explanation, since shorter- and longer-term fluctuätions can bé
identified in any random time series. In this chapîer the peaks and troughs of
the short-run fluctuations are taken from the wrirk of Sniit and Van der"Walt
(1970, 1913, 7gg2).

pinc,e the approach was first introduced by Aglietta (1979), regulation theory
has become widely used. But the broad direciion of its aiíherãnts, as well a's
their critics .(for example, Clarke, 1988), has been away from'a rigorous
approach to the analysir of economic crises, towards a greaier emphasis õn the
political dimensions'of the theory, for example Jessop ltqg:. 19g9: 1990). This
has meant that some of Aglietta'i valuable pbinters fôr ùe aialysis'of ecónomic
fluctuations have not realiy been developeci adequately. Chapteis 4 and 5 below
are an attempt to develop the argument-in this pãrticuiar dirèction.

Lipietz refers in this context to the work of the French socioloeist Pierre
Bourdieu on the concept of 'habitus'. There is however a large arid erowine
literature within econoinic .theory, which develops similar id"eas. (H"odgsorf,
1988) Relevant aspects of this matêrial are discuss.i¿ in chapter 5. \

The concept of equilibrium used by'regulation' theorists is dynamic, reflecting a
balance in the change in forceé. 

. 
Tñis is the meaning 

-or 
the 

' 
concept "of

l+:JppÞþ'^equilibriu.m, or changing and shifting, stablliry used by Agiietta
(1979:9 -17,353-6). This issue is disiussed in chaptãi 4.

This ambiguity is endemic, and perhaps inevitable, in marxist theory, or indeed
any o¡ner systems approach.

The concept of mode of regulation is close to that of 'social structure of
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accumulation'(SSA), introduced by the US theorists, Bowles, Gordon and
Weisskopf (1983, 1986), in the contêxt of their "challenges to capitalist control"
theory of economic crisis. Indeed, Jessop (1990) identifies the SSA approach as
one of the seven 'schools' of rezulation theory. In earlier versióñs of this
chapter, I also used the concepts oT mode of reellation and social structure of
accùmulation interchangeably. Despite the comñron and essential emphasis on
institutional considerafions, which was previously missing from- marxist
economics, it no longer seems appropriaæ to eli<ie the twó concepts. The
general theories of accumulation- ãnd crisis of the two schools are quite
different, the 'challenges to capitalist control' view being based heavilv on a
concept of 'power' tliat seems- too narrow. However, lhe concept of non-
reproduciive cycle, introduced by Gordon et al. (1983), is retained. For detailed
comparison of the two approaches, see Gordon (1991) andKotz (1990).

TI. p-odp of-reguJation is based upon the more abstract concept of the 'capital
circuit', developed by Marx in CaÞital, volume II, in that theèlements of the
mode of regulation reflect the valious stages passed through by capital as it
moves arouid the circuit. An important añalytïcal aspect oÏ the'contept is its
macroeconomic nature, its concein with aegrégate eðonomic relations.'This is
not intended to suggest that the mode olreá:lation is fully determining: it
provides themacro-õontext for accumulation, i"mposing (positive and negaiive)
èonstraints. But it does imply that the impórtarice oftËe concept with"in the
theoretical framework is linked to its total óoherence. This is deveioped further
in chapter 5.

Neither should the mode of regulation be seen as being purposively constructed
the theoryisfunctio-nalist, bulinan aposteríorí sensã(Lifietz, tg9l:16).It is
not beìng suggested that the mode of regulation springs into existencé fully
formed and then remains static - clearly tñere is constairt 'tinkering' with and
adjustment of the institutions. But the iheory abstracts from thesã processes,
focu-sing on- the economic effects of a niode of regulation seèn to be
fundamentally stable, in its major features, over a long-ruñ phase.

For a thorough explication of the rise and decline of Fordism in the advanced
capitalist economies, see Aglietta (1979), Armstrong et al. (1984), Boyer (1988a"

1?^s!Þ,1289ç), de Vroey (1984), clyn (1982, 1990), õlyn et àt. lueo¡ ánd Lipietz
(1986, 1987).

The interactions amongst these variables were regarded by Kaldor as amongst
the critical 'stylised faðts' of capitalist economic"growth. h 'stylised fact' is" a
"conceptualised phenomenon ... interpreted to holJ'in a \ryay, or ío a degree, that
the.researcher règards as significant enough... that prima 'facie 

expla"natión is
called for... [They]. often pioviOe a startinþ point fór the analysis ^of enduring
structures and méõhanism3" (Lawson, 1989:"65-6).

The profit rate. here is calculated directly, that is, a single ratio of net operating
surplus to capital stock at current prices. Dataîor th"e manufacturing'sectort
net operating surplus was available only for 1960-75. (Swanepoel, 1978) The
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other data is from South African Reserve Bank, Quarterlv Bulletin,
Supplement,Septembe.r^1981,.andlaterissues.officiãl@
surplus begin only in 1960, having been initially compiled by Swanepoel for the
South African Reserve Bank, who chose not to continue to publish sectorally
disaggregated figures according to his framework

This method of calculation of the profit rate differs from that of Nattrass (1989),
to my knowledge the only other atiempt to calculate an aggregate profit ràte foí
South Africa. She disaggreg-atedthe _profit rate into the producf of the profit
share and the output-capital ratio. (See Armstrong et al., 1984; Glyn êt al.,
1ee0.)

Nattrass' approach is empiricist to say the least. She constructs a single time
series for fh-e profit rate, and, referriñg repeatedly to this single grapñ as 'the
facts', rests her entire argumént uponThe'basis oÎ its long-ruî dõcline. Aside
from the possibility of othér 'facts','alternative calculationiof ttre profit rare, as
is done hete, this ignores entirely the implicit theoretical underpinning of any
such time series, b-ut especially'aggregaied series, and series^involving thé
measurement of the capital stock. The implications of these theories for the use
to which the data embodying them can be put, is not explored. This is surprising
in view of her insistence'on-careful analysìs. What is equally surprising ìs thaí
she makes no attempt to account for hêr results, that'is, ío exþtain "1ry¡y ttt"
profit rate should have declined in South Africa, and how its deciine (if-iñdeed
it did decline) was linked to the reasonable growth rate until the mid-7Os. To
argue that Jâpan and Germany experienced' both declining profitability and
raþid accumuÎation is not múch help. Nor is it sufficieni to suggesí that
detlining profitabitity simply indica^tes that the accumulation fiocess is
unsustainable (Nattrass, 1989:75) - what is important is when and ¡ryhy this
unsustainabilitv manifests itself. She offers no account of anv sort óf the
dynamics of aðcumulation in South Africa. It is interesting that when she does
provide a periodisation of South African development (Nattrass and
Terreblanchei, 1990), it is based entirely on political devélopmentÈ.

This argumgqt should not be taken .to impþ that the underlying. causes of the
economic crisis were underconsumptionist. Firstly, that a strategJ is put forward
by capital cannot be taken as guâranteeing a resolution to tñê crisis, even in
capitalist terms. But more important, there is not necessarily a direct
coirespondence between the causês of the crisis, and possible resoluíions. There
can be little doubt that shortages of effective demand-appeared as one symptom
of the crisis, in South Africa ãnd elsewhere, once a dêôline in the groürth rate
had already begun. Thus increases in effective demand would certaiñly improve
g.rg\Mth in the short term, the key to sustainability being action on the supply
lide to ensure that bottlenecks anä capacity constráints dõ not become binding.

T2,

13.
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MODELS OF GROWTH AND REDISTRXtsINIOI.{ FOR THE FUTIIRE SOIITH

,A,FRTCA

South Africa's economic crisis discussed in the last chapter has highlighted the

limitations of the growth path followed since the 1940s, that is, racial Fordism. To

state it in the baldest possible fashion, this path combined mineral exports with an

inward-oriented, import-dependent manufacturing base to provide rising incomes and

welfare for a small proportion of the population. The underlying causes of the crisis

expressed problems in each of the two aspects of the growth path, while also forcing

attempts to prop it up by progressive broadening of its political base, a strategy which

ultimately has proven unsustainable. Options for future growth models, or

accumulation strategies as I referred to them above, must address the problems of the

growth path in the context of the broad-based political constituency or alliance which

the strategy's proponents are attempting to build. Thus the ideas of growth and of

redistribution have framed the debate, but in this context two strongly contrasting

orientations have merged, as I discuss in this chapter.

CHAPTER. TWO

The underlying distinction between the two models is their identification of different

sources of new market demand which might serve to stimulate improved profitability

for South African industry. These new sources of demand - world markets for

processed materials, versus domestic markets for'basic needs' consumer goods - then

imply particular forms of restructured and/or expanded capacity in industry, and the
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policy frameworks spell out what is involved, together with mechanisms to achieve it,

reflecting a broad orientation towards the efficary of state supply-side interventions.

The models do not take up the question of adjustment to macroeconomic

disequilibria, though the manner in which this occurs will obviously be fundamental

to the chances for successful restructuring in the long-run.

I. Neo-liberal export-oriented growth

Over the past decade and more, there has been much debate and division within big

business, and between this group and the government, over the appropriate policies

necessary to transform South African capitalism and resolve its crisis. Though the

details lie beyond the scope of this paper, it is important to point out that one of the

crucial changes brought about by the administration of FW de Klerk, has been to

make government economic policy both more coherent, as well as more consonant

with the expressed concerns of most of 'big'business. Many of the policies reflected in

this neo-liberal export-oriented strategy have been advocated for some time. Since

late 1989, they have begun to be implemented, while other policies which do not fit

into the strategy have been abandoned.

The central focus is on restructuring and regenerating the manufacturing sector using

'neo-liberal', or market-based, policies to alter cost structures. This, it is argued, will

not only restore the profitability of production, but simultaneously make South
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African manufactured goods more competitive internationally, thereby expanding

markets. In terms of industrial development, the emphasis has fallen upon the need

to extend the processing (beneficiation) of minerals currently exported in raw or

semi-processed form, so as to increase the degree of value-added accruing to the

South African economv.

Neo-liberal policies include, firstly, the state limiting its own economic activity in

relation to the provision of goods and sewices. The major intervention in this respect

has been privatisation, and more recently, commercialisation, of state-owned

corporations and state-provided services. Secondly, and more importantly, state

intervention in the activities of private agents is increasingly to be limited to defining

the broad parameters of market processes, that is, the general cost levels of

productive factors (labour and capital especially) and other incentives (such as tax

allowances and subsidies). The autonomous responses of economic agents to these

changes in market price 'signals' will produce, according to this view, the desired

transformation of the profitability and the structure of production.

Policies intended to redefine ma¡ket parameters in this way include the new General

Export Incentive Scheme, and the accompanying scrapping of the targeted

intervention approach of the individual industry-based Structural Adjustment

Programmes, as well as the deregulation of the financial system, which, as noted

above, has enhanced the degree of control by the major conglomerates over financial

flows. A furiher element is the need, frequently referred to in public discussion, for

restraint in nominal wage increases, as the major approach to slowing inflation,

currently running at about 1,0Vo higher than South Africa's major trading partners.

This is likely to be translated into active policy in the near ftrture.
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The aim is to achieve economic gro\Mth along the same capital-intensive, raw

material-based path as in the past. The direct employment potential of this approach

is quite limited, but the argument is that both the upstream and downstream

employment multipliers are considerable. On the other hand, the investment

requirements for growth along these lines to be established and subsequently

sustained, are substantial. A substantial proportion of the overall surplus will have to

be invested in installing and renewing the technologies required for international

competitiveness.

One unanswered question facing this accumulation strategy is whether firms will

respond as intended to new price signals. In other words, given the very low

confidence levels of South African business over the past decade and earlier, it is by

no means certain that the transformation of market conditions will be sufficient to

draw financial resources into investment projects with high risk-profiles and long

lead-times. Indeed, as will be detailed in the next chapter, it would appear that

substantial subsidies will be required to induce the commitment of funds on the scale

necessary.

Naturally, a primary intention of the strategy as a whole is to meet the neecls of big

business, the only actors with access to appropriate resources, as well as some other

sectors in the white population (though not all). But the interests of significant strata

of the black population can also be accommodated, especially once these interests are

recast in a post-apartheid context. Those blacks employed in the major sectors of the

economy - particularly mining, large-scale manufacturing, and finance - would clearly
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benefit substantially. This would include not only black middle-class strata, but also

organised workers, who could achieve wage gains in line with the growth in

productivity, which is expected to be fairly rapid. As a result, this strategy is likely to

expand the kedge'between employed and unemployed, notwithstanding the fact that

wage restraint is one feature of the policy package.

'Redistribution' within this strategy would be a distinct process from economic

growth, focussing on those groups not directly incorporated into the dominant sectors.

It would take a number of forms. First, it would involve the chameling, to the

'disadvantaged' sectors of the population, of a fraction of the additional resources

available from the expected boost to growth. This would be accomplished through

mechanisms such as the R3 billion Independent Development Trust ('Jan Steyn

Fund'), announced as part of the March 1990 Budget and equivalent to about 4%o of

total government expenditure. It has been followed by the establishment of private

foundations by several large companies, with essentially the same purpose. These

funds are intended to provide initial capital for the urban poor in 'development areas'

(as the official jargon puts it) to meet their own needs in terms of employment and

basic consumer goods, independently of the capital-intensive, large-scale

manufacturing sector.

A second significant element of this 'self-development'process, similarly indicative of

the neo-liberal approach, is deregulation of small business. It is argued that laws and

regulations have been the major inhibiting factor upon entrepreneurship, so that the

removal of these legal constraints will be sufficient for the flourishing of black-owned

micro-enterprises. Little of a more active nature is being done, or even intended, by

way of enhancing the flows of capital, skills, and other prerequisites to this sector.
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The neo-liberal export-oriented strategy would, in sum, be likely to reinforce and

extend a dualistic structure of society, by widening income inequality within the black

population, and indeed overall. Some groups would be incorporated within the

'compromise'behind the strategy, but large sectors of urban and rural poor would be

excluded, obtaining benefits only from the secondary redistributive mechanisms, to a

limited degree and over an extended time-scale.l

This consideration raises the critical issue of the prospects for political stability in the

context of the neo-liberal accumulation strategy. In particular, it raises the question of

the relation between this accumulation strategy and the government of a newly-

constituted non-racial democratic South Africa. One perspective on this issue can be

read from the announcement that 'black political organisations' would be invited to

consult and participate in the process of disbursing the Independent Development

Trust. These organisations are evidently perceived as the vehicle through which the

poorest sectors of the population are to be linked into the overall accumulation

strategy. A corollary is that these organisations would carry the responsibility for

'domesticating' their constituencies.

Both roles have begun to be played under existing constitutional arrangements, wiih

the 'normalisation' of political activity since February 1990. In a post-apartheid

scenario, a new government, based primarily on the 'new' urban black insiders -

middle classes and employed workers - would be under greatpressure to act along

similar lines.It would find it hard to resist the argument, presented as embodying

hard-headed economic logic, that it should leave the industrial 'engine of growth'
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more or less untouched and under the direction of those who currently manage it. In

exchange it would receive a slice of a fiscal cake enlarged by economic growth, for

'redistribution'among more marginal groupings, thereby enabling the retention of

some political support amongst these sectors. This scenario is a familiar one in recent

Southern African historv.2

II. Basic needs, growth and employment creation

The neo-libe¡al export-oriented accumulation strategy, already being implemented by

govemment and business, focuses on a response to the problems underlying the

$owth crisis of the past 15 years - poor profitability of production and instability of

export earnings.

The basis for an alternative strategy for future accumulation is an attempt to address

directly not only the problem of low economic growth, but also some of the

contradictions - unemployment and extreme ¡elative poverty - contained in the

'choice' of 'racial Fordism' in the 1940s, and which have been dramatically magnified

by the crisis of that growth path,

The path not adopted in the 1940s would have aimed to absorb the labour surplus

pushed out of the agricultural sector, through the erpansion of labour-intensive basic

consumer goods industries, for the domestic market in the first instance. These are

precisely the broad objectives of the alternative strategy available today, although the

specifics must necessarily be adapted to current circumstances.
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A policy framework with these goals emerged during the second half of the 1980s

within government and business policy debates. This view, labelled 'inward

industrialisation', argued that black urbanisation has shifted income distribution and

the composition of consumer demand towards housing and non-durable goods,

providing the scope, and the need, for restructured and expanded industrial

production. It was argued that this "demand is effective and need not be inflationary"

(Lombard et al, L985; see also Brand and Dreyer, 19s6). This change in the

conditions of demand was linked with more active policy intervention on the side of

production, taking a neo-liberal form. As l-ombard (198S) argued,

the answer lies in a readjustment between four cost items,
namely the exchange rate, the interest rate, the wage rate and
the rate of taxation. The objective ... is to bring about a rise in
the unit output costs of capital intensivë methods of
production relãtive to the out¡iut costs of labour intensive
methods of production...[which] will deal with the structural
pro-blem of clomestic unemployment and low growth together
with a deficit on the balãnce of payments- due to leavy
imports of capital goods.

It has been frequently pointed out that this strategy tends to iclentifu basic needs with

effective demand - in other words, it overemphasises the rate of growth of the latter.

(McCarthy, 1988). An adclitional problem with inward indust¡ialisation is that the

changes in factor prices which it seeks may not have the intended results. As has been

evident during the 1980's, increasing real rates of interest tend to lead to financial

fragility, particularly in relation to the manufacturing sector. For larger firms this has

resulted in a shift from debt to equity financing and therefore increasing

centralisation of ownership of assets, but little effect on productive structure. For

smaller firms it has led to cutbacks in output with no necessary increase in labour
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employed. Thus rising interest rates have led to a movement from production to

finance, rather than a shift in the nature of production.

This stratery was not likely to be supported by major industrialists linked to the

conglomerates, since their interests will be undermined. Equally the vehement

opposition of the organised labour movement to policies during the late 1980s to

deregulate to promote small enterprises, suggest the likely response to any attempt to

adjust wage levels downward.

Some of these problems also confront the accumulation strategy with similar

objectives, but based on a distinct set of policy mechanisms, which has been

elaborated by the ANC and its allies, including COSATU. In contrast to the dualistic

separation between redistribution and growth reflected in the export-oriented

approach, this strategy aims to achieve growth through a singular path - the direct

expansion of labour-intensive industries, involving therefore employment creation

and expanded production of basic consumer goods, and leading to rapid a more

extensive and rapid redistribution of incomes and wealth. The underlying synthesis of

interests includes not only the employed working class and the mass of urban

unemployed, but also the middle classes (black and white).

The crucial issue is that this strategy cannot be premised on a this strategy has been

labelled 'growth through redistribution', implying, at least at this aggregate level, the

direct redistribution of incomes, whether as 'high wages' for organised labour, or as

an income subsidy for the unemployed. This approach would almost certainly simply

exacerbate the growth crisis, which, as noted, originated on the supply-side of the
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South African economy, by leading quickly to macroeconomic instability in the short

run - balance of payments difficulties andf or accelerating inflation - as the economy

ran into likely constraints on productive capacity and foreign trade.

Experience elsewhere in the world, particularly in l-atin America, has demonstrated

that efforts to re-orient economic development, through overly rapid increases in

wages, in income subsidies for the unemployed and in government spending on social

services, do indeed run a grave risk of becoming self-defeating. The short-term

consequences of such policies, especially in an unfavourable international economic

environment, have in many instances been runaway inflation and unsustainable

deficits in the economy's foreign balance. On the other hand, it is far too easy to point

to these dangers as a rationale for virtual inaction on the question of redistribution.

This has become the habit for corporate and government officials in the course of the

economic debate.

But there are other possibilities than direct redistribution of incomes for

conceptualising the singular, labour-demanding growth path. If the supply-side - the

restructuring of production - is to be the focus of an alternative accumulation

strategy, the emphasis would have to be placed on the redistribution of investment,

rather than consumption. This implies, first, a substantial increase in the level of

productive investment, made possible by drawing funds out of financial markets. At

the same time, the composition of productive investment would need to be shifted

away from its current emphasis towards industries and sectors targeted for expansion.

Housing construction is the most important single sector to be targeted for

investnlent, though questions remain about the growth potential, ancl macroeconomic
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constraints uporì, the range of strategies towards the housing question. this is a major

arena for debate, though little rigorous analysis of the argument pro and con has yet

appeared. Over and above this, there are competing views about which sectors and

industries are appropriate. One alternative suggests labour-intensive light industries

in the formal sector, such as food, clothing, furniture and so on, to take advantage of

potential economies of scale. A contrasting approach is that investment should be

directed towards infrastructural services, such as electricity and telephones, in the

black townships, to encourage growth of informal sector'micro-enteqprises producing

basic goods, thus also expanding employment.

The focus on wage-goods producing industries is not entirely incompatible with

achieving international competitiveness in export and import-competing sectors.

While the initial and primary focus of industrial policy would be on non-traded wage

goods - housing, basic non-durables and other services - rather than on intermediate

industrial inputs, trade stratery could focus on consumer industries. Indeed, it could

be argued that the dynamic growth potential is far higher for many sectors of the

latter type than in materials processing. (Iævy, 1992) Consumer goods exports need

not necessarily be basic items - in some industries, expansion at the lower end of the

market could contribute to improved competitiveness at the upper end, while it may

also be appropriate to import some wage goods, if there is no way to produce them

Iocally at competitive levels, except through dramatic and unacceptable cuts in labour

costs.

Orienting consumer goods industries ouhvards - a process which would clearly have to

be carefully phased and monitored through a planning process, as we cliscuss below -
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seems an important step not just in terms of expanding exports, but even more so in

terms of achieving increases in the level of employment, and in the size of the \vage

basket' (the group of goods and services which can be bought with the average wage),

while reducing labour's share of total value added at the macroeconomic level. This is

not to suggest that wage rates should be lowered, either in money or in real terms.

Rather it is an insistence on the need to focus policy efforts on the need to raise

employment and productivity in wage goods industries, while acknowledging that a

change in economic profitability (as distinct from financial profitability) is one of the

critical factors in dealing with stagnation, by increasing the relative share of resources

available for investment. There would be no guarantee however that this increase in

potential investment would translate into an increase in actual investment - this

would have to be the subject of further policy measures, relating especially to the

financial system, to be discussed below.

'Redistributing investment' immediately raises the question of the role of the state,

perhaps the central issue in debating future accumulation strategies. There is no good

reason to suppose that the future South Alrican state will be, or indeed should be,

different from states in a diverse range of historical experiences, in playing a

substantial role in stimulating and shaping the economic advancement of the society.

Only by using the capacities of the state to counter the extremely powerful but

inevitably recalcitrant private economic agents, especially the conglomerates, does it

seem possible to bring about the fundamental shift of direction in South African

economic development that is required by this accumulation stratery.

One aspect of state intervention must be the planning of target rates of change for

essential macroeconomic variables, such as output, employment, and prices,
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especially to enable shifts of emphasis within the overall growth path. Thus, as the

South African economy approached a state of fulI employment and satisfaction of

basic consumer needs (which will undoubtedly take many years), it would become

necessary to shift the emphasis of investment policy.

Beyond this, however, the form of state intervention would not be determined on

general principles, but on the basis of strategy and policies developed sectorally,

though by no means all sectors would necessarily be identified for intervention. In

other words, state intervention would be targeted and selective, rather than

overarching, âs in eastern European central planning models. Where it was

undertaken, however, intervention would be pervasive, that is, far-reaching in shaping

the activities of economic agents, in contrast to the neo-liberal reliance on agents'

autonomous responses.

In this context, an important distinction relating to efficiency and the nature of

'markets' becomes relevant. This is a distinction between static efficienry, which

relates to the allocation of resources at a point in time, and dynamic efficiency,

relating to the shifting of resources to new uses over time, so as to achieve optimal

growth throughout the period. (Dosi, 1988)

These concepts of efficiency arc not the same - in many situations they are actually

contradictory. An efficient allocation at a particular point in time may 'lock in'

physical resources (machinery, buildings, etc), patterns of organisation (such as

corporate ownership structures and management attitudes), and allocation processes

(such as financial institutions perceptions of riskiness, or creditworthiness). In other
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words, precisely because it is at that moment efficient, cost-effective and profitable,

resources continue to be allocated according to the initial pattern. But the economic

environment is always changing, for external (international) reasons, and because of

the efÏects of economic growth on the economy and society itself. To maintain

optimal growth over time, or dynamic efficiency, therefore, means changing patterns

of resource allocation and of organisation.

It is often claimed that market efficiency implies that all profitable opportunities will

be taken advantage of by private corporations. But this distinction means that the

assessment of profitability itself needs to be seen in context, rather than taken as

given in some absolute sense. Discount rates, and the calculation of costs and returns

not only determine which projects are efficient, but are themselves defined by the

criterion of efficiency being used.

Shifting of resources to new uses involves significant risks and uncertainties. Thus, to

achieve these dynamic shifts efficiently, market processes and institutions need to try

to accomplish two purposes. The first is to reduce uncertainry, by enabling some

actions to be taken and by imposing constraints on others. This reduction of

uncertainty is c¡itical for economic actors in markets to undertake their planning

activities. The second, and related, purpose is to spread the risks involved across a

wider basis. These risks often outweigh the benefits expected to accrue to the private

economic agent, who will therefore not undertake the activity, whatever its broader

social benefits, unless the risk is shared by others in the society.

The distinction between static and dynamic efficiency is not the same as that between

markets and planning, or markets and state intervention. It is not the case that
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markets, alone, will achieve static efficienry, and planning or intervention on their

own will lead to dynamic efficiency. Rather, dynamic efficiency requires both state

intervention and market processes: there is a need to recognise that all economies are

'mixed', in the sense of combining markets and planning. This planning is undertaken

both by economic organisations operating within markets, that is, corporations, and

also by those outside the market context, that is, goveniment agencies.

The policy problem for the latter group is not to find a single optimal (statically

efñcient) combination between the two processes, but rather to manage their

interaction over time, in order to achieve dynamic efficiency. This requires

continuous planning and transforming of the market environment within which firms

operate, to guide firms' activities in line with wider social and developmental

objectives. It also requires shaping the market environment in such a way that

corporations can themselves undertake the internal planning essential to their own

activities. In this respect, the state's role is essential in reducing the risks and

uncertainties for private economic actors in undertaking new activities. This role for

the state arises both because many institutions are actually located within the state,

and because the state is a major arena where institutions and processes which

characterise the operation of specific markets are shaped and defined by various

interest groups.

In sum, then, moving the South African economy onto a new growth path, as we are

suggesting should be done, will require a major re-orientation of economic activity,

and re-allocation of resources. If this is to be accomplished in a manner that is

(dynamically) efficient, the role of the state will be crucial. The state will have to
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provide assistance to the private sector to lower the risks companies face, and

improve their potential return, to encourage them to move into the industries and

sectors favoured for national economic development. This will involve tax, credit and

export subsidies, amongst other mechanisms.

But it is essential to emphasise that in other economies where there has been a rapid

transformation of economic development, the state has combined the provision of

incentives to the private sector, with the capacity to impose disciplinary measures.

Continued support in the form of subsidies has been closely tied to performance

criteria in the use of these subsidies, with sanctions and penalties for failure to meet

cost, output and export standards. There has, in other words, been the use of both

carrot and stick.

In this context, the debate about the merits of nationalisation can be seen in a new

light. On the one hand, decisions about the state's direct role in the provision of

goods and services are located within a much broader set of considerations of its

capacity to influence the use of economic assets which it does not immediately own. It

may be most efficient for social infrastructural prerequisites for formal sector

development in urban areas to be delivered by newly-established or extended state

corporations. On the other hand, the expansion of production along more

conventional formal sector lines could not be based upon large state corporations.

Hence, actual nationalisation - in the sense of the state takjng over ownership of

assets currently privately-owned - is likely to be appropriate in only a limited number

of situations.
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What is more important is that the state intervene, and have the capacity to do so, in

the private sector investment process to ensure that resources were channelled in the

desired directions by private firms themselves. This would require a co-operative

relationship between private firms and state planning institutions, with fîrms involved

in the sectoral planning process (as indeed should organised labour be). At the same

time, firms would have to accept a subordinate role in this process, in return for the

planning process creating a basis for profitable production. If state-private sector

interaction is characterised by conflict rather than co-operation, the outcome can only

be dynamic inefficiency, and continued stagnation.

In an econonÌy like South Africa's, with the private sector dominated by a tiny

number - five or six - of large conglomerates, the prospects for this accumulation

strategy will hinge on the policy adopted towards the latter. For the 'redistribution of

investment'to be successful, the conglomerates cannot be left in their present form.

The central reason for this is that the conglomerates dominate the provision of

external finance to industrial firms, the nexus of this process being constituted by

financial linkages within the various conglomerates.

Because of its role in transforming savings into investment, the financial system is a

crucial sphere in the transition to a new gowth path. What type of financial system is

appropriate for achieving such a transformation in a dynamically efficient manner?

Comparative experience suggests that the capacity of a state to intervene in, and

direct, private sector investment depends critically on whether the financial system is

ma¡ket-based or credit-based. In other words, whether the relative emphasis is on

capital market processes or on bank credit provision in providing firms with the
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external funds required over and above retained profits for their tixed capital

investments.

In economies such as West Germany, Japan or Taiwan, where banks are critical in

providing finance to industry, and capital markets are less developed, the state is able

to shape industrial development through central bank regulation of bank lending

policies to industrial firms. In these economies, monetary policy provides the central

bank with a lever over the commercial banks, while critically, the banks' extension of

long-term credit (loans or equity) to industry gives them a loice'in the investment

decisions of the industrial companies, to use Hirschman's phraseology. This is in

contrast to the US and UK economies, where the dominance of the stock markets

and the resulting diffusion of capital mobilisation offers lenders, even large

institutions, only an'exit'mechanism (selling their shareholdings in a firm) to express

their views of a firm's record or decisions. As a result, state intervention is extremely

difficult. (Zysman, 1983; Wade, 1988)

In this respect, South Africa's financial system has a somewhat hybrid form,

combining elements of both the market-based and credit-based models. In the South

African case, it is essential to look at the financial system as integrally linked with the

corporate (ownership) structure. Because of the high degree of concentration of

ownership in South Africa, there is effectively a credit-based system in which financial

institutions at the centre of a few large conglomerates provide critical amounts of

external funds to industrial (including mining operating) companies. The most

important of these institutions are not commercial banks, or other deposit-taking

institutions, however, but the mining finance houses and life assurance companies.
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There are six conglomerates which effectively control on the order of 80Vo of the

companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange.3 Of this figure, 45ToLieswtth

Anglo-Americar¡ 1.6Vo twththe Rembrandt Group, and 10Vo each with Old Mutual,

the English language life assurer, and Sanlarr¡ the latter's Afrikaans equivalent. Each

of these groups has interests in all the major productive, coÌnmercial and financial

sector of the economy, as well as extensive international operations. Most

importantly, each of the major banking groups is associated with one or the other of

these conglomerates.

The conglomerates make extensive use of market-based mechanisms and instruments

(such as rights issues on the JSE) to channel finance to their borrowers (associated

and subsidiary companies). Th" high degree of ownership concent¡ation makes the

use of 'exit' costly and difficult, since it would involve the shift of an associated or

subsidiary company to a rival conglomerate. On the other hand, it allows the

conglomerates themselves to influence the investment policies of their subsidiary

companies through the loice' mechanism. As in all market-based systems, a

considerable proportion of firms' external financing actually derives from the banking

system, the distinction between the two forms relating to the margin. But in the South

African case, as is widely acknowledged, the conglomerates directly influence bank

lending policies in favour of both lower rates for, and larger funds flows towards,

companies within their 'stable'. (See, for example, Business Day, October 25 lggl.)4

The result is, in effect, an internal credit 'market' within each of the conglomerates,

and the segmentation of the overall credit market, with those outside the

conglomerate networks subject to quantity constraints on access to credit.
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It is often argued that the high degree of concentration of resources within the

conglomerates results in scale economies. This conclusion rests on a static approach,

however, as several sources of dynamic inefficiency can be identified. The

conglomerate structure with its limited exit mechanisms tends to lock in support and

assistance from parent companies for weak firms and sectors, which are kept afloat by

their parent companies keen to protect their assets. Another obstacle may be the use

of uniform criteria and rates of discount (measures of profitability) in investment

project appraisal across the different industrial sectors in which a conglomerate is

involved. This 'competition' for funds within the conglomerate is related to the

financial nature of its control, but it may introduce a bias against projects with longer

time horizons with respect to profitability, a bias which would be offset only by larger

subsidies than might otherwise be necessary.

The existing South African co¡porate structure is not likely to facilitate the re-

direction of activities towards the predominance of wage goods in the output

structure, which has been seen here as desirable. Thus they are not subject to the

direct influence of monetary policy. The subordinate position of the banks to non-

bank financial intermediaries within the conglomerate structure reinforces the latter's

relative immunity from even conventional forms of state control over financial flows.

An illustration of this was provided by the conflict in early 1990 between the SA

Reserve Bank and the commercial banks over prime interest rates and off-balance

sheet lending, where the Reserve Bank had extreme difficulty gaining acceptance for

its efforts to limit monetary growth. Because the banks were forced to lend to prime

corporate borrowers at rates below the prime, while being forced to borrow from the
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central bank at the official discount rate, an opportunity for arbitrage was created,

especially at times of money market shortage. The banks were induced to engage in

funding operations off-balance sheet, by borrowing from non-bank corporations, the

latter able to borrow at preferential rates from one bank, in order to onlend to others.

Obviously this made monetary control through the interest rate mechanism

impossible. The Reserve Bank's long-term solution was to add off-balance sheet

liabilities to the 'minimum prudential requirements' embodied in the new legislation

for deposit-taking institutions. Nonetheless, the financial market pouier of the

conglomerates was clearly demonstrated.

The limited purchase for the use of monetary policy as a lever, undermines the

prospects for using credit subsidies to lead private sector investment decisions.

Another difficult problem is that the power of the conglomerates, associated with

their high concentration and influence over private sector investment, is likely to

make it extremely difficult for a future state to use the 'stick' as well as the 'carrot',

that is, enforce discipline and impose penalties on the private sector when expected

performance criteria in return for subsidies are not met.

It is consequently essential to consider the need to transform South Africa's corporate

structure, and in particular, to reduce the degree of concentration. This would best be

done using anti-trust poliry, specifically to dissolve the holding companies, which are

the critical feature of South Africa's conglomerate structure. At the same time (as a

secondary objective), the controlled sale of the holding companies' shareholdings in

operating companies could achieve a more equitable distribution of asset ownership,

through the use of 'affirmative action'-type credit policies (linked also to expected
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performance standards, of course) to assist potential black shareholders, and so

promote blackownership of business. Suchan anti-trust policywould resultin the

private sector remaining powerful productively, but being far less concentrated, and

thus improve the chances of successful state industrial policy.

An interesting and important historical parallel in this regard is action taken by the

United States Occupation Force in Japan after 1945. The zaibatsu conglomerates

(which strongly supported the Imperial Japanese government during the war) were

broken up via the banning of their holding companies, and the resale of their

shareholdings. Although conglomerates re-emerged in Japan during the 1950s, after

the Occupation had terminated, their structure was quite different from the pre-war

situation, since the banks were now at the centre. The 'new' conglomerates were thus

subject to the economic leadership of the Japanese state, in which co-operation

between the central bank and the Mm was critical, and played an important role in

the'Japanese economic miracle'.(Allen, 1958; Hadley, 1970)

At present, such dramatic action looks unlikely, even for a democratic and non-racial

goverffnent in South Africa. However, a confrontation with the conglomerates might

eventually be inevitable. It needs to be emphasised also that it is not only that the

composition of investment needs to be transformed, but also its level will have to be

increased. It cannot be assumed that private sector investment will automatically

increase from its abysmally low levels of the past L5 years, in the context of a

moderate post-apartheid government trying to move cautiously away from inherited

neo-liberal policies towards a more development-oriented approach. Even a

'gradualist' approach involving higher rates of taxation and the reintroduction of
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prescribed assets may, in the context of the overall accumulation strategy, prove to be

more than the conglomerates are prepared to stomach.

If a challenge to the power of the conglomerates does occur, two points are worth

underlining. One is that the approach sketched above retains, and indeed enhances,

the role of the private sector in economic activity. The other point is that the

dissolution of the conglomerates provides an important mechanism for linking the

interests of the middle classes, including small and medium-sized businesses, with

those of the working classes (employed and unemployed).

III. Conclusion

We will return in the next chapter to the question of the black middle classes, and the

question of state capacity, upon which the potential of the second, basic needs,

strategy for accumulation clearly rests. The possibilities for adequate state capacity

within this strategy rest, I would argue, to a considerable extent with the resolution by

organised labour of the fundamental dilemma posed for it by this strategy. While

their sectional interests, at least in the short to medium run, would quite possibly be

advanced in the context of the materials exports approach, in the longer term, the

potential for a strong labour movement should lie in the emplo)¡ment-creating, basic

needs approach.

As mentioned in the introduction, an important dimension of the policy framework

which is not addressed in this chapter, nor incleed in the debate more generally, is the
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process of adjustment to macroeconomic disequilibria. Here again, the role of the

organised labour movement may be crucial. If relative class powers are such that

price controls are ruled out and manufacturing prices are determined by markups, a

near certainty in the first growth scenario but much less likely in the latter, then

efforts to raise wages may well be self-defeating, due to price level increases. Worse,

the necessary distributional adjustment to achieve macro balance would probably be

at the expense of the unemployed and urban marginals.(Gibson et al., 1986) This type

of example underlines the need for further analysis of the macroeconomic adjustment

process involved in possible accumulation strategies.
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NOTES

1. It is also worth noting that these are almost the precise terms in which those
who identiff themselves as 'social democrats'piesent their policy case. The
logic of the argument presented here suqgests that the 'srahd cômoromise'
which they support is most likely to leaä-to the continüed and relnforced
marginalisat-ion of the very sectors of society they purport to be most
concerned about.

It should be evident that there are close similarities between the neo-liberal
accumulation strategy as presented here, and the 'structural adiustment'
p,olicy package being pressed upon governments in southern Africa and
elsewhere by international institutions such as the IMF, World bank, and
others.

Naturally, the tigure will vary as different companies' shares fluctuate. The
figure of 80Vo refers not to the conglomerates'- actual ownership of shares,
but rather to the percentage of total market capitalisation of companies
regarded (by the èompilerl of the respected Who owns whom ännual
publication) as being under their coñtrol. The predominant control
mechalism used by the conglomerates is the holding coinpany, the pyramidla
form of which malies contro-l possible on the basis õf a reiatiíély srirátt acrual
shar_eholding, in percentage terms. This form is faciliated by vaiious features
of the Souih African co-rporate taxation system. It has ihe advantage of
dispersing ownership fairþ widely, while ñraintaining tight control aí the
centre.

2.

3.

4. The conglomerates do not of course make use only of the banks within their
own group, but their financial power makes it possible for them to influence
bank lending policy in a more general manner.
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TFIE POLITIC¡.L ÐCONOR4Y OF THE BT.ACK ÞTIÐDLE CT.ASS IN A
ÐEMOCRATTC SOUTH AF'RICA

The position of the black middle classes within South Africa's class structure and

their political trajectory has long been a subject of fierce debate amongst the South

African left. This is perhaps not surprising for this group straddles the race and class

divides in the society. Those rvho have tended to emphasise the predominance of race

and racial identity in the determination of political orientation, most particularly

those who have chosen to understand South Africa as a special type of colonial

situation, have argued that the black middle class would find its niche within the

national liberation struggle, though not necessarily as the dominant group within the

nationalist alliance.

CFTAPTER TTIR.EE

On the contrary, analysts and activists who understood social class to play a lnore

determining role in inter-group politics suggested that the black middle class would

identiff its interests to lie in filling a junior partnership role vis-a-vis white business

and state. The mounting evidence from the late 1970s of the greater presence of black

businesspeople and professionals, together with the growth of administrative

bureaucracies in both the bantustans and the urban black townships, suggested for

some a quite explicit reformist stratery on the part of white state and business to

develop the black middle classes as, in effect, a'buffer' between themselves and the

working classes. While the growth of the black middle class was not necessarily a
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welcome development for the dominant classes, it was, it was argued, an insurance

against even more dramatic change - fuIl-blown national liberation, or worse, socialist

revolution. (Wolpe, 1988; Nolutshungu,1982; Hudson and Sarakinsþ,1986)

Whether consciously planned or not, it is true that the breakdown during the past 15

years of the existing form of South African capitalism, which had placed excessive

reliance on racially-defined structures, has been characterised by a substantial

increase in class differentiation amongst blacks, and particularly by growth in the

numbers of blacks in middle-class occupations.

There is of course considerable debate about the composition of the black middle-

class, and about how rapidly it has grown. For the purposes of this thesis, it is

unnecessary to enter the intricacies of this debate. Instead I conceptualise the black

middle class in a relatively unspecific manner. Firstly, I understand 'black' to include

those who have been officially defined as 'coloured', 'asian' and 'african'.

Furthermore, I include, on one hand, owners of small to medium-size firms (100

employees or less), and on the other, employees in the private and public sectors. As

far as the latter category is concerned, I follow Crankshaw and Hindson in defining

the middle class to include all managerial, professional, and white-collar occupations,

together with 'low-level' positions in the security forces. (Crankshaw and

Hindson,L990) 1

Using these authors' definition, which excludes owners of businesses, the african

middle class nearly trebled in size from over 200 000 individuals to just under 600 000

between 1970 and 1987, a growth rate of 6.4Vo per annum. This was equivalent to
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19% of the total african population, as compared with the middle class comprising

31% of the popr.rlation as a whole (all racial groups). I-ooking at the racial

composition of the middle class, blacks (on the above definition) comprised 43Vo of

the total, and africans over a quarter. These figures give some idea of the relative

weight of the employed black middle class.

The size of the self-employed black middle class is difficult to estimate, in part

because of the extent of informal sector and unrecorded activity, and in part because

it u'ould involve shifting the criterion defining class from occupation to income.

However, in the present context, it is not the absolute number of black

businesspeople that is of interest, but their relative economic and political weight, as

reflected in the size and profile of their organisations, such as NAFCOC (National

African Chambers of Commerce) and FABCOS (Foundation for African Business

and Consumer Services). Three points can be noted: first, the more established

organisations, such as those mentioned, have since the mid-1980s increasingly become

part of the 'establishment', and are routinely included in forums and initiatives

involving 'business' (that is, the white business organisations which were until recently

themselves separated along language lines). At the same time, they have naturally

been able to develop close linkages with black political organisation, before and after

these organisations were officially unbanned. Secondly, there has been a proliferation

of new organisations in recent years, reflecting the emergence of a wide stratum of

activists and ideologues for black commercial and financial interests. Finally, it is

evident both from their organisations, and from analysis of South African industry,

that black capital is following a fairly well-worn path in its development, in the sense

that it is located primarily in commercial and financial services, rather than in
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industry. 'Where there is a black presence in industry, it is most often to be found in

small (10-50 employee) enterprises in labour-intensive industry (garments,

construction). There is also disproportionate representation of non-africans ('indians'

and'coloureds') here.

It is not my concern in this chapter to enter the debate about whether the black

middle classes retarded or accelerated the movement of the society towards the

transition away from apartheid to a new form of state. The underlying purpose of this

chapter is rather to evaluate possible economic scenarios for the post-apartheid era

(discussed in the last chapter) in terms of their implications for the process of class

formation of the black middle class. In the first section of this chapter, I explore some

dimensions of the relationship between economic policy formulation, the political

process and class formation, so as to motivate the examination of these issues from

the standpoint of class formation.

Why the focus upon the black middle class, rather than on one or both of the

'fundamental' classes, white big business and black labour? The underlying reason is

the view that the black middle class is likely to be the class that'shifts'most within

South Africa's class structure in the transition from the apartheid to the post-

apartheid economy. In other words, it will grow in size, increase its share in

distribution and improve its relative economic power significantly more than other

classes: it is likely to benefit most from the deracialisation of South African

capitalism, while at the same time being fundamentally re-shaped by the transition.

In the second section of the chapter I discuss the imperatives created by the

democratisation process which are likely to lead to this substantial re-formation of
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the black middle class. From the perspective of the prospects for economic

development, however, what is important is not simply that the black middle class will

be re-formed, but the process through which this occurs and the direction that it

takes. Through this class'presence within, and relationship with, the state, its future

growth will be closely related to, and have a critical inJluence upon, the pattern of

economic development and the prospects for the latter. The links between the black

middle class's development and broader economic patterns are examined in Section

III, which explores the issue of rents in the context of differing characteristics of the

state.

If the black middle class will indeed have significant influence in the future economy,

it is critical to assess carefully the impact of policy proposals on this group, in relation

to economic development as well as other arenas. The fourth section returns to the

broad policy dilemmas confronting South Africa, this time to indicate how alternative

growth paths for the economy are associated with specific trajectories of the black

middle class. and its relation with the state.

[. Economic policy, class formation and state capacity

In this section I argue that economic policy formulation and implementation is not

simply a reflection of a given class structure and set of class relations, but actually re-

defines and re-shapes classes and the relations between them.2 This is particularly

true in moments of transition in the form of capitalism, or structural shifts bet-ween

forms of capitalism, as is the case in South Africa at present. By looking atpolicy
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from the perspective of class formation, we can get a better purchase both on whether

the political prerequisites for specific poliry stances are likely to be met, and on what

their implications for structural change and the pattern of accumulation are likely to

be. One important, if not essential, prerequisite for effective policy intervention is

naturally the capacity of the state. Related to this is a second concern: the existence

of a dominant alliance of classes which support, because they benefit frorrì, a set of

policies.

The starting point for the argument, as in other chapters in this work, is to conceive of

markets as socially created institutions organising the process of exchange between

economic actors. The specific institutional arrangements in a particular market

underpin the 'payoff structure' for individual participants in that market, comprising

the expected returns when the various alternative courses of action are followed. The

payoff structure thus shapes the behaviour of agents through a system of incentives

and penalties, or constraints. In other words, these institutions define what is

'rational' for an agent in a particular market at apoint in time, so that markets have a

structure which encourages a limited set of actions, and discourages other actions. It

should be emphasised that the payoff structure does not concern absolute levels, but

relative returns to different sides of the market. In other words, it is the interaction

between demand and supply that is structured. A change in one or both of these

quantities, such as will occur in the course of accumulation, especially in factor

markets, will affect the price determination process.

One example of a payoff structure is provided by Bowles and Gintis (1990; 1,992) in

elaborating their notion of 'contested exchange'. They suggest that the absence of
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exogenous claim enforcement in a market where some quality of the traded item is

valuable to the buyer, but costly for the seller to provide, gives rise to endogenous

enforcement (and thus 'contested exchange'). This results in a non-clearing

equilibrium, in which rent payments persist even in a competitive market to induce

transfer of the desired quality, or repeated transactions. One consequence is what

they call 'short-side power', that is, agents on the side of the market on which fewer

transactions are planned are able to exercise power in the exchange. Bowles and

Gintis do not analyse the nature of this power, but it is evident that its extent, and the

processes through which it can be exercised, reflect the payoff structure.

The payoff structure is a crucial part of the knowledge which the institutional content

of a market organises and conveys to the actors. At the same time as institutions

transmit certain information, other information is excluded, thereby reducing the

uncertainty in the environment deriving from the vast amount of information

potentially available for consideration in even the smallest decision. This is an

essential aspect of the enabling role of market institutions. The type of knowledge

which institutions convey to individuals limits their options to manageable

proportions, and as a result tends to induce habits and routines in their

behaviour. (Hodgson, 1988; La.nglois, 1 980¡3

These habits and routines provide the critical link between individual behaviour and

the identification of group actior¡ since they imply that the aggregate of individual

behaviours in a particular market has a coherence of its own, and can be understood

in, for example, class terms. In this context, the payoff structure can be seen as

defining class interests, and the various payoff structures applyrng to different groups
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in a market as reflecting some dimensions of the class relations among them. I-ooking

at the full spectrum of markets across an economy, we can say that the classes and

the relations between them have a historically specific and contingent form: the form

of capitalism in this society at this particular time.

Where does this form come from? Markets evolve as their institutional content

changes, with one (important) source of such changes being economic policy. In other

words, economic policy is a state intervention which transforms the payoff structure

within markets, thereby inducing the participants in the relevant markets to adapt

their behaviour, if they wish to continue to maximise their returns. Economic poliry

thus transforms the content of the concept of 'rationality' in particular markets, by

changing the action(s) that would be rational for agents (assumed to be rational).

Policy thus leads to a different allocation of resources, and if it is sufficiently far-

reaching, a different path of development.

The revision of the payoff structure due to economic policy intervention can be seen

as transfor*ing the interests of groups of actors within a market. The highest payoffs

will be achieved by a different set of actions than before. As these new actions are

carried out over time, their effect transforms the nature of the class comprised of the

individuals carrying them out.

Since economic policy implementation transforms class interests, we need to examine

the formulation of economic policy - the process of determining a new payoff

structure, or new institutions in a market - if we are to understand how class interests

are expressed. The policy formulation process is a political process in which
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organisations develop policy frameworks, or programrnes, which represent - express

and advocate - in a particular way the interests of a group (or a coalition of groups, as

we shall see below). These organisations then attempt to mobilize support for this

specific representation of group interests. As Jane Jenson has put it: "representation

implies the social construction of collective identities, via the mobilisation of

'interests'." (Jenson, 1 989 :7 3)

Alternative representations of group interests can thus be taken as implying different

processes of class formation, depending on which poliry (framework) is ultimately

implemented. The interests of a class are an aspect of its collective identity, and do

not exist in abstraction from their expression within a policy framework, of one sort or

another. The formulation of policy frameworks, and the contestation between

frameworks, is part of the process of class formation, a process which is then realised

via the implementation of the policy, as a specific representation of the interests of a

group.

Existing economic policy reflects the resolution of past conflicts between collective

actors. During periods of stability in capitalist relations, there is little scope for

competing identities to win support. In periods of economic crisis and stagnation,

during which the form of capitalism is in transition, existing market structures and

institutions disintegrate and/or are dismantled. These periods are characterised by a

breakdown of existing expressions of class interests and existing resolutions of

conflicts between them. As a result, conflict over the representation of interests and

the construction of collective identities becomes heightened. Thus to resolve these

crises, the interests of different groups have to be recast, and new collective identities
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forged. This is likely to require new class organisations, or at the very least, the

reconstitution and renewal of old orsanisations.4

TLe reconstruction of each class' identity and interests, and its relations with other

classes, does not, obviously, take place in isolation from similar processes for the

other classes in the economy. Most important for our purposes is that the political

conflict over poliry involves efforts to construct coalitions of groups, by expressing

their different sets of interests in a'positive-sum' context. This involves developing a

prograrnme which re-defines the interests of a range of groups such that all groups

rvithin the coalition would gain materially, if the particular poliry framework

advanced were implemented. Tliis should not be taken to imply that the interests of

different groups within the coalition are identical, nor that the gains derived by all

groups are equal. Groups within a coalition could be on opposite sides of a market

(employers and workers in the labour market being an obvious example), but their

negotiations in this market then take place within the coalitional framework, and

centre upon how to split the aggregate dividend, to put it crudely. Rather, their

interests within the context of the programme are complementary, so that if the

coalition becomes dominant and its programme is implemented, possible antagonistic

concerns become residual.

The outstanding examples of successful positive-sum coalitions are the social

democracies, in the Scandinavian examples of which the interests of the working class

and the peasantry were synthesized in a welfare Keynesian programme.(Esping

Andersen,1985) If it does ultimately emerge, the social'accord' or social 'contract'

between capital and labour which is presently the subject of widespread debate in
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South Africa, would be another example. Probably because it would share with the

social democratic societies the quality of being relatively fransparent and explicit, as

rvell as the involvement of organised labour, the case in favour of such an agreement

is often presented as representing a (the?) social democratic position in the South

African debate. In fact, the underlying coalitioq and the bargain between its

elements, would be rather different from archetypal social democracy. 5

The content of the coalition's underlying bargain or compromise defines the

accumulation path which the state tries to implement via policy. Naturally, this

situation of complementary interests persists only as long as the bargain survives, in

other words, only as long as accumulation proceeds at a rate sufficient to enable the

payoffs involved. Either external 'shocks' or the cumulative effects of economic

growth on power relations amongst groups could lead to the terms of the underlying

bargain being questioned as groups struggle to maintain their relative returns. This is

Iikely to be followed by the disintegration of the coalition, and faltering accumulation,

in other words, economic crisis. Further accumulation then demands the formation of
a new coalition, defined around a different accumulation path. This transition poses

tremendous problems for the state, which is neither simply a passive instrument of a

powerful class or group of classes, nor is it an all-powerful force autonomous from

classes. On the one hand, it has to manage the transition by trying to re-orient its

supportive coalition towards new patterns of accumulation, while simultaneously

reconstructing this coalition by trying to mobilise new constituencies, and abandon

some existing ones, which can no longer contribute to the growth path. This involves a

drastic overhaul of the payoff structures, such as the establishment of incentives, new

subsidies, or compensatory payments. (Waterbury,1989) This obviously is a process
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that bears results only in the medium term. On the other hand, it has to maintain its

political base in the short term, as other political forces engage in their own artempts

to construct a coalition.

In sum, then, class identities and interests are shaped by policy stances formulated in

the political process of coalition building. As the policies of the dominant political

coalition are implemented, they serve, if successful in relation to accumulation, to

reinforce the coalition and the specific class identities it embodies, and advance the

particular expression of interests focussed upon by the coalition.

II. DemocratisatÍon, deracialisation and úhe black middle crass

The perspectives outlined earlier on the role of the black middle class in the national

liberation process were both characterised by the identification of this class as a

critical element within the dominant political alliance. Its importance lay not so much

in its numerical weight or economic strength, but instead in its ideological or symbolic

presence, as either proponent or opponent of the concepts of state and nation

represented by the national liberation alliance. What was at stake was the extent to

which 'tace'would define the (a?) principle of representation in the conflict over the

definition of the South African nation. If the black middle class were part of the

liberation alliance, as in the 'colonial' definition of the society, the major political

fracture ran along the racial divide. On the other hand, if the black middte class acted

simply as a buffer between powerful whites and poor blacks, then clearly race would

be less important as a basis for political mobilisation.
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In the context of political transition and democratisation, the black middle class will

conlinue tobe an essential constituent ofwhichever political alliance emergesas

dominant. At the same tine, however, the basis for its centralif will be

fundamentally changed: it will be related far more closely to its economic activities

and position.

Democratisation will necessarily involve a process of transition. On the one hand, a

constitutional settlement will imply a formal shift to non-racial equatity of citizenship.

This will fundamentally shift the balance of forces in the society, by increasing the

political capacity of newly-enfranchised groups to press for their interests.

But a more extended process of institutional transformation will be necessary, before

the socio-economic structure begins to reflect more closely the constitutional

position. Democratisation involves a move towards widening participation in the

direction and management of economic institutions, as well as in the distribution of

benefits from them. In the abstract, it is conceivable that this process of widening

participation could continue to a point where the South African economy could

reasonably be labelled 'socialist'. But it is a premise of this chapter that this is

unlikely to occur, that the existing bourgeoisie remains too powerful relative to other

classes, and so will continue to be able to block such extensive limitations on its

prerogatives.6

The critical arenas for democ¡atisation relevant to the discussion of economic policy

include the budget, the senior levels of the state administrative apparatusesT, and the
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ownership and senior management of both private and public sector corporations.

These are the bases through which the pou'er of the'old' white interests has been

expressed and reinforced. (Slabbert,1990)

It is inconceivable that these institutions could retain their form in the context of a

new constitution. Of course, the debate about their democratisation has long since

begun, and while there are still fierce disagreements about¡atv the process should

occur, all groupings accept that there must be some transformation: in the language

of the public debate, no-one is promoting an exclusive focus either on redistribution

or on growth, though the specifics of combining them remain contested.

While the ultimate shape of the democratisation prices is still indeterminate, it seems

self-evident that deracialisation will be one of its critical dimensionrS. The shift in the

balance of forces produced by a new non-racial constitution witt naturally affect the

process of coalition-building discussed above. If it is to achieve legitimacy as a non-

racial and democratic force, the new state must incorporate black constifuencies into

its coalitional support base, while at the same time ensuring the transformation of

existing institutional loci of power from their racially exclusive character.

l,ooking at deracialisation from the perspective of class formation, the significance of

the black middle clæs in any potential coalition becomes self-evident. Deracialisation

will likely benefit the black working class and poor through increasing racial equality

in the provision of goods and services, particularly in the context of the budget, and

will also likely significantly improve the bargaining power of black workers and the

poor in the labour market. But the working class and the poor are already
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predominantly blackg, so that there is no question of any change in the racial

composition of these groups.

The situation in this respect of the middle classes, and especially of the bourgeoisie, is

naturally quite different. The corporations, private and public, and the state

administrative apparatuses are owned (in the former case), and managed by members

of these classes. Democratisation will demand that the new state introduce policy to

ensure that an increasing number of blacks gain access to these classes, that is, to

restructure these classes so that they become predominantly black. Put very plainl¡

affirmative action policies to the benefit of the black middle class will be a significant

element of state poliry, to enable a substantial increase in the number of middle class

occupational slots filled by blacks, as well as a'qualitative' improvement in these

slots. Positions of greater power, influence and remuneration previously relatively

inaccessible to blacks witl now be opened up to them.10 In the process, the black

middle class will be substantially reformed, as the previous section has suggested.

The importance, for legitimation pu{poses, of promoting the black middle class within

the overall class structure suggests that the black middle class will be one element of

the ruling coalition, whatever other groupings are also part of it. Ironically, the

inauguration of a non-racial constitution will reinforce race as an (implicit) principle

of representation for black gro.rpr.1l

But the starting point of the democratisation/deracialisation process will be a

negotiated settlement, rather than a cataclysmic event such as revolution or

decolonisation, where the owners and managers of private and public loci of power
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disappear, in large measure. Thus, the jun of the transition has important

implications for policy during the transition, implying that the deracialisation of the

middle classes will primarily be an incremental process relying on market

mechanisms. In terms of the concepts introduced in the previous section, state policy

will have to establish a payoff structure for the black middle class which incorporates

premia - rents - as a return on the potitical value of being black.12

There is of course no unique payoff structure which offers such returns but rather, a

set of varying representations of btack middle class interests, reflecting different

coalitional structures. Some of the alternatives will be examined in Section IV, but I
turn first to examine more closely the concept of rent, and the implications for the

state and development of 'rent-seeking' behaviour.

III. Rent-seeking and the developrnental state

Rents are payments accruing to owners of a good or service over and above the

market-clearing price, and arising because some quality of the good or service

provides its owner with a competitive advantage over suppliers of potential

alternatives. The nature of the advantageous quality can vary widety. Examples

include the conventional notion of rent associated with land of a superior quality or

containing natural resource deposits, location (distance from market), and

technological superiority due to in¡ovation. Obviously, the market has to be

structured so that the relevant factor does indeed provide an advantage, and as the

example under discussion suggests (and indeed any of the others mentioned), this

particular dimension of market can change dramatically over time.13
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In this chapter, I am concerned with rents arising from state intervention, where the

relevant quality of the good or service in question derives from political

considerations. The state can, for example, grant a competitive advantage to the

producers of particular goods, by introducing rents in the form of subsidies, tariffs or

quantitative restrictions on imports, or tax writeoffs for particular expenditures.14

These corlmon policy instruments alter the payoff structure of incentives and

penalties in the markets concerned, with consequences for economic activity as

suggested in Section I.

More generally, opportunities to earn rent arise when political power is used to shift

the distribution of potential returns amongst agents on the same side of a market, in

favour of one group relative to its competitors. In the current vogue phrase, rents

arise when the playing field, befween agents engaged in the same activity, is not

level.15 The motivation for such an intervention can vary widety of course, including

the privileging of domestic as against foreign producers, of one ethnic or racial group

over others, urban dwellers over rural, and so on. The payments involved in rents

arising in this way do not necessarily involve actual expenditure outlays by the state

itself, since the rents may simpty involve the redirection of spending by buyers, or the

lowering of their costs.

State creation of rents need not be restricted to producers of goods: rents can also be

structured for participants in the labour market, via affirmative action policies, for

example, or in the consumer goods markets, via subsidised credit for house or

consumer durable purchases. A significant proportion of income flows for some
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groups could thus take the form of rents, since an economy will include ar any one

time a myriad of policies directing rents at different groups.

From the perspective of the state, rents are an important political instrument (though

not the on-ly possibilify), as a mechanism through which income flows can be

redistributed to those groups incorporated into its supportive coalition. Rents are

thus central to the state's efforts to maintain its legitimacy.But as noted above, the

coalitional bargain, fulfilled in part by these rents, requires that accumulation

continue at a sufficient rate to support the necessary payoffs. If the rent structure

undermines the accumulation process, then the state faces a serious dilemma. as it
attempts to balance its legitimation and accumulation functions.

The impact of rents on economic growth and development is therefore a crucial

question, and during the past decade it has become the focus of the more general

debate about the role of the state in the economy, and partìcularly its impact on

business. This debate has shifted ground substantially, from posing 'the state' and ,the

market' (the private sector) as alternatives towards a concern with the quality of the

relation between the state and the private sector. (Shapiro and Taylor,1990) The

nature of rents has come to be seen as perhaps the primary dimension of state-

business relation, and the critical influence on the pattern of development.

During the decades after World War 2, the state became a major actor in many

economies, responding to 'market failure' by undertaking activities deemed necessary

for development, but where the private sector was unwilling or (more often) unable

to act. The conservative critique of this 'etatisme' argued that bureaucratic decision
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makers were not subject to competitive pressures and rational economic criteria. This

nreant r.hat state budgetary support for state corporations was financially

unconstrained, and would likely be driven to excessive levels by political

considerations. At the same time, it was argued, state investment undermined growth

by'crowding out' private investment.

The emergence of stagflation in the wake of the 7973 oil price shock tilted the

argument substantially towards the market-oriented view, that state poliry should

limit itself to support for business activity. At just that moment, a more fundamental

conservative critique (labelling itself the 'new' political economy) was mounted,

directed not only at the capacity of the state to implement any policy effectively, but

also questioning the conventional conservative view of businessmen. This critique

rests upon the idea of 'rent-seeking': business' efforts to influence policy in their

favour.

As Yahya Sadowski points out, the neo-conservatives argue that rent-seeking is

rational for businessmen:

Unlike other conservative economists. who clung to a
dogmatic optimism about the propríety and viriue of
businessmeq the neoclassical - ra?tical-s argued that
businessmen too were subiect to the allure of ãntitlements
and that state interveñtion tended to make them
unproductive.
...rent-seeking ..describe[s] this form of corruption, in which
businessmen tended to divert a growing share 

-of 
their capital

fro.m productive- investment into- Iobbfrng, bribes, and óther
inducements designed to elicit subãidies, þaranteed
morropolies and other perquisites from the stãtã(Sadowski,
199L:260)
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Activities of the latter type have been labelled more broadly'directly unproductive

profit-seeking', or DUP, activities. (Bhagwati,1982; also Kreuger,7974 Buchanan et al

(eds),1980) State subsidies andother rents have transformed incentive structures

Ieading to resource shifts as discussed above, but shifts into a wasteful search for easy

profits, rather than in growth-enhancing directions. Collaboration between state and

business has produced in some societies a form of 'crony capitalism', where

"bureaucrats and businessmen ally in cabals to seek mutual benefit by influencing the

pattern of state intervention". (Sadowski, 1991:140¡16 Even when the state has

intended poliry-created rents to have the latter effect, the new orthodory has argued,

the result has been the opposite: high budget deficits and their attendant ills, and

capital resources of the private sector diverted into DIJP activities.

Although businessmen are prone to rent-seeking behaviour, they are seen to be

simply following their instincts and maximising their returns. The problem lies in the

fact that state-created rents have produced a situation where their private returns

from rent-seeking behaviour are much higher than the returns to society as a whole.

This situation is the typical consequence of a 'soft state', the term used by the

progressive Swedish economist Gunnar Myrdal to describe inadequate state capacity

to formulate, implement and enforce policy, leaving it susceptible to pandering to

special interests. (Myrdal, 19 7 0:chapter 7)

The solution, from the neo-conservative point of view? Change the 'soft' state into a

'slim' state, by shrinking the budget to cut the potential for rent payments and other

wasteful state expenditure. Implicit here is the familiar message that the state is

inherently incapable of making a positive growth contribution. In other words, the
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neo-conservative critique ultimately collapses back into countelposing state and

market. Without pursuing further the general debate on this point, it is worth noting

some underlying problems in this policy reconmendation.lT

The first is that the pressure to transform a 'soft'state invariably arises in a situation

of economic crisis and stagnation, when there is a need for new strategies and

patterns of growth. Slirnming down the state, and its common adjuncts of adjusting

key prices such as the interest rate, foreign exchange rate and wage rate, which are

seen to be'distorted' by rents and other forms of state intervention, may not be

sufficient to restore investor confidence (dornestic or foreign). Thus more far-

reaching state intervention may be required within a structural adjustrnent package to

re-orient the economy. In other words, what may be necessary is a different structure

of rents, rather than an attempt to eliminate them altogether.

Secondly, an important complement is tikely to be improvements in public investment

patterns. There is a growing recognition that far from crowding out private

investment by absorbing scarce finance and productive inputs, public investment is

necessary to 'crowd i!'private investment. In other words, the private sector may be

more willing to invest, if the state has undertaken infrastructural development and

projects which can raise corporate profitability.lS

A final problem with 'slimming' the state is the 'orthodox paradox' - "the attempt to

use the agencies and personnel of the state to diminish or dismantle their own

power". (Nelson,1989:10) This is a specific instance of the problem, the general

manifestation of which is the need to maintain the pre-existing coalition, or
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alternatively rapidly construct a new one. This may require compensatory payments

to those who lose out, which may be very costly and become self-defeating.

These problems with the 'slim state' view all suggest that there remains an important

role for the state in directing and supporting private sector activity. The old

'development'perspective sympathetic to this point has been reconstituted, taking on

board the conservative critique of etatisme (the state substituting for the private

sector in the provision of goods and services). The focus been shifted to state

economic activities as a necessary complement to business, providing infrastructure,

together with the critical role of directing the market. Close analysis of the successful

development experience in south-east Asia has been very influential in this shift.

(Amsden,1989; Wade,1990) This position can be labelled 'dirigisme', as opposed to

etatisme.

In relation to rents, the dirigiste argument is that the state can and should create rents

to enhance development, in industries and sectors where development is seen as

desirable or necessary. This does not mean that rents have no cost: the point is that

they can also have benefits, so that rent-seeking behaviour is not necessarily

unproductive. The motivation for this is a version of the infant industry argument:

"Subsidies have been a necessary condition for industrial development in the absence

of pioneering technology." (Amsden,1997a:1.6-17; see also Amsden,1991b) Without

assistance from the state, companies in developing countries cannot compete with

rivals who have the ability to lower production costs by means of innovation.

The balance between the costs of rents and their benefits is determined by the

principle according to which rents are allocated. To achieve positive net benefits,
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what is needed is for rents to be allocated on the basis of reciprocity - "pegging

privilege to performance"(Sadowski,1991:319) - rather than in the form of grants.

Reciprocity involves the development of objective and transparent criteria to measure

performance standards, to determine whether further assistance should be provided.

The most coûtmon example of such a criterion is the value of exports, in relation to

subsidies to firms to support an outward-oriented development stratery. Although

higher exports obviously have their own benefits, they are to some extent also a proxy

for productivity improvements, and various other criteria can be devised to measure

performance in this respect, when exports are not appropriate. A second important

principle of rent allocation is the need for targeting - the selection of sectors,

industries, and sometimes firms, for which the social returns from subsidies are likely

to be high. Reciprocity is an important necessary condition for targeting, because it

enables the evaluation of the state bureaucrats'performance in picking beneficiaries.

The successful implementation of both reciprocity and targeting are evidently

dependent on the capacity of the state, suggesting that what is needed is not so much

a slim state, as a 'strong' state. The elements of state capacity which are necessary will

differ somewhat as between reciprocity and targeting. The requirement for targeting

is more technical and administrative: the expertise to pick potential winners as targets

for assistance, and to structure appropriate policies to realise their potential. In

relation to reciprocity, it involves the possession of sufficient coercive capability to

discipline economic agents for efficiency purposes, so that reciprocity is not simply

rhetorical, but can be made to stick. In other words, what is necessary is political

capacity. It is worth noting that the consensus among dirigistes extends to the point

that the class requiring state discipline most of all is business, rather than labour.19
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There is subsfantial agreement that adequate state capacity is the essential

prerequisite for development: as Amsden puts it, "countries are 'backward' mostly

becat¡se their states are weak." (Amsden,1991.:147, italics added; see also Shapiro and

Taylor,1990:872) Even for neo-classicals, state capacity is critical. While Amsden, in

her discussion of Korea and other south-east Asian NICs, criticises their insistence on

'getting (key) prices right' (suggesting instead that development requires 'getting

prices wrong'), she points out that even the neo-classical approach of eliminating rent

'distortions'would require a strong state.20

Some proponents of 'getting prices right' have recognised this, and have a

straightforward view on the question of ¡oy strong state capacity develops:

authoritarianism is a necessary evil for a strong state unwilling to pander to special

interests. (Ranis and Orrock,1985) However, as Shapiro and Taylor (1990:867-8)

point out , they depict the state simply as a 'black box', an instrument of interest

groups anxious for their turn at the trough. I-acking any analysis of the state as a set

of institutions, the on-ly apparent option for limiting access is authoritarianism. But

this confuses strength with repressive capacityzl, and fails to distinguish between

groups within the coalition and those outside it. As noted earlier, authoritarian states

still require supportive coalitions, so that it is quite conceivable, indeed perhaps more

likely, that an authoritarian state will find it difficult to impose performance standards

on elements of its support base. In additior¡ there is the problem of institutional

inertia: as Sadowski notes about Egypt (and there is no reason to think this is

applicable only there): 'The softness of political institutions developed over several

generations and is now relatively impervious to the ideological orientation of the
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ruler [Nasser or Sadat, both authoritarian] or even to the specific form of government

(authoritarian or democratic)." (Sadowski,1991:91)

This suggests that the impact of rents does not depend upon the authorifarian or

democratic nature of the political system. As a result, while there is no guarantee that

democratisation will produce a 'developmental' state, this is certainly a conceivable

outcome. As we will see in the next section, the South African state has

characteristically been both soft and authoritarian, and the latter characteristic may

be more likely to persist if the former does, than if there is a shift towards a stronger

state.

There is, however, little guidance in the literature on the process involved in

strengthening the state. In contrast to the neo-classical view, Amsden points to

evidence for a correlation between a strong state and a relatively equitable

distribution. (Amsdei11991a:38ff) But the causal link could run in either direction:

income distribution is a crude pro)iy for class power, so that a situation of no single

class dominating the others may allow the state to impose its will. But for societies

with extremely unequal distributions (like South Africa), the problem is to strengthen

the state to enable improved distribution. Some insight into the problem of state

capacity can perhaps be gleaned by linking back to the discussion of coalitions in

Section I, and examining the necessary manifestations of state capacity in that

context, rather than looking at its interaction with recipients of state-provided rents in

isolation.22

Selected targets will fall, clearly, within the scope of the development path shaped by

the state's supporting coalition. As a result, recipients of state-created rents will be
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part of the underlying 'bargain', so that it is in the interests of the other groups within

the coalition that the rents are growth-enhancing, and performance standards are

met. Reciprocity is not of benefit only to the state, which polices the rent allocation

process on behalf of all partners in the coalition. These other elements can play a role

in supporting the state's efforts to implement reciprocity on a particular group, or in

contrast, they can undermine those efforts.

Before turning to look at options for South Africa, it is worth pointing out that the

strength or weakness of state capacity is not given and unchanging, but rather evolves

in a process. Institutions can provide increasing returns over time to their

participating agents, if they are characterised by particular features, such as large

setup costs, learning processes and other effects. In such circumstances, once a set of
institutions shape a long-run path for the economy, this direction tends to become

self-reinforcing and persistent, or path-dependent.23 Thus the institutional structure

of the coalitional bargain could reinforce the coalition over time, by enabling

increasing returns to the coalition members. If the initial conditions of this srructure,

including the allocation and monitoring of rents, are consistent with a strong state and

rapid accumulation, then these outcomes are likely to be reinforced over time. The

reverse is also true: 'soft state' institutional frameworls also provide increasing

returns to their beneficiaries, which contributes to the survival of such institutions

through political regime changes, as for example in the Egyptian case referred to
above.
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IV. Ecor¡ornic policy options for South,{frica

I argued in Section II that the black middle class will become a critical element within

the coalition supporting the state, so that its rent-seeking behavi our24 and state policy

will become mutually conditioning factors, as well as influencing the development

pattern. The state will be under substantial pressure to structure a payoff system

which can underpin and enhance the profitability of black-owned capital, as well to
introduce Iegislative and administrative mechanisms to deracialise major

corporations and the public sector. State policy on this issue is almost certain to differ

from that in other African countries (including the earlier South African example of

the rise of an Af¡ikaner business group assisted by the Nationalist government) in one

central dimension. In those instances, as a generalisation, state power was used by a

black capitalist class to accumulate capital, in a context where existing concentrations

of (domestic) capital were timited. Three central mechanisms were involved: the

direct use of the state, which became a (the) major producer and distributor in the

economy; state contracts to the private sector; and direct incentives, subsidies and

other instrument reducing production costs for capital. In South Africa, in addition to

these, policy will almost certainly include mechanisms for far-reaching racial

transformation of the ownership and control of existing capital assets, both physical

and human.25

Detailed strategies to the latter end are already being formulated by black business

organisations, such as the '3-4-5-6' approach of NAFCOC to transform corporations

quoted on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. According to this plarq within L0 years,

the boards of these corporations should include 30Vo black directors; black share
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ownership of these corporations should amount to 40Vo; 50Vo of their production

inputs should be procured from black suppliers; and their management should be at

Ieast 60Vo black (at present it is 4%). Wlile this and other srraregies might simply be

taken to reflect oppositional posturing, the argument in Section trI would suggest

otherwise. It is also interesting to note that in the current environment of retreat from

socialist strategies, in South Africa and elsewhere, the black middle class is the

primary mover of strategies to transform the capitalist class. The issue is less whether

policy along these lines will be implemented, than whether it will at the same time be

growth-enhancing.

The specific mechanisms introduced, that is, the payoff structure, as well as state

willingness and capacity to monitor performance and enforce reciprocity, will depend

upon the nature of the 'bargain' amongst the various coalition partners, and thus the

composition of the coalition. As discussed in Section I, this also implies different class

formation processes. In the previous chapter, two alternative accumulation strategies

were discussed, identified as neo-liberal export-led growth, and a basic needs

orientation. As already suggested there, these two strategies involve different

bargains and different coalitions.

In the export-led growth model, characterised earlier as dualistic because of its
distributional implications, the central coalition partners are (white-owned) big

business and organised labour. The huge financial commitments required for the

major industrial investment projects (R2 billion in the case of the planned Columbus

steel plant, a joint venturebetween AngloAmerican and Gencor and a Taiwanese

steel manufacturer) engaging in high-tech processes (though not producing high-tech
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products) make the trade-off between relative labour stability and distribution of an

acceptable slrare of productivity gains worthwhile for both parties. One of the central

obstacles facing a strategy of this nature is that it requires private investors to carry

substantial risks, over long periods. Given the context of stagnation and low and

declining private sector investment levels for more than a decade (see chapter L for

data), it is not surprising that the efforts of the present state to embark upon this

strategJ have focussed upon structuring investment incentives and cost subsidies of

various types. These have included very large tax incentives and allowances,

programmes for subsidised credit mounted by the state-owned investment bank, the

Industrial Development Corporation, subsidised energy from ESKOM (the state-

owned power utility), as well as broad-based (untargeted) export incentive schemes.

To date, these programmes have led to the amouncement of onty one or two projects

in addition to the Columbus mill.

In other words, there are limits to neo-liberalism in the South African context:

although the formal position of big business in South Africa is vociferously in favour

of a 'slim' state, this is not in fact their practice. Rather, in specific contexts, and

privately, they are demanding state-created rents for their own restructuring and re-

orientation. This is not a recently-adopted stance by white South African capital:

South African economic history is replete with manifestations of rent-seeking

behaviour, acconlmodated by import-substitution industrialisation policies which

underpinned the incomes of racially-privileged minorities. While such behaviour may

been growth-enhancing for a perio d26, ^ the economy began to decline from the late

1970s, the institutional framework has become characteristically soft. Not only have

the¡e been growing signs of corruption, but the failure of sustained efforts both to
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remove protective barriers to imports, and to control the fiscus during the past

decade provides some indication of the degree of pandering to special interests that

has occr¡rred. The view that the apartheid state has been soft is consistent with

Amsden's argument, cited above, that the nature of the state is broadly correlated

with the degree of distributional equality, and there is certainly a prospect that a soft

state will, as in Egypt, persist through a regime change in south Africa.

Several problems with the rent structure for big business in the context of the neo-

liberal strategy can be identified. The first is that the principles of ¡ent allocation are

inconsistent with the strong state approach. Although rents provided to large

materials-processing plants are obviously narrowly targeted, the target selection

process is poor: because of the very large investments involved, and the homogeneous

nature of the materials produced, there is very little scope for generalising

productivity irnprovements to other firms in the industry, while even in the targeted

firm, such improvements are likely to require substantial further investment, and thus

further rents.

Perhaps even more important, the large one-off nature of the investments, leading to

very high sunk costs, makes reciprocity very difficult to impose. Failure to achieve

performance criteria is more difficult to penalise than if incremental improvements

are involved, because there are no further 'rounds' of investment, and because sunk

costs are already high. A related point is made by l-evy (1992:52),who points out that

large technolory-intensive investments for materials processing plants generally

involve the production of homogeneous coinmodities, which suggests limited scope

for incremental learning and technological development.2T Finally, the
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macroeconomLc impact may ultimately be very limited, even assuming further

projects are undertaken. As Senhadji and Walton (1991) argue: "this is precisely the

wrong approach to South Africa's investment problem. One or two investments may

go ahead, thanks to a transfer from the state to private capital, but there is no

guarantee that these are the right kind for the country, and such measures will not

support the aggregate investment recovery that will be needed in the 1990s."

(i991:18) In surn, then, with materials processing as the major focus of growth, it

seem very unlikely that a strong state will evolve. This suggests also the more general

conclusion that not only is reciprocity a necessary condition for targeting, but also

that the actual targets selected influence the possibilities for reciprocity.

If a 'soft' state persisted, there would naturally be implications for other groups within

the coalition. The black middle class, both business and professional-managerial, will

inevitably take up the role of junior partner within the coalition. The large size of the

investments required for construction of materials-processing plants will act as an

effective barrier to entry to black-owned firms, who will consequently be restricted to

subcontracting relations with large white firms. The issue of the proportion of

managerial positions within the latter occupied by blacks will naturally be of

importance, and would likely become a central policy criterion in the evaluation of

support to firms engaging in major investment projects.

What might be called the institutional structure of the 'bargain'between coalition

partners is relevant here. One dimension of this is whether rents are allocated directly

by the state to the recipient, or whether the payoff structure provides for rent

payments amongst the partners, the state's relation with recipients being indirect. In
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one such possibility, organised labour receiving indirect support in the form of

employment generated by rents may be less likely to jeopardise this by opposing the

continuation of the rents, whatever actual performance has been.

In the export-led growth scenario, a significant part of the state's relation \Mith the

black middle class will not be direct, but mediated through big business as a third

party.It is possible that, in this situation, the state would be heavily pressured to

intervene in this relation, for example by setting quotas for hiring employees, and for

purchases of supplies and services from specific groups of suppliers, as exemplified by

the '3-4-5-6' approach. Minimum levels of support for particular subcontracting firms

might also be argued for. These criteria could lead to considerable DUP activity and

profits being siphoned off into side-payments, with little overall benefit to the growth

process. Particularly because the state's relation to big business is likely to be 'soft', as

discussed, the pressure for deracialisation may lead inexorably towards 'cronyism'.

The implication here is that it is preferable to have a direct relation between the state

and rent-seekers, that is, direct subsidies and reciprocity criteria, rather than structure

this through third parties.2S

Within the context of the export-led strategy, the interests of black business and

organised labour conflict with each other. Both would represent costs to the large

firms, so that attempts by either to improve incomes would likely be at the ultimate

expense of the other, rather than of the large firms themselves. Furthermore, there

could be direct conflict between them, if organised labour chose to target workers in

black firms as a potential new membership base, and began to mount pressure on

these firms in relation to issues of wage rates, working conditions and access for trade
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unionists. The entire issue of emplo¡nnent in black-owned small enterprises could

become problematic, were the trade unions to make a not-unlikely case for state

subsidies of wage costs in these firms, in order to avoid undercutting leading to layoffs

in larger unionised operations. Such policies have a precedent in state assistance to

decentralising firms for wage costs, a system which was subject, and experienced,

consíderable abuse. As a result of such conflicts, the balance between the two major

partners in this coalition could be destabilised.

The major role for the black middle class in the context of the export-led strategy

could turn out to be as producers, administrators and professionals in the

'development' activities directed at the urban black poor. In the context of the latter,

rents could in principle be growth-enhancing, at least in the longer-run, since

improved standards of housing, health and urban services can contribute significantly

to aggregate productivity improvement. Any potential benefits of this sort must, of
course' be seen in the context of the relatively limited scale, and relatively long

duration, of '¡edistribution' as the secondary strand within the broader context of the

export-led approach.

It is arguable, furthermore, that the pressures towards the soft state within the

'development' sectors of activity will be even greater than in the primary ,growth'

sectors, given that these processes centre upon the allocation and spending of the

government budget, and that the 'client'groups in these 'development' activities - the

urban poor, and to a lesser extent the rural poorzg - are likely to be less well

organised, and able to press their demands. Precisely because it will be important for
political legitimacy for the state to be seen to be 'doing something' to assist these
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strata, but the latter will not have the means to ensure that actual development

initiatives are indeed undertaken, the budget constraints are likely to be 1ax. What is

also true, at least at this stage, is that potential incentive structures on the supply-sicJe

of these markets (such as housing) are very poorly defined.

It is possible that within the export-led 'bargain', the dominant partners might be able

to play some role in implementing reciprocity in relation to each other, as well as the

black middle class as a secondary element. Given two classes of roughly equivalent

strength, each might play some role in policing the other, resulting in a relatively

stable coalition. But accumulation in a scenario with weaker classes marginalised,

would reinforce dualism in the economy, and potential instability in an aspirant

democracy. On the other hand, if the two stronger classes continued to contest for

overall dominance, it could lead to an unstable situatior, ffi in the 'Argentinian

disease'.

The potential for members of the coalition to support the state in implementing

reciprocity seems to be far higher in the alternative, basic needs oriented, growth

strategy. This framework reflects a coalition between the black middle class, the

urban black poor, and organised labour together with elements of the white middle

class. The presumption here is that small and medium-sized firms are most commonly

found in wage goods sectors, so that there is ample scope for state-created rents to be

di¡ected to the black middle class. Depending on the degree of 'etatisme' of the

policy, there is considerable room for variation in the mix of benefits derived by

groupings within the black middle classes, respectively government bureaucrats and

black firms.
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There is a trade-off ber'veen etatisme and dirigiste capacity. This could turn out to be

a problem in this strategy, since one of its essential requirements is that productivity

in wage goods industries be raised, so as to enable improvement of living standards

for the poor, simultaneously with higher profits necessary for growth, through the

increase in the relative share of resources available for investment.

There would be no guarantee that this increase in potential investment would

translate into an increase in actual investment - this would have to be the subject of

fu¡ther poliry measures, relating especially to the financial system. Here we return to

the issue of 'de-conglomeration' discussed at length in Chapter 2. As noted there, the

basic needs strategy depends upon a strong state able to influence the level and

direction of investment flows, a situation unlikely to be realised while excessive levels

of concentration persist in the South African capital structure. The appropriate

solution to this appears to be the use of anti-trust policy instruments to eliminate the

holding companies which are essential to the conglomerate corporate form. This

would precipitate into the secondary capital market large quantities of shares in

operating companies in all sectors. In this way, existing scale-based barriers to black

entry in most sectors would be eliminated.

If subsidised credit were made available to black entrepreneurs to purchase these

shares, the benefits to both these businesspeople, and to the overall growth process,

could be very substantial. In the terms of this chapter, this combination of policies

could make a strong state possible. The black rniddle class would become the

dominant partner in the ruling coalition, but the state would have the capacity - given
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its power relative to that of this class, given its control over the subsidised share

purchase scheme, and given the weakening of other capitalist groupings - to impose

appropriate reciprocity arrangements.

The interests of organised labour, and their relations with the black middle classes,

would also shift significantly in the context of this accumulation strategy, as compared

with the export-led one, if a labour interest in the decentralisation of capital

ownership is granted. What should be attractive for labour about this model is that it
breaks the links behveen different operating companies, linl6 which have often been

seen as preventing labour advances especially in situations of explicit conflict, while

not necessarily diminishing plant size, which is the basis for the unions' shopfloor

strength. In terms of the actual functioning of the structure, labour is prima facie
likely to have significantly more influence in sectoral planning processes involving

corporations not tied to larger parents imposing financial limits on freedom of action.

At the same time, the erpected class structure within this model would enable labour

to have a direct stake in, and play some role in imposing, reciprocity on firms

receiving rents agreed upon in the context of sectoral planning institutions.

The argument can be taken a step further. Not only would organised labour benefit

from a coalition with the black middle classes and the urban poor, but unless

organised labour plays a central role in constructing such a coalitior¡ it is entirely

unfeasible. This takes us back to the preconditions for a strong state, which we saw is

correlated with equitable distribution. Thus the redistribution of wealth indicated

above would be necessary at the start of the process, to set in motion the increasing

returns mechanisms which míght ultimately produce a strong state. In current
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circumstances in South Afric4 only labour can be a candidate for the leading role

within a basic needs oriented strategy, since the dilution of the power of big business

must be the first step in this strategy. A vital supportive role could be played by

foreign capital (including multilateral institutions), demanding changes to the

industrial and competitive structure through imposing conditions on loans and

investments.

These are unorthodox proposals, and at present, the prospects for such a coalition

seem poor. Organised labour is engaged in negotiations with big business, with

elements of the black middle class following the latter's lead. This seems likely to

result in a 'bargain' behveen these groups (in the sense used in this chapter), which

will effectively exclude the poor. At the same time, independently of any

consideration of economic policy and its implications for class relations, there is

considerable debate about a perceived imperative for organisations in 'civil society' to

remain autonomous of the future state, in order to avoid pressures from the state

which could damage the interests of their members. The trade union movement is the

primary focus of this concern, which is apparently premised on the expectation of a

strong state not only refusing to direct rents to organised labour, but pressuring wage

levels in order to redirect rents to other elements of its support base. This seems to

confuse the likely locus of power in the future society, which will at least initially

almost certainly not rest with the state, but with the major capitalist corporations.
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NTTES

1,. This paper discusses a range of alternative conceptions of the black middle
class ln the literature, and examines the racial, occupational and gender
structure of the middle class, using Manpower Survey dáta for tqsj ãnã-rq3Z.

I uF ay?re, of co-urse, that classes and other social groupings are to be
analysed in terms that go-beyond a focus purely on the '"õonã"oiË'-¿imensio".
Here, howeve.r, I.am takin-g a limited þerspêctive to try to conceptualise
ec,o¡o¡ric policy issues, ratñer than tryíng to capture thá iõtuiity- o'r-iäcial
exrstence.

The idea of 'habits' or 'routines' is also central to the conception developed
Þy trre French'reguÌation' theorists, Aglietta, Lipietz, et al,Tut-it 

"y 
ãõ not

develop the link vñth information.

Both the National Party and the ANCare old organisations presently being
r.eç^onstituted, in ways ciistinct from each other, so"as to be aUi" tl*õUitìse adifferent range of constituencie-s, on a differ'e.rt piogrã-*uiið uusir,-ìnu"
before 1990. The continued (and iecesr"tîi-;G-oiiii"¡ols for mobilisation
often complicates the issue oi organisatioñaírenewàI.'

Although the existence of coalitions and the process of developins them isotten more transparent in democratic socieiies, they are foinð' also in
authoritarian oned. In the latter, the group in controi óf tt 

" 
itãi. ìr põõãrrur

enough relative to economic ciasses- to impose its will upón tt etå. gut it
needs nevertheless to establish a supportive coalition ttt.oï,Átt tüJpio"iiion
of payoffs, to.ensure its conrinued höld on irs uurólui" ù;"-; ü'itäriå"ät",
t,go many differ_e_nt groups, it is likely to collapse, âs the overthrow of
olctators ln lran, Nicaragua and the philippines suggests.

fhi.s .yitl be,- to some,, a controversial position, of course. A transition to
socialism, either direcrly or 'growing out^' of the'shifiio politi.ur ãqü¿itv, i,
seen as possible, and âdvocãted, by some political grbups (altrróush-'íhe
content of 'socialism' remains vague). My own view is ittat'So.ù-t, atilca will
experience a- phase of non-rãciál cápitalism, which 

--ieËt. ii--ñ is
developmental- rather than rapacious,- create the conditiäné for the
emergence in the longer term of a systemwith features of public involvement
and direction which cóuld appropriátely be labelled ,socialìst'.

Recent fizures indicare that the public seglgr^ (broadly defined) employsnearly t.Tmitlion people, or*hotiìbout 600 000 are*Thlr"^Ti;ì'rr,ä'Iuìt".

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

dominate the administrative and clerical tuctions, occupying three-quarters
:"f^th,"^ 

p?rlligll in each category. within the.puþl_ig seuca nãrrowly defined,
liSl ]r: acrlal govemment deparrments, .of the 750 000 employeesi 56vo arelaDourers, teachers and nurses, and a majority of these are blaci<.

The security apparatuses of the state are of course also relevant to the issue
ot deracialisation, but are not explored here.

A full discussion of the interaction between democratisation and
deracialisation is not appropriate here. But it is woän notine thà-t*th;àxtentto which the forme,t, Jrg!",rf subsrirutes for the tæt"i.T^ ;r;Ërä tocomplementing it) will bg +it (inv-erse) index of overall socral transtormation:
l-1:1t"-lparttctpation is limited to de¡acialisation, it will suggest a ratherIlmited transfor¡native process.

At least for all relevant purposes.

This point, m.ay seem self-evident to some readers, and the argument
consequently laboured. But the view that a new constitution will õiovidãstgruficant gpportunities to the black middle classes was fiercely co'ntésted
earlier versions of this chqpter were presented. The sticking poiníappeãis to
have been rhe need to explicitly identi$, the transition as iníoï"ini ã"r'frift'io u
1ew (n9r-r-racial).form of_capitälism, ráther rhan to a ¿ilrèreïi;?i"ir*r¿*.
yncq tnls polnt is. conceded, then it follows that a bourgeoisie will continue
to exist, and the discussion is about structuring a non-raclal bourgeoisiã.-

For an _example of.-this, see the discussion in c rhompson, "AffÏrmative
action plan foi Namibia úas racial pitruurì:Burin"rs_D¿!lË;b;ïr"{y 1öTlgz.

This should not be interpreted in any moral sense, as implying some form ofunearned income. Ir is intended 
-simply ro c'onuey itr? i¿.a tt ái-ìn"institutional context of 'early' posÊapáríheid Sãuth'afti.r*iit ðãot änt

1som.e) blg.qþ with a.more aävántage^ous puyott ii*ct"r" tñdTh.y *oiro
face in a different context.

l:::y:*gf.T*¡T I lgng and controversial history in potitical economy,
closely, relafecl to the debates over the theory of value. Thè definition I offéí
l,l:j-9i:îpj_9t.1"1p nT ? rong and controversiat history:l poJitþel economy,
î,1r.1{ I"l?j..d to the debares over the rheory of value. Thè definition I offéí
here identifies rents with surplus incomer, u6ou" äré- ur"rug"for ttrãïari.et
concerned, and is ? mgre. general approach than in "thé nèoclasiical
{Pproach. The latter's exclusivé concern^ivith resource allocation i.ãàîio udetlrutlon of rents .a¡ "tþat part of the payment to an owner of resources over
pg ?9'"1: 1!a1 

wlrigtr thosé.rejources öoU.¿ io*-ãn¿ iñ"t;lõ;nãilË,ir"."
(J Buchanln-e_r_ al. (editors), T"*"i¿ì ã Th;õt 

"t-th;¡;-,i't_3;lüs bãäi
(Texas 4 & Ivf Univèrsityfî'e
gggigs the implication 

-rhat 
rénß are^an uneârned i"."-î-;i,i;ti.å-,

unduly narrow.
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14.

15.

76.

17.

19.

20.

21,.

Subsidies can be provided on key inputs, such as credit,
rnaterials, or on oi:tput prices. other þossibit;ties for rents
licenses.

energy, or raw
include import

18. This point _is emphasised þn.: Taylor in.var.iou-s writings. See, for
exarnple, (9$qrd, 1.9.q8.). Taylo.r citesresearchin support of@tH¿p, in äã¿itiünìí-hir own

Of course, the.playing field is never entirely level between buyers and sellers
on opposlte sides .of a mar!-et, b.ut interventions which affeci the bargaining
power of buyers vis-a-vis sellers do not lead to the creation of ren1s. 

--o----'

This superb phrase was apparently fîrst used by a Wall Street Journal writer
to desciibe the Philippinés under hquino. J -- --'-

My argument here draws heavily from Nelson's "overview" in Nelson (19g9).

l_ol_1f.ry.:..Thè-argumenr is made_in somé detail by SadowsLi,iggi:.h apter l,
rn relation to Egyptian agricultural exports

It is also worth noting that the point that the level of infrastructural
Ê:::1"qff_1rjs-positiveiy corretated with profitability is frequã;;ry 

"dõbylo,lt! Aïncan government and business sþokesmen attempiing tó modvatê
ioretgn tnvestment.

South African business ide-ologues are fond of pointing out that south east
Asian states have been. lab-ou-r-repressive, and'disavoftng ;"y iri.iåìi'it
following such an example. This is simply báse dissembling.

This point was also made long ago by Andrew Gamble (1979) in a critique of
Thatõherite policies.

The south African state in the late 1980s was simultaneously highly
authoritarian and very weak.

llqyg, and raylor (1990:867) gqggeqt rhat stare autonomy from classes

igy]9 ïrlt glgroogctive ¡enr-seeking. Bur rhjsseems to presuppose a strong
state whrch cloes not require a supportive coalition.

A discussion of institutional change as a path-dependent process can befound in North, 1990, where importänt ünLs ãit ñäð øtt 
-tlié;ð;k 

äiwn
L32

23.



.)Å
La.

A¡thur (1988a,^ 1988b) on technologicalchange. However, North does not
analyseshifts from patterns of growt"h to stagíation,-and vióe vãrsá.-O. tiiii,
see Hodgs on, 1979,änd chapter"s belo*.

It should.be emphasised again that to suggest that the black middle class is
:ï,._:p]lDt" to rent-seeking behaviour is simply to imply that its members arerauonat maxmlslng agents.

The distinction here parallels, indeed expresses in this context, that between
the concentration ani the centralisation'of capitai;as atiernãUue -äãïr tocapital accumulation. The latter of course is mu'chlore iapio.-

Even in,this. respect, the_picture is by no means uniform: the industrial
oecentraltsatlon p_olicies which for decades were the economic dimension of
jl..l"ll9J1nd¡lolicies, rested on substantial and exceedingly'sofr' handouts
to businesses. Their growth record is extremely poor. See Wéttings und Btact
(ie86).

$.^ft-.^g:::t]-l:L-q{ tra.nsparerry of these subsidies also affecrs reciprociry.ln a recent exampl.e, it -was learned that the state was providing secrèt
:,1tPjlt^t:_ulljgu firms for rechnology developmenr, secret ro protecr thetlrms'competitive advantage. Such a siti¡ation is clearly open to a6use.

This point links . back to the issue of e-ndogenous claim enforcement,
discussed in section I, -wfiile also sugg-esting ã iómewtrat ''óiõ õõ-pl.*
picture than Bowles aid Gintis 1ßst,Tssil älõ*}ói,'sincé i*it"ii,"ã'¿"i,
the .state. guaranrees exogenouì claim ."î-;é;;;i: Bur if irrã ,iãì" i,
rnvotveo m the transactio_n, ol has a fairly direct interest in the outcome, thisis by no ryqarls certain. In relation to tÉe-ipeõiaã-e*ä-ple in trrã1éri1 

-m"
state would have çonflicting interests in^ the situatio! ar Uèt*ãèä its
relations with big businèssãnõrvith the black -i¿¿Ë ãru*.

For a number of reasons, and whether appropriate or not, there is likely to
be a strong urban bias in furure gourrornè'ni úiic¡. 

- -

26.

27.

29.
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CFLEFTER 4

TFTE CÛNCÐPT OF''REGUI,ATTON'

In this chapter and the next, the focus is on the specific interpretation of regulation

theory of what Jessop (1990) has labelled the 'Parisian school' - primarily the work of

Aglietta, Lipietz, Boyer.l This is examined not from the point of view of their specific

analyses of phases of capitalist development, in a particular economy or

internationally, but rather in terms of their theoretical account of both the dynamics

of capital accumulation, and the development of the capitalist mode of production.

The burden of the argriment is that regulation theory can provide a useful conceptual

framework for a satisfactory marxist theory of accumulation and crisis, because of its

particular conceptions of equitibrium, linked with Marx's notion of reproduction

schemes, and of dynamics, which takes account of uneven sectoral development and

technical change, and enables it to accommodate structural change within its

theoretical framework. In this respect, it goes beyond both earlier versions of

disproportionality theory, which assume away technical change, and alternative crisis

theories, which ignore structural change. Nonetheless, these other versions of manrist

theory do offer important insights and models, which (appropriately modified) can be

incorporated into a regulation theory framework. But the response of regulation

theory to the essential challenge it poses itself - to account for the variability of

economic and social dynamics over space and time (Boyer,1990:29) - is developed at

the expense of an adequate crisis theory.The argument can show that differences

exist in dynamics across time, but cannot account fully for the transition from one set

of dynamics to another, in a given economy.



This chapter examines in detail the representation of technical change in the value

system, arguing that structural change is excluded, so that while the concept of value

is necessary fo¡ the analysis of accumulation, it is not sufficient - the argument also

has to take account of the institutional context and the behavioural responses this

generates. These are the subject of the next chapter.

I. 'f{egulation', social relations and determinism

The starting point for regulation theory is not the individual econonúc agent, but the

social relations in which such individuals participate. The existence of these relations

is not taken as given, but requires a degree of "regularity and repetitiveness" in

particular actions of, and interactions amongst, individuals. (Lipietz,IgBBa:1.4-15) At

the same time, the specific nature of these actions and interactions, in other words,

the behaviour of individual economic agents, is neither random nor arbitrary; rather,

it is socially determined, though the meaning of 'determination' here reflects more

the sense of influence'than 'control'. 'Regulation'involves "internalised rules and

social procedures which incorporate social elements into individual behaviour"

(Lipietz,1987:15). Theserules andprocedures maybe partiallyformalised through

legislation or other means, but this is not necessarily the case. Individual action is

routinised (or'canalised') by means of institutions, norms and networks, and thus

reflects, and simultaneously constitutes, social relations between larger aggregates

within sociew.2
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These institutions, norms and networks are the mechanisms through which the social

relation is 'regulated', in other words the mamer in which its contradictions are

resolved, so that the relation is reproduced. The process through wliich 'regulation'

occurs will be examined in detail in the next chapter. But it is worth noting here by

focussing on institutions, and their role in shaping the information on which

individual economic agents base their decisions, that the 'regulation' approach is part

of a wide and growing shift in economic theory, away from the view of optimising

behaviour across known (or stochastic) possibilities. A further dimension of this

change in perspective is the idea that economic activity should be analysed as taking

place in the context of historical time, in which the past is irreversible and the future

is 'unknorvable', rather than the'logical' time of neo-classical theory (and much of

conventional marxist theory, I would argue), which does not distinguish beween past

and future.

The shift in what are some of the fundamental underlfng presuppositions of

economic theory cuts across substantive differences of view on both theorv and

poliryr, and can be seen as part of a wider intellectual shift away from 'modernism',

and towards 'post-modernism'.4 The essential distinction between the two is the

latter's concern to reflect the diversity of human experience and action, and to escape

what is regarded as the uniformity and the teleological implications of modernist

thought. In consequence, to define 'regulation' as a process which makes capitalism

workable and enables accumulation to proceed, does not imply that the approach is

unconcerned with the conflictual nature of capitalism, and its development over time.

On the contrary, 'regulation'implies that class conflicts are expressed in historically

specific and particular forms , rather than randomly or arbitrarily, and these forms of
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expression shape (constrain) the process, inaking some outcomes more likely than

others. But it is essential to emphasise that the resolution of these contradictions is

only provisional and ternporary: 'regulation' does not suspend or eliminate class

conflict, or permanently dissolve the contradictions of capitalism.

There is the further implication, moreover, that the forms taken by capitalist social

relations - 'class struggles' - are 'historically specific and contingent': "existing

structures reflect and institutionalise, in forms that make capitalism workable, past

conflicts between collective actors, between the classes as they are organised" (Noel,

1987:323). In other words, the concept of 'regulation' implies that there is no

deterministic and universally applicable pattern and outcome of class struggle, or of

capital accumulation.

Some limits must be placed on the meaning of non-determinism here, if we are to

avoid radically nihilistic conclusions and retain some scope for economic theory as a

meaningful activity.s The argument of Richard Goodwin on the historical validiry of
his model of cyclical growth is worth citing at length in this connection:

the special circumstances of each cycle and of each countrv
seriously alter the character of the fluctuations. Bv seriouslvi
mg?n gioss distortion, so that a rru¿ cycl;-;ã""óñ;i" i;
said to exist, and can scarcely, if at- all, be detecteä by
screening. the s.tatistics. some sóit of alteríation there is, bui
clearly there is no strict periodicity...The fact ttrai'itrii
tendency to alternatio!,..has aþpeared more or less uniforrnlv
in all advanced capitarist couritiies arzues rh;t rh¿* il-;òmä
t¡ipica_l set of relaiions which wourd iend in the abse';" of
disturbance to produce a regular cycle. The deereJ "iuniformity in ths midst of all th-e tremendous chaneeí oi ttã
past century,is-as.striking a f.act as the lack of u"niformiw.
There must be basic featuîes of capitalism which *iti e"pta'in
why these flucruarions havq appeäred in so many diffórèni
countries.over such long perio¿i. lt is these featureÉ which wã
must seek to isolate...even though they are hidden by the
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stormy history of capitalism. These elements must be capable
by themselves of producing a cycle, and they will explainïhat
uniforrnity there-is in ryciê after q'cle. gút any süch theory
nlust havé rnany'open ends' throuÁh which tue may insert thê
impact of históricãlly given evenls, which will explain the
enormous variability and irregularity of the rycle. ilus it is
not that we can expect any simple, mathemátical model to
explain the wave-like châractei of economic historv. but
rather merely to explain the remarkable fact that tñere is
some degree of uniformity in the otherwise unique course of
development. (Goodwiry 1966 ( 1955): 10-1 1)

Goodwin appears to imply in this passage that cycles in capitalism have a single'deep'

causal mechanism, and so can be subjected to the same analysis, in all capitalist

economies, at all phases of thei¡ development. This is clearly not a position which is

consistent with the 'regulation' theory approach. But Goodwin's methodological

position does reflect something of the interaction between determinism and

'openness' that regulation theory is striving for. What he is suggesting is, first, that

there are some generalisations which can be made about capitalist development, and

second, that certain abstractions - identification of basic features of the system - are

both possible, and necessary, if these generalisations are to be accounted for. In sum,

some conclusions can, indeed must, be drawn from developing the analysis of the

'logic of capital', so that there are certain deterministic consequences of the

underlying structures of economy. But this is onJy half the story: the full explanation

depends on the interaction between these consequences and 'historically given'

ptoa"rrar.6

Hirst and Zeitlin (1990), in their critical review of theories making use of the idea of

fordism/post-fordism, have suggested that precisely because it keeps some space for

the 'logic of capital', regulation theory fails in its objective of constructing a non-
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deterrninistic perspective on capitalist development, reflecting "the impossibility of

escaping from the deterministic consequences of classical marxism while retaining

key elements of its underlying conceptual framework." (Hirst and Zeitlin, 1990:31) As

far as the latter are concerned, their primary concern is that

regulation theory involves taking a version of the problem of
reproduction .:.-as a necessary economic problem .-.. Concrete
economic problems are treated as if ^ they must actuallv
resolve at least temporarily the coniradictions in the canitalist
mode of production. This is only a problem if vou read
eapilal in á certain way, and believê thai concrete eóonomies
have to answer in practice the problems posed by this
reading.

This position throws the baby out with the bath water. It is indeed correct that

regulation theory focusses upon the issue of reproduction, as I will elaborate below.

But the implication of their argument is that there are no inherent structural features

of capitalism, merely random shocks and randomised responses to them. In other

words, abstraction is not possible in their view, only generalisation based upon

empirical frequency. This however cuts the essential link between generalisation and

abstraction: how does one carry out generalisation from a range of cases, that is, what

criteria does one use to pick out commonalities? There has to be some

preconceptualisation even to make judgments about what constitutes an empirical

regularity. Furthermore, these generalisations - which can be identified as ,stylised

facts'7 - cannot substitute for explanations. The issue comes down to the choice of

focus, in terms of what is essential to what one wants to describe. (see Sen, 1978)

Naturally, this choice might subsequently be proven lrrong', that is, inessential, but a

choice can nonetheless not be avoided.
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IL Equilibriurn and dynarnics

Intplicit in the 'regulation' of a social relation is the extension of the concept in two

directions - to the economic system as a whole, and to its evolution through time. For

Aglietta, the conception of regulation in a long-run d¡mamic macroeconomic contextS

is the foundation of the theory. It is worth citing his formulation of the concept at

length:

dynamics is...the lludy of forces...[and] of changes of state. If a
system is described as dynamic, 

- 
then th-e constitutive

relationships of this system-must have a logic of internal
transformation. ... lBui regulation implies tha-tl the chanses
that occur in iti relatîonships [åre] such thar thãse
relationships can alv'es be organis e¡i ín i¿ system. ...

we deny that what exists does so automatically. The notion of
rgpJgduction then becomes necessay..,to show the processes
which permit what .exists to go on existing. In a systèm whose
internal rel-a.tionship.s are iñ course of-transforrnation, not
everything does conlinue to exist. It is thus necessary to étudv
the way in which in¡ovation appears in the sistem. :..
historical experience confirms tliai transformation meani
rupture, qualitative change. ...

[The] regulation of a mode of production is...the wav in which
the determinant structure of a society is reproduced."
(197 9 :12-13 ; italics added)

In some respects, this formulation is ambiguous and problematic. It is left unclear

whether the 'determinant structure' which is reproduced via regulation refers to

'basic' (universal) capitalist relations, or capitalist relations as expressed in a 'specific'

time and space. In the space of a few pages, Aglietta refers both to the reproduction

of "a determinant structure, the mode of production" (which suggests the former

interpretation), and then to "crises as ruptures in the continuous reproduction of

social relations the resolution of [which] always involve an irreversible
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transformation of the mode of production." (1979:L6,19) The lack of clarity about

which particular expression of capitalist relations is the object of analysis has been the

source of much criticism of the historical accounts elaborated by regulationists.9

Furthermore, transformation is incorporated into the definition both of 'regulation'

(which combines it with reproduction), and of 'rupture' (or crisis), which Boyer

(1988a:76) labels a "twin", or necessary complement, to 'regulation' (and which itself

leads to a ¡cw form of regulation). This ambiguity raises several questions. One

concerns the interaction between reproduction and transformation within the process

of regulation; a second is the relation between regulation and crisis, that is, the

particular interpretation of transformation involved in each. Furthermore, why do

ruptures appear? How does transformation shift from one sort (amenable to

regulation) to a different sort, not as amenable?

These ambiguities and inconsistencies can be overcome, I would argue, by fully and

explicitly specifying the dynamic properties of the organising concepts, that is,

developing the methodological dimensions of the theoretical framework. The

representation of capitalist dynamics in a model must be anchored in a concept of

equilibrium. Marxist theory has tended to reject the use of an equilibrium concepr on

the grounds that it implies abandoning the idea of 'contradictions' in capital

accumulation, and Aglietta (L979:1,0 et seq.) is no exception.lO Brrt equilibrium is

simply a device to separate, and speciff the relations between, cause and effect, that

is, befween data" given from outside a particular model, and unknowns, to be

determined within the model, which is constructed specifically to examine the issue

under consideration.ll Without some conception of equilibrium, a theoretical
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framework for dynarnic analysis emerges in which everything is continuously

changing, and it is impossible to separate out causes and effects amongst these

changes.

A system is in equilibrium when with given data, there is no further tendency to

change on the part of the unknowns, that is, the relations among the latter are such

that adjustment amongst them has fully occurred, and the system is in a state of rest,

or a situation of being'in balance'. When the analysis is dynamic, however, the'state

of rest' needs to be specified in the context of some magnitudes in the system,

including data, continuing to evolve through time. This is a complex matter, since, as

Carvalho expresses it (in a manner reminiscent of Aglietta), "the idea of

change...must be combined with the notion of orderliness. Order requires a certain

degree of permanence of features, of repetitiveness." (1,983-84:279) Furthermore,

dynamic equilibrium cannot imply that sources of movement or change in the system

are brought to a state of rest, as in systems where expectations or price shifts drive

changes in demand and supply, and once expectations are fulfilled, there is no further

source of endogenous change. It is also crucial, as Aglietta hints, that there be some

interaction between those factors changing and those staying constant, since

otherwise the framework implicitly assumes only exogenous sources of movements

out of equilibrium.l2 The concept of 'regulation' combines transformation with

reproduction in this sense.

The use of the term 'always' in the passage cited above, and the idea of the

reproduction of the society's 'determinant structure', suggest that while Aglietta is

here developing a critique of the neo-classical conception of equilibrium, he is in fact
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also defining'regulation' in relation to an equilibrium concept for his own theoretical

frameri'ork.13 Whatever clranges are introduced into the system by the dynamics of

capital accumulation, regulation involves a process of "dynamic adjustment" (Mazier,

1,982:39), or equilibration, which enables itssyslgltiç character to be reproduced: it
can "always be organised in a system". In other words, regulation maintains the

accumulation process, in the context of the system's transformation, by keeping some

relations within the system unchanged or in balance, while other aspecrs are

changing.

It is not entirely clear here what is meant by the 'systemic character' which is

reproduced. Given the way the argurnent unfolds with its ernphasis on the integrity

and cohesion of the system, a reasonable interpretation is to understand this idea as

relating to viability, or the system's existence as a single structure or set of

relationships, rather than as a number of separate structures. This is a rather

minimalist interpretation, but it has significant consequences.

These are not fully apparent in a static context, where "[a]n economy is viable if it can

produce at least enough of all commodities used up in a period of production to

replace the necessary inputs for the next perio d. It is purely a matter of technolog; of.

the capacity to reproduce commodities in a certain set of balanced amounts." (Walsh

and Gram, 1980:34-35, emphasis added).l4 kt a growing economy this means, of

course, that the technology must be capable of producing a net output over and above

the requirements for replacement of the commodities used up in the production

process. But viability in a growing economy also involves the stability of growth, so

that a further condition has been shown to be necessary: the economy as a whole, and
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each separately identified sector or branch within it, must be able to produce just

enough of its output to meet its own requirements for production, as well as the

requirements of all the other sectors or branches in the economy. This is the

Ifawkins-Simon conditionls, and it implies that the economy's viability - its

reproduction - is dependent on the nature of the interdependencies amongst its

sectors: Hawkins showed that the stability of growth, in an economy moving through

time (but with no technical change), depends on the extent to which the different

departments are coupled together, that is, the degree to which a sector provides the

inputs of all the other departments, relative to the degree it provides its own inputs.16

This is intuitively obvious: if a sector is not coupled to other sectors, that is, provides

no inputs for them and receives none from them, it constitutes a separate system.

Conversely, the more interdependent the sectors are on each others' outputs for their

inputs, the more likety is expansion to be stable.

If the Hawkins-Simon condition is not met, it reflects a disproportionality in the

system, and the result is systemic nonviability, or less than complete reproduction.

Thus, the viability condition can be interpreted as in effect an equilibrium condition,

fulfillment of which makes it possible for growth to proceed at its existing rate. If the

system starts from a state of viability, and some change occurs to ¡educe the degree of
coupling, this is equivalent to a shift into disequilibrium - the system becomes

unviable at its existing level of activity. If the disturbance is 'local', then the extent of
uncoupling could be similarly limited: there is obviously no implication that the

degree of coupling falls to zero, so that the system disintegrates entirely. Equally,

there is no implication that the same degree of coupling is restore A.17 ¡¡-is important

to emphasise also that the viability condition is macroeconomic, applying irrespective
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of the number of distinct sectors or industries identified. Thus the process of

adjustment out of equilibrium must also be macroeconomic. As we will see in the

next chapter, this implies that the mode of regulation has the important characteristic

of being coherent.

The input-output framework in which this conditíon is expressed is obviously the

same as that adopted by Marx in his reproduction schemes, and Hawkins explicitly

drew this connection. The Hawkins-Simon condition can thus be seen as a
generalisation of Itdarx's analysis of expanded reproduction, in which he showed that

there is no inherent tendency in the process of capitalist economic growth to fulfil this

condition continuously, but at the same time, it js possible for the equilibrium

conditions to be met over time: if special circumstances exist, the economy can

sustain itself on a (knife-edge) path of continuous expansion at a given rate. Many

other theorists have also produced this result, from a range of different

perspectiv"r.lS

III. The path of accumulation

These reflections provide the essential backdrop for a coherent elaboration of the

regulation approach. In terms of the maintenance of viability over time, the process

of 'regulation' can be understood as precisely the expression of the special

circumstances required for ongoing expansion through the prevention of

disproportionality, the argument being both that these circumstances are specific to

particular economies, and that they persist for an extended but finite period. When
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they disintegrate, the economy enters a period of crisis, that is, it exhibits a tendency

to run down, which continues until such time as a new set of appropriate

circumstances emerges to enable'confinuous' expansion once again.

Certain aspects of the regulation approach emerge immediately. The first is that, like

the reproduction schemes and the more general input-output framework, its central

focus - the abstraction which provides its starting point - is on both production and

demand together with their interaction arising from intersectoral interdependencies,

rather than one or the other of these dimensions of accumulation. The equilibrium

condition is one that balances production and demand, at both sectoral and aggregate

levels. This involves an appropriate allocation of labour, via the sectoral distribution

of investment, to different activities across the economy. Continuous expansion over

time also requires that investment be equivalent in the aggregate to savings, which in

turn involves an appropriate distribution of income to generate the necessary

savings.l9

These requirements for equilibrium are independent of technical change, and are

expressed by Aglietta as a situation in which "the macrostructure of production and

the division of total income are compatible. This compatibility is expressed in the

social constraint of the full realization of total exchange-value." (1979:ZB5) They have

been widely discussed in the literature of manrian economics, where it has been

shown also that disproportionalities and their associated instabilities can arise in a
variety of ways, relating to either the allocation of labour, p¡ the distribution of

income p¡ the investment plans of capitalist firms. There is no a priori means to

determine which, if any, of these disproportionalities might arise in a specific context,
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that is, there is no specific 'theory of crisis' (that is, explanation of decline) associated

u,ith the use of the reproduction scheme approach to model accumulation.

Because regulation theory is often conflated with the underconsumption perspective,

for example by Bremer and Glick (1991), it is worth digressing slightly here, and

jumping a little ahead of ourselves, to note that there is not in regulation theory an

exclusive emphasis on consumption as an element of aggregate demand, but rather a

more general concern with final demand. While some formulations (such as Aglietta,

1979:285-6) can admittedty be read as having underconsumptionist overtoner2O, irt

fact a consistent construction of regulation theory is the antithesis of

underconsumptionism, since it shows that there aÍe conditions where

underconsumption can be avoided. Although regulation theory examines the

conditions of existence of the working class, and changes in these conditions as a

necessary aspect of technical progress, to do so does not in any way imply an

underconsumption perspective. As we shall see, demand is relevant through the effect

of technical progress on the demand for capital goods and intermediate goods, as well

as the effect of the associated change in the value of labour power on consumer

demand.27,22

The dual focus of 'regulation' theory, on production and demand, is not simply an

arbitrary choice: it arises from the view taken of the central dynamic of accumulation,

the process of technical change looked at in an input-output context, which enables

the conception of structural change. The major innovations of regulation theory are,

first, to integrate the reproduction scheme into the analysis of a process of

accumulation dominated by technical progress, the essential dimension of
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accumulation emphasised by Marx, and many others since23, and second, to combine

this analysis of uneven development and structural change with a non-deterministic

theory of behaviour to explain the trend and cycle fluctuations in accumulation. As a

consequence of class struggle, the 'driving force' of accumulation, the technical

structure of production and the composition of demand are both understood to

continue to change (unevenly) through time. These are the "constitutive relationships"

of the system, referred to in the passage from Aglietta cited above, which have "a

logic of internal transformation". Since these coefficients express the

interdependencies and linkages amongst sectors, their evolution over time due to

technical progress could result in a reduction in the degree of coupling, and the

system becoming unviable. 'Regulation'governs the evolution of the components of

production and of demand such that the relations behveen these two sets of variables

remain'in balance' over time and the degree of coupling is maintained. As a result,

the viability condition can be fulfilled and accumulation can continue at its

'equilibrium' tate.24 In other words, 'regulation' neutralises the potential

contradictions (disproportionalities) which could emerge as capital accumulation with

technical progress results in both aggregate growth of production and demand, and

structural changes in their composition.25

The sense in which the rate of accumulation is maintained has to be qualified, since

the process of 'regulation' results in accelerations and declines in this rate over the

short-run. There is an inherent connection between the short-run and the long-run,

though this has not been adequately examined by regulation theorists.26 In other

words, the equilibrium involved in 'regulation' is long-run, but not steady-state,

though it is stable in the sense that short-run movements out of equilibrium result in a

return to the equilibrium state.Z7
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AJthough Aglietta largely ignores the short-run in his work, he does imply that the

long-run refers to a specificpedad of capitalist development.2S Other 'regulation'

fheorists have argued that "disequilibria frequently occur within the system" (Boyer,

7988a:76),leading to short-run periods of slower accumulation "in which tensions and

disequilibria accumulated during periods of expansion can be wiped out...within the

existing economic mechanisms and social patterns." (Boyer, 1990: 5a¡29 The pattern

according to which these slowdowns - which can naturally be taken as business cycles

- emerges will naturally depend on the specific dynamics of accumulation

characteristic of the economy under analysis during the period involved, expressed by

the intermediate concepts - regime of accumulation and mode of regulation - which

will be examined further below. The immediate point is that the regulation approach

provides a way into the trend-cycle problem. In a formal sense, the conception of this

issue involves two related models, one each for the short-run and for the long-run,

distinguished by the fact that short-run adjustment happens at the macroeconomic

level, while in the long-run the behavioural parameters change to enable the

unknowns to attain their equilibrium ualues.3O Of course, the long-run equilibrium

position will differ from the short-run equilibrium, as already indicated.

The long-run equilibrium is not an example of a 'golden age' steady-state path,

however - eventually it breaks down as a consequence of the process of accumulation

itself.31 The short-run movement out of long-run equilibrium does not result in a

return to the former position. In other words, the adjustment process 'fails', so that

there is a change in the trend. This is a 'crisis', and a new equilibrating mechanism

has to be constructed, through a process of political conflict and interaction. If the
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society is successful in this, an entirely new long-run equilibrium position will have

been esfablished, which is also stable. Or, to put it another way, a new pattern of

long-run dynamics of the economy under analysis will manifest itself during the next

phase, with a correspondingly different adjustment process of short-run dynamics.

IV. Uneven Éechnical progress

As already indicated, the starting point of 'regulation' is the process of capital

accumulation and the technical progress it involves, which results in the (uneven)

developrnent over time of the technical coefficients of production, and of the

components of demand. To explore the concept of 'regulation'further, we need to

examine more closely how regulation theory represents these tendencies, which

involves its basic conception of the capitalist system, and is reflected also in its
approach to the theory of value.

Both capital accumulation itself, and the technical progress which is its dominant

feature, are understood not as 'natural' forces, but as a consequence of the class-

divided nature of the capitalist system. For Agliett4 "the fundamental antagonism of

the wage relation...is the motive force of capital accumulation."(L979: 18) This

antagonism centres upon the process of exploitation in capitalist economies, that is,

the division of the (net) aggregate product into two constituent elements, necessary

product and surplus product, and the appropriation of the latter by a single class of

capitalists. The process of accumulation, or increase in the size of the surplus product,

has as its basic driving force the pressure to achieve such incre 
^"r3z,either 

through
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a reduction in the absolute size of the necessary product with a constant total product,

or a reduction in its relative size via an increase in the size of the total product, all or

part of which accrues to the surplus. The latter is achieved by means of a change in

the production process, that is, technical change. Thus antagonism between classes

over the division of the total product (and within the capitalist class over the division

of the suqplus) leads to technical progress, which is identified by regulation theory as

a fundamental feature of capital accumulation. (See Aglíett4 1979:51,72,35S.¡33

This is of course a very colnmon position within a marxist framework. But a persistent

emphasis in Aglietta's argument is the 'uneven development' - the variation of rates

of growth of output and productivity - between the two sectors (capital goods and

consumption goods) of the reproduction scheme model (1979: 60,280-286). Uneven

rates of change in coefficients of production and demand, or structural change in the

relations between output, income and employment, can be expressed in such models,

in which both the uæ-value aspect of commodities and their quantitative, value,

aspect are taken into account, in terms of the manrist theory of value. Aglietta insists

that the labour-saving bias of technical progress implies that technical change will

proceed more rapidly in Department I (investment goods) than in Department II
(consumer goods), so that the former will grow at a rate faster than the latter: "the

motive impulses in the transformation of the forces of production...derive from

Department I. There is therefore a tendency for the two departments to develop

uneven-Iy". (1979:56) If this is inteqpreted as referring to changes in the rate of growth

over time of the two departments, it simply expresses the accelerator effect, based on

considerable empirical evidenc e, that the investment goods sector is more unstable

over time than the consumption goods sector, with the former's growth rate
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fluctuating more widely.34 Nonetheless, it is the incorporation of uneven rates of

technical progress across sectors into the anal¡ical framework that is important,

because most marxist models of accumulation do not do so, even where the existence

of uneven development is explicitly recognised.35

That technical change is uneven can be derived from the fact that the capitalist class

is itself comprised of distinct units of capital,which are defined by their appropriation

of a part of the surplus product in the form of profit, and which are opposed to each

other in relations of competition. According to Aglietta, competition "issues from" the

macroeconomic, or economy-wide, relation befween capital and labour, so that "it is

by way of competition that these capitals experience the constraint of the law of

accumulation." (1979:1.8,211) Competition takes the form of pressure on each capital

to attempt to increase its individual appropriation of profit. This follows directly from

the separation from each other of units of capital selling their products as

commodities in the market, which creates a zero-sum situation amongst them. As DJ

Harris expresses it, intrinsic to the character of the firm is its drive to expand, a

necessity enforced upon it by "its existence within a world of firms where each must

grow in order to survive." (L985: 3U¡36 Harris continues: "This is a crucial starting

point because it establishes the idea of growth as the outcome of a process that is

driven by active agents and not by exogenous factors."37 Inother words, accumulation

does not involve two autonomous and interacting sets of forces: its basic driving force

- pressure to increase the size of the surplus product - is endogenously generated,

expressing contradiction within the structure as class antagonism at the aggregate

level and as competition at the level of individual capitals.
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As already pointed out, in this conception firms are forced to try to increase their

share of total profit, by aggressively seeking surplus profits, in the form of new

investment opportunities, wherever they are - existing product lines, new products

and processes, or takeovers of existing firms. Iæading sectors thus emerge as many

firms rush into spheres where profit margins exist above the average. In other words,

"technical change is an instrument of competition" (DJ Harris: 19g7, 1g)38. Not only

is technical change - in the sense of both process innovation and product innovation -

a continuous process, but capital flows across sectors, induced by competition in the

context of unequal profit rates, are inseparable from technical change. Firms moving

into new (leading) sectors will do so on the basis of the most productive techniques

available in that sector, thereby contributing to the process of technical change in that

sector.

Implicit in this argument is the idea that at any point in time, there is available in a
sector, a spectrum of techniques of differing productivity, and differing profitability.

Some firms are always trying to 'catch up' with those using the most productive

methods. In addition, new sectors are emerging, and existing ones disappearing.

Firms operating with techniques of higher productivity naturally earn surplus profits,

relative to their competitors. The different competitive situations in each sector (as

reflected in the spectrum of techniques of differing productivity) result in uneven

rates of change of labour productivity across the sectors, and thus uneven rates of

change of the production and demand coefficients.
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V. SÉructural change and vah¡e raÉios

Uneven technical progress raises the question of the representation of structural

change in the system of values used by marxists to express the economic structure and

examine the accumulation process. Like other marxist perspectives, regulation theory

has approached this problem through analysis of the effects of technical change, and

the consequent changes in the rate of growth of labour productiviry, on the evolution

through time of the standard marxist ratios (rate of surplus value, composition of
capital and rate of profit)39. rhi, approach has serious limitations as an arrempt to

understand the effects of -technical change, and these limitations are connected to

the fact that values are a process of homogenisation to render commodities

coûlmensurable - value focuses upon commodities as products of (social) labour, and

explicitly ignores their distinctive features as use-values. Thus in spelling out these

limitations, we are pushed to look further back into the determination of value itself,

and the system of individual commodity values brought together in an input-output

framework40.

Aglietta makes explicit that the standard ratios are defined at the macroeconomic

level(1979: 46, 54),impllng that thevalue of labour power, constantcapital and

surplus value are all macroeconomic variables, defined proportions of aggregate

socially abstract labour. The value of labour power is the wage share of aggregate

direct abstract labour (value added)41, surplus value the residual portion of aggregate

value added and constant capital the aggre1ate value of means of production

consumed in the period (or aggregate indirect labour). Another way to express this is

that the rate of surplus value is a relation between classes as a whole, rather than
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between individual representatives of those classes: the rate of surplus value for an

individual commodity, or unit of capital, is not a meaningful concept.

The location of these variables and their ratios at the macroeconomic level raises an

immediate problem, because macroeconomic quantities evolving through time must

maintain a constant composition, precisely because they aÍe aggregates.

(Pasinetti,l97411,960): n¡ ZThis is equivalentto assumingthat accumulation and

technical change are part of a process of balanced growth - uniform rates of output

growth for all sectors, and uniform rates of growth of demand for all products - in an

economy comprising a given and fixed set of commodities, or 'basket of goods', which,

because it is fixed, maintains a constant compositíon over time. In other words, these

value ratios cannot represent structural change, that is, the changes in composition of
the various economic aggregates (such as value added, investment, consumption, and

capital stock) resulting from uneven rates of output and productivity $owth across

sectors. But as we have already seen, this sort of structural change is an inherent

characteristic of accumulation with technical progress.

Thus, these value ratios ignore a fundamental dimension of the whole process of
technical change, and so cannot adequately represent the impact of technical change

on the movement of the economy through time. A fortiori,use of these ratios is

inappropriate when the variables which they involve are defined in terms of a fixed

set of commodities, as for example in the conception of the value of labour power as

a given 'bundle of subsistence goods'. This type of definition (involving magnitudes

which are constant in real terms) is implicit in all attempts to derive a tendency for

the rate of profit to fall, as an effect of technical change.43 In these argumenrs,
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technical change leads to a rise over time in the organic composition of capital, which

is greater than any offsetting increase in the rate of surplus value. The argument has

never, however, been satisfactorily sustained. The underlying reason for this is that

the use of the organic composition of capital (which is the capital-output ratio in the

system of values) to measure changes due to technical progress in the technical

composition of capital (which is the capital-labour ratio in the physical system)

necessarily involves keeping the real wage constant. The real wage is that part of

output accruing to labour, so keeping it constant ensures that the input flow of labour

(used in the capital-labour ratio) will change in the same direction as the output flow

of product (used in the capital-output ratio), and thus the two ratios can be taken to

move together. (Pasinetti,1981:180-183, and L88,footno te lt.¡44

This problem arises even in those analyses which examine the effects of technical

change through a distinction between the 'organic' composition and the tralue'

composition of capital, the former applying to production only, and measured on the

basis of the 'old'values determined prior to the technical change, while the latter

incorporates circulation also and thus a 'new' set of values lowered by technical

ptog."rr.45 In these analyses, the rate of surplus value is taken as fixed when

production is analysed on its own, because it involves a fixed set of commodities of

unchanged value, while the organic composition rises, so that the profit rate falls.

When circulation is added in to the picture, reducing individual commodity values,

the capital composition falls, and the rate of su¡plus value rises, potentially offsetting

the fall in the profit rate seen as arising from production alone. These analyses in

effect identify two sequential periods in the analysis46, with the set of values for each

period determined at the end of that period, and the technical change being analysed
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taking place between the trvo periods. The technical compositions (capital-labour

ratios) for the two periods must refer to the start of each period, since they are

concerned with the input of labour. In using the organic compositions to compare the

technical compositions, the capital in the numerator is measured for the start of each

of the two periods, but the output in the denominator is measured at the end of the

first period (which is the same instant as the start of the second period, and the

instant at which the technical change occurs). As noted above, the use of the capital-

output ratio to make comparisons befween corresponding capital-Iabau ratios

involves the implicit assumption of a constant real wage, in this case across the fwo

periods. The second step in the argument compares the value compositions (the

capital-output ratios), which refer to the endpoints of the two periods. In this step,

the¡e is no ambiguity about the measurement of capital in the two ratios being

compared, but the decline in the value of output across the two periods requires the

assumption that the physical composition of aggregate output has remained constant,

even though the real wage may have increased.

Of course, the upshot of this argument is that it is indeterminate whether the rate of
profit actually falls, so that ad åoc assumptions have to be introduced to motivate this

result.4T In sum, then, "[t]he theory runs aground because ironically it annuls the very

developmental process which so concerned [Marx].The tendency for the rate of
profit to fall operates only within a given technological and organisational framework

of the forces of production."(Storper and Walker, 1,989:67; emphasis added) When

the analysis abandons this given frameworlq it is recognised that technical change

must involve higher output, and a shift in the 'norms' of exchange, or conditions of
demand, if the profit is to be realised. But the net effect on the value of labour power
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is then unpredictable, because both the price and the distributional impacts of the

change in productivity are being taken into account.4S

Before moving to examine more closely the implications for values of incorporating

into the analysis changes in the set of commodities, it is worth elaborating on the use

of another macroeconomic variable expressed in value terms: the profit rate, the role

of which as the critical variable in the investment function has been an issue of wide

agreement within marxist theory. Thus Howard and King's pessimistic recent survey

of marxist theory's inability to explain the end of the post-1945 boom argued that "the

one proposition that unites Marxian economists (who are divided on almost

everything else) is the central causal significance of a declining rate of profit in

bringing the golden age to an end. This emphasis on the rate of profit can be

regarded as the defining characteristic of modern Marxian crisis theory." (1990:268,

emphasis added) They do not draw the natural conclusion, that perhaps their

coÍlmon focus on the profit rate explains the inability of these theories to explain the

end of the boom.

The debates amongst Marxists have in general focussed only on the first step of the

explanation of crises, the mechanism through which the accumulation process is seen

to bring about a (tendency to) decline in the profit rate. Different assumptions about

investment behaviour, each incorporating one or another of Marx's insights about the

accumulation process, have underpinned the models developed in these debates,

leading to the three broad approaches within Marxist crisis theory, identified with the

rising organic composition, the profit squeeze, and underconsumption, respectively.

The analysis then goes on to a second step, which argues that the decline in the profit
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rate leads to a breakdown in the capital circuit and the accumulation process, as

overproduction of commodities and declining profîtability pushes dorvn the value of
the capital stock (through bankruptcies and the writing down of asset values), forcing

capitalists to lower their investment levels.

In this second step, the critical point is that investment is defined as a simple function

of the profit rate, defined at the macroeconomic level. The decline in the profit rate

forces a change in investment behaviour, resulting in a cutback in econornic activity

which produces a crisis. The crisis itself is then regarded as the adjustment

mechanism: "a crisis is not a departure from equilibrium; [but]...the equilibrating

mechanism itself." (Shaikh, 1978a:233) The crisis, in other words, restores the profit

rate to its previous level, and this is fed through into the investment function so that

accumulation proceeds. In this way, the capitalist economy proceeds from equilibrium

to disequilibrium and, via crisis, back into equilibrium, but the crisis itself has no

impact on the process, and in particular, no impact on the parameters of the

investment function, which is entirely exogenous to the model. In sum, the entire

process is automatic: "[t]he same process that makes crisis necessary also provides for

recovery." (Weeks, I98I:2t+¡49

The problem here is that the analysis interprets a macroeconomic relationship as a

behavioural function applying to an individual agent, taken as a representative, in this

case of all capitalists. Given that the parameter is determined at the macroeconomic

level, it is necessarily exogenous to the representative agent. This may be a legitimate

methodological approach in macroeconomic models with the limited purpose of

analysing short-term adjustment, but it is severely deficient as an attempt to represent
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the overall dynamics of capitalist accumulation. It involves making use, at least

implicitly, of a mechanistic concept of time in which, accorcling to Shackle, "all

moments become co-valid...[and] past, present and future are just moments of a
known sequence." (cited in Carvalho, 1983-84:267) This is not quite the same as the

'timelessness' of neo-classical models, in which all decisions are made 'out of time'

prior to any action, enabling pre-reconciliation of agents'plans. But like timelessness,

mechanical time excludes the possibility of uncertainty and mistakes, and allows

change to be reversible. Thus the shift from growth to crisis to growth involves sirnply

a fluctuation in the profit rate. Bankruptcies, unemployment, destruction of fxed

capital may all occur, but insofar as they are considered in the framework, these

changes are purely quantitative, and thus reversible.S0In sum, structural change is

ruled out.

VI. Commodify values and equilibrium concepts

To see whether it is possible to overcome the difficulties of representing structural

change at the macroeconomic level, we obviously need to look at individual

commodities, which requires deeper consideration of the conception of value in the

regulation approach, which follows II Rubin's (1972) approach developed during the

1920s, and revived in the 1970s in response to the 'sraffian' critique of marxian value

theory.51 The response to this critique took two forms: one was the assertion that the

Sraffian criticisms were simply wrong, and that more sophisticated argument could

show that the embodied labour theory of value, that is, the consistency of the

transformation from values to prices, could be upheld both theoretically and
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empirically.52 Th. alternative argument, put forward by the regulation theorists and

others53, conceded that the Sraffians had hit their target, but insisted that the target

was the wrong one, in other words, the particular version of the labour theory of value

which was under attack involved a misconception of value, focussing on .embodied,

labour, rather than on a more appropriate notion of .abstract' labour.

The 'abstract labour'perspective is that the object of the theory of value is to explain

the cohesion of a commodity economy, which involves decentralised sites of
production. Decisions about the allocation of labour are initially made by private

owners of the means of production, that is, labour is initially private labour. It is made

social by the process of abstraction, when it moves into 'the market', and the private

decision is validated (though perhaps not fully54) by being measured againsr other

private labours. As Aglietta expresses it, values reflect "the relations by which

particular labour performed in different sites...becomes social labour", so that the

expression of value involves a process of homogenisation:

t:_ql:drgrr,gf, private. labour-..[h.ave an] underlying social
character [which] is acknowledeèd only in an oóerãtion of
exchange.., [This] rearises the- uniforínity of pïoduãß *
commodities by establishing an equivalence in'which [the]private labour appears sirñpry p'q fraction o¡ tieir'àiiti
I ab our of society .(Agliettantgi g :37 _39)'

Thus value is determined in the interaction between production and exchange, rather

than in production alone, as in the 'traditional' embodied-labour approach. The

consequence of this particular difference is that an essential role is played by money

in the expression of value in the abstract labour approach. Consequently, an

important concept is the talue of money', which is the ratio of direct labour time to

value added, both expressed at the aggregaterevel. (Fole¡19g2;ßa6¡55 The value of
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money as defined here is to be distinguished from the value of any specific physical

commodity rvhich may serve as money, such as gold. Developments in the monetary

system will naturally influence the evolution of the value of money, so that the

concept has a central role in linking the 'real' (value system) and 'financial' sides of
the framework' But its importance in the system of values itself is of immediate

concern. Defining the value of money at the aggîegate level reflects its role in
erpressing values, and aggregates of values, as shares of the total abstract labour of

society. For example, the value of labour power is determined as the product of the

money wage and the lalue of money', that is, a number of hours of labour, where the

money wage is the object of conflict between the two classes. An increase in

productivity wiil decrease the lalue of money' defined in this way. Foley (1986:27)

points out that the value of money is the product of the price level and the inverse of

a labour productivity index. Considering the movement of the value of money through

time as productivity changes, it becomes clear that money plays the role in this

framework of invariant standard of value', the value of which reflects the same

quantity of labour over time (1 hour), and is unaffected by distributional shifts. It is

then possible to examine the movements of the price level over time, and distinguish

the effects of its changes from changes in relative prices. In the embodied-labour

approach to value, this is not possible, because money is merely one of the

commodities within the system singled out, for whatever reason to act as numeraire.

Thus the price system really only reflects relative prices.56

In the 'regulation' approach, values reflect the proportionate allocation of the flows

of 'abstract social labour' (direct and indirect) across sectors, where a sector57 is

defined as "the economic space ...subject to the same norm of production and
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exchange", that is, the same cost and demand conditions in input and product

markets.(l919:289-292) These are taken to be the same for all firms competing in a

single product market, so that a single set of intersectoral technical and demand

coefficients can be derived for each commodity.

The value system as a whole then expresses the interdependencies amongst, or input-

output structure of, the commoditi"r5S, since each individual commodity value only

has meaning in relation to the simultaneously-determined values of all other

commodities, that is, only in a'general equilibrium'context. (Walsh and Gram, 1980)

Furthermore, the system of values can be interpreted as expressing the Hawkins-

Simon condition for viability, in the dimension of hours of abstract social labour-

time.59 This point is of course already implicit in the idea that the object of the

theory of value is to explain the cohesion of an economy comprised of decentralised

independent producers, although the cohesion expressed in the formation of the

value system is in two dimensions, within and across sectors, with the Hawkins-Simon

condition relevant only to the latter.60Int".pr"ted in this way, the system of values in

effect represents a set of equilibrium conditions linking prevailing norms of

production and exchange (that is, existing technolory) to the allocation of direct and

indirect social labour. The viability condition of the system is expressed as the

conservation of value. (DJ Harris, 1985:158)

But as discussed above, competition between capitals produces uneven but

continuous process and product innovation, as well as capital flows across sectors,

implying that the norrns of production and exchange on which values are based are

constantly shifting. (Aglietta, 1979:290; de Vroey, 1982:41) The values of all
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commodities are affected by this process of shifting norms, given the general

equilibrium nature of the determination of values. Each system of values is

established as the (or rather, a particular) dual of a corresponding system of input-

output relations expressed in physical terms, which is, or could be, completely

different from the set of physical relations which prevailed at the previous instant.

That this is so may not be evident from the value system itself, because values are

homogeneous and abstract from the use-value aspects of commodities, but the

implication is that the physical inputs and outputs into which commodity values can

be translated vary widely from one moment to the next.

This is the essential point, because it means that both individual commodity values,

and the total value added, are determined at a particular point in time, or

synchronically, and do not hold over time, or diachronically.6l In other words, any set

of values that is established is immediately disrupted by uneven technical change, so

that a new system of values, that is, a new allocation of social labour, must be

determined. The impact of technical change on values, either in aggregated terms or

at the level of individual commodities, cannot be determined a prtori.The ratios of

aggregated values represent the distributional situation in instantaneous equilibrium,

so that a time series constructed of these variables really represents a series of

'snapshots' of the economy moving through time. The difficulty lies in the nature of

fixed capital: the analysis of structural dynamics naturally involves the gross product,

rather than the net product, while the stocks of capital goods become critical to the

analysis of the process. If movement over time involving structural change is to be

analysed, these stocks of capital goods have to be understood as transferable amongst

processes. In consequence, it is characteristic of 'horizontal' analysis which begins
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from the input-output interdependencies within an economy, such as the marxian

value system, that "at the macroeconomic level for any complex interdependent

economy' due to the existence of tixed capital, there exist only short-run situations.',

(Deprez, 1985 -86:25fl62

It must be emphasised that the instantaneous equilibrium defined in the value system

applies similarly to the system of prices of production, the values transformed on the

basis of a unifo¡m rate of profit on capital invested, so that there is no contradiction

between this view of equilibrium, and the idea of long-period equilibrium, common to

both neoclassical and classical perspectives of the formation of a uniform profit rate

under competitive conditio.tt.63 In this latter approach, prices of production are

conceived as long-run centres of gravitation determined by capital flows to equalise

profit rates. Actual market prices are understood as disequilibria" reflecting

fluctuations around these centres of gravitation in response to temporary shifts of
demand and supply. In all of these theories, the notion of technical change taken to

be relevant to competition is reduced to choice of technique from a given set for
profit maximjsation. (Harris,1987) Change in the set of available techniques over

time (that is, technical change proper) is exogenous. In terms of the conception of
competition adopted here, this means simply that the choice of technique, and thus

also the process of profit rate equalisation, applies instantaneously, so that the entire

process of profit rate equalisation and transformation of values to prices of
production is purely notional: "the chain between the different processes of
transformation is only an anal¡ical reconstruction." (de vroey, rgg2:47)64 In the

terms of another important debate about dynamic theory, the issue of transformation

is conceived as taking place not in historical time, but in logical time.65 Thus, the
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centre of gravitation approach is clearly not directly relevant to the conception of

equilibrium discussed earlier as appropriate to the concept of 'regulation'.66

VII. Conclusion

It turns out then that the value system can¡ot represent structural change, but the

clemonstration of its inability to do so shows how it is possible for the analytical

framework as a whole to accommodate this form of dynamics. An equilibrium

concept has been developed which distinguishes between causes - uneven technical

change - and effects - the disruption of the system's viability and the emergence of

disproportionality problems.6T Furthermore, as long as technical change is taken to

be uneven, this disruption is both endogenous and inevitable, rather than simply an

abstract possibility.

Both at the sectoral and at the macroeconomic levels, the specific equilibrium

conditions are persistently changing. Expressing this more directly in terms of the

Hawkins-Simon condition, "as the system develops, there are dynamic forces which

are always at work systematically to 'uncouple' or tear apart the relations between

sectors...the economy is, so to speak, permanently crisis prone." (DJ Harri s, lgBZ: 32-

33) Uneven technical progress due to class conflict and competition is thus

disequilibrating for the system as a whole, with a return to a position of stability not

assured. this situation poses 'choices' - problems and difficulties in determining the

future rate and pattern of accumulation - for the society as a whole. How can we

characterise these choices?
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Value is expressed in the dimension of hours of labour-time. Higher productivity due

to technical progress 'frees up'time, that is, makes it possible to produce the current

net product in a smaller number of hours of labour-time. Technical progress in this

way (re-)poses the 'choices' about the aggregate use of available time by social

labour, about the distribution of this time as inputs amongst the different sectors, and

about the allocation between classes of the product of this time. The need to re-adjust

demand, distribution, employment and productive capacity represent overall social

issues, posed at the macroeconomic level.68 Ho* these dilemmas are resolved each

time is reflected in the aggregate value ratios and magnitudes. Depending on

distributional outcomes, there could be a rise, a fall or no change in the value of
labour power, with consequent impact on the rate of surplus value. Similarly, there

could be a fall (or at least no increase) in aggregate value-added, if the'response' to

the choice about the use of time is to produce the same net product as before, and

allocate the newly-released time to'leisure', that is, allow unemployment to rise. This

would produce a situation in which value was nq.t fully conserved due to technical

progress, in other words, a situation where full reproduction has not occurred and the

Hawkins-Simon condition is violated.

The diachronic process involving the responses to these 'choices', or the ,out of
equilibrium' behaviour of the economy, camot be analysed purely on the basis of the

assumptions made thus far - the existence of conflict between a capitalist class and a

workìng class, and the division of the former into independent producers in
competition with each other. This is as far as the 'logic of capital' can take us: to

explain how 'coupling'is maintained despite the dynamic forces acting to uncouple
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relations between sectors, the theory must go beyond any inherent forces and

characteristics inscribed in the structure of capital, and show how specific behavioural

rules emerge from the various institutions in the economy under analysis. The central

dimensions of this problem can be identified from the earlier analysis as being power

and uncertainty, the former emerging most forcefully from the issue of distribution,

involving class contestation at the macro level, and the latter related to the time taken

for any adjustment, so that there is no certainty it will in fact occur. This is where the

concept of 'regulation'and the intermediate concepts in the theoretical framework

enter the picture, in the next chapter.
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T{OTES

i.

2.

thit tt not to.suggest that -the work of any one of the particular 'rezulation'
theorists can be taken on its own to provide such a framework. ÃÀlirttu't
book,.for example, is a mixture of important iniighis, ttorãïËrrrv fúrrur"
I?il1"l|! 9îlt ul 9 th rowbacks to more conventi on al "marxi 

st ideaí- rhiJpup"t
wtll not review each writer's main work as a body, but rather drãw selãciiüelvfrom their work in order to show thar their.o"d"ptr .anËt;;;;hîr,;g.rËí
into a framework which advances on conventionaf *áox- m some essential
respects, but nevertheless contains important lacunae.

The relation betrveen the individual and the aggregate of which s/he is an
element is a comptex. and probremaric issue. H"gfiiãtio; ih;";iJé 

'iãna 
totake a structural view, in which the social relation ls determinant-ttrii has ofcourse opened tþem up to criticisms of ignoríng human agency, as well as ofrunctlonaltsm. 'l'he contrast befiveen the structuralist bias-of tire 'rezulation'

approach,.and the lr-rurry emphasis on agency in the .sociai stru?ñ;; of
accumulation' school has- beeri widely notiõed (Gelb, r9S7); and-iï ãiiðuise¿
ll5:fÍ??91.-'ft" relarion berween 'regutaìiotr' 'an¿ di¿ãe"r; tr,éóry oÌ'structuration'which ar_gue-s that individuals and structures ur" ronstitritive
of, and presuppose, eacñ orher, wilr be discussðd ñih" ""ü.t ãpt;;. -"-'"

{n gttgm¡t to.define a .'third way, within economic theory between the
classrcal (rncrudin-g marxiar¡ neo-Ricardian, sraffian, etc.) 

-and 
the neo-classicat approaches,- qan be found in 

.Mirowski' 
(edf, (f9g6j. -fhe

tnterpretation of lfgulation. rheory offered here has beèn 'ínfli"n.éd by urange of neo-classícal texts reláting to the issues of infórñäiion anO
endogenous preference formarion, inciuding stight rlgl+> u"¿ ölìrl1ïssri.

Harvey. (19.89) provides a highly readable account, making explicit use ofregulatlon theory concepts in the analysis of accumulation dy*nanilcs.

This point would not be agreed to by all economists, as the work of Shackle
attests.

Goodwin's distinction here has recently.bee_n expressed in a different way asone berween the 'natural'and 'instituíional'reäturèï ãilt 
" 

î.oná-u. iS..Baranzini andscazzieri, 19,90.) Although trr; teim-nãt";ãfñ s;;;;äi tàl"n
ro be ahisrorical in a mamisr framewoík, that is, eti¿ineih. #;iäãid åTìr,"capitalist mode, it need not be interpreied in tiis way,ä ir;ãfË.tãd ìn^ trri,
chapter.

This notion was firs-t introduced by Kaldor (1961). For a useful discussion ofthe methodologicat implicarions',.of this'appióucr¡- ;* hilã"-ïiöãgl.
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I-awson points to the importance of stylised facts as the starting point
analvsis.'

For the long-run, see Aglietta (1979):23; for the macroeconomic. see 15.

9.

10.

1I.

14.

15.

12.

i3.

P"ll Clarke (1988) and Brenner &. Glick (1991) base their critiques on rhis
polnt.

For another example, see Shaikh (I97Ba:233).

As Machluppoints gt!_"_thq modelas well asits equilibria areof course
mental constructions". F Machlup (1963), Þ$ays_pn Ecbnomic Semãntics, ed.MH Mille¡..(Prentice-Hall, Engiewood ó S5);
1.94.rn addiiion ro dara and uñknowns, rheie 

"íti 
;ñ #;rËirdtï*"o or

factors which are simply ignored as beiig of no immediãtê i"i.uunr?- iJ'tn"
problem at hand.

See^Aglietta (1.979:L2): "these two notions of reproduction and rupture
contront one another. in sterile opposition, each simpfy excluding the óther,
as long as the lylt.em is defined...as' a nemórk of relaiións Uemeéi ècãni-ii
agents and activities which display ø príori types of specified rationality."

Indeed, delpite his initial rejection of equilibriunl towards the end of his
text, ne makes use of a notion of 'metastable equilibrium' to characterise the
|.:ÏTit?Iion process. (1979:356) Seealso Boyer: 'lrh" analysis is Convèiging
toviards the notion of ;node of regulation, a pârtial and modêst alternativë to
the overwhelming tyranny of itatíc equilibrium.,' (19gga:75)

They.continue: "This aspect of an economy can be studied quite apart from
Its prlce. system, and is independent of the question of whethei a price system
even exists."

see Hawkins (1948), and Hawkins and simon (rg4g). The condition is made
explrcrt rn the latter. pagg\,^?!8. My introduction of it he¡e js. s.uggesteg by ...'y
reading of DJ Harris's 

-(19:52) 
reviéw of Pasinetti (1981), whiõhffielfluiíLt*

to tnteqpret the-central thrust of Pasinetti's argument. ¡\lthough Harris does
not. engage rrlit! Aglietta's__argument here õr elsewhere, ii witt bécòme
eudent that, intluenced_by Harris' approach to Pasinetti, I believe there aresome importat]! .parallels and c^o:mplementarities beþ*een Àgtirtiu',
arguments and Pasinetti's.

"Thus an economy of two compartments is stable if the proportion of capital
rn one compartment contributed 

_by the other is greater than the propoition
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17.

in which the other contributes to its own capital." Hawkins (19ag:309).

Expressed forrnally, the viability condition says onìy that the principal nrinors
of the Jacobian matrix- of the inþut-output mátrix oÎ coefficients sh'ould all be
positive. In o{her words, any poiitive dêgree of coupling implies a svstèm thatis viable in the sense of able to survivel Thus the issuã is fne staUíúiv of the
equilibrium implied in the viability condition - if coupling is reduõeã- and
vtablllty disturbed, is it restore.{, perhaps .at some lowèr i-evel of coupling,
that is, some lower rate of activity, br doês the degree of coupling faiitórlro
and the system totally disintegrate?

Robinson (.1960 tl952l). The most important was Harrod who of course did
lol,l-t-. li.input-output framework, focussing upon-the need for a constanry
tn the relations between the rate of investmenf and the given capital-output
ratio, in order to ensure a constant rate of expansioñ of outpui. Èoi u
discussion of the relation between Marx, later marxist theorists ahà Hariod,
see Bronfenbrenner and Wolfson (19s4). The view that there is a
resemblance between Aglietta's.and Harród's views is also expressed by
Driver (1981), in his review of Aglietta's work.

Useful discussions qf the disproportionality approach can be found in DJ
Harris (1978:262-273), and Crãnf (1OSZ).

Lipietz (1986:15; 1988a:31) also does refer ro "final consumprion" in
reterence to the regime_ of ac_cumulation. The proper approach is to focus on
{eryand -ryore generally, as I have indicated 

-in 
mv oum earlier *oit ?r""

Gelb,.19-87:39;..199,1:10-11). This is immediately.evi<ient if one is analysing a
semi-industrialised economy, such as South Afiica, where neither ttrê íótJof
prPorts of semi-processed primary products nor the unequal distribution of
1l!9-., (and thus the skewed structure of consumer demãnd) can easily be
rgnoreo.

The commop riposte to underconsumption positions, and it is repeated by
.tsrenner and Glick (1991:80-1), is thãtthe-argument assumes a constant
composition of aggregate demand as betdeen consumer soods ând
investment goods, so that maintaining accumulation is simply a -matter of a
c.hange in that composition, by increasing the production ané realisation in
the investm-ent goods sector. (see also- shaikh, 197g.) This obieôtion is
c-orrect, as far as it goes, but it needs to be added (whictí Bren¡er änd Glick
do not) that -investment goods producers have produced the uppropiiut"
quantttLes of their output, and that they spend rather than save thè'increase
tn protits which accrues to them. Furthermore, this must occur within the
short-terrr¡ to avoid instability.

Thus the underconsumptiol view has a point, which is that effective demandis important in maínraining the..lével ôr acrivity. In other-*õi¿r,
unclerconsumption is a posliÞility in a growing system. But
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23.

aA

tnderconsumption'is normally associated with the view that stagnation due
to tlrs cause is a nçcessêIy, that is, endogeous, consequence of ac"cumulation.The objection ro ñãË;.oni*i,pii""" ir äü.lii-ññ;ñ;--i'häi* tr,"
composition of effective demand is' as importani as lts levèl Th;' i-õoitance
ot this is not brought out by Brenner, anci Gliclq primarily because like most
marxist.a¡alyses, they focui exclusively on the vâlue *p"ót, ie"ðtinsïtã ur.-
varue slde, . and so cannot really examine the issuè of Zompo-sition of
aggregates. The capagity to do. this is the great srrength of the tr"gutáiion'
approach relative to othêr marxist views.

An imp,ortant issue here is whether there are transformations in demand that
qre l¡çependÊû of technical progress, that is, which constitute a Jecondqynamlc lorce ln accumulation. This question relates specifically to the issue
of consumer demand.

Marx ,explicitly arsumeÇ away techrucal change in his own discussion of
reprodqctio.n r-n Çæ¡fat volufue II. The inabitity to incoéórãi" ìé.tr*.ur
:Plg:,lf bedevilett orher marxisr efforts_ro qevélop trrè ãirprãi;;rlr""liry
theory lnto an adequate theory of crisis. See Bronfenbrennei and Wolfson
(1984) and Grossmänn !gilj.'

Aglietta (1979?85.,355)- The focus is on production of relative surplus value
as the central dimension of accumulation, and this is seen fo involve
transformation of conditions of production,which utiã tããi*ify-ãfi"tr ttt.
relations of exchange.

Expressed.formally in the context of a macroeconomic model, .rezulation,
Ieads to shifts in the.behavioural parameters in the macroeconomic rãlations,
producing shifts in investment add ogtput such that the equiliUrium- b"t*""n
aggregate production and aggregate deìnand is maintaineri.

The reason is that Jegulation', that i_s, shifts in the behavioural parameters,
involve processesof léarningánd adáptation, *n¿it* tãLË ¡ö*ä-älroIead to 'mistakes'. While this"time is p^assing, ih" õâüãrn of accuñuJation is
disrup,ted. This disruption is limited if the leärning pio."is ìJrhõ;t;l ii *1r
be rt the- existing institutions convey, in a strucutieä way, alarge piooortion
o.t thg knorvtedge- required for learning and adaptation to- aètois. This
sltuatlon rellects the existence of a mode- of regulatìon, and will be further
elaborated in the next chapter.

In incorporating change into its equilibrium concept, regulation theorv differsnot only trom neo-classical theoiies of general êquili-brium, but alío from
conventional marxism. In the latter, thã (implicitJ equil-iUri". p"iitiôn it
derined independentty of ongoing chánge id tnê tiií."üiã ihàilirJ;iräi or
cnange are etther movement out of and back into the same equilibrium
posrtron (interpreted as crisis having no impact on the develoþment of
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28.

capitalism.), or alternatively the permanent breakdown of equilibrium as soon
as there is a departure. 

-f¡orn it (crisis leading necessa'rily to inã-nnat
breakdo*,n of capitalism). In 'reguiation' theory;by contrasi, the ãynàmic
equilibriurn position is affected by"the dynamic piôcÉ,ss itseli, ib irrát tÍ,Ë' trris
orsaDllng opposttlon ls avolded.

Aglietta's formul_?tions -qf disequilibrium (r979:2g5, 355-6), as uneven
dev.elopment leading to tailure ol the formaiion of a generat íäteãip;"¡it,
and macro-economiõ imbalan ce are extremely ambigfiour à. UãÑèJn tfreshort-run and the.long-run. If th.e .total excharíge valu"e is noi tuillrãálìr"¿,
leading to the failureãf the condition for the ge"neral rate of profif tñélãrurt
ts "a rupture in the cohesion of the regime ofãccumulation",ïhicÉ he refers
to elsewhery ('979:19) as a crisis, lea-ding to the irreversibl" trãnüot*ãtion
ot the m.gd-e of production. But clearly macroeconomic imbalance does not
necessarily have these consequences. It seems more appropriate to make useot his characterisation of formation of the geneiál iate of profit. as
r,netas,table_ equilibrium, that is, equilibrium ïvith shiftine stu'uiùtv.' to
tntrocluce short-run pr-ocesses - as instances of departure frorñ and retuin to
equilibrium - into thè long-run perspective.

See also Lipietz (198Sa) and de Vroey (198a:53-5a).

It is -¿15e important to note that unknowïrs which in the short-run are
vanables, m.qy in the long-run be constants. In other words, it is important to
maKe "the chstlnction between unknowns and data entirely indepèndent ofthe distinction between variables and constants." Pasine-tú ¡i98itÒi: see
also Pasinetti (1,974 [1960]). He poinrs our rhat the indepen¿ènt ,naÁfirudes
tn clynamic analyjlis are generally taken to be constants, and the unkñowns toDe vanabtes. lf the lons-run is -properly conceived, horvever, both
independent data and unknñns may lie .ìtt 

"í 
uãiiáui" or consrant. Â long-

run constant evolv-es throrlgh time (ie. it is dynamic and its compositioq õf
course, will also change tñrough a proce,ss óf internal transfor'mãtion;l as
Aglietta calls it). over the shorÈrurL ìts vaÞe wiÌl vary, but in thtionÀ:il,,, it
may have .no tendency to move in one direction or. the other, so ihat its
evolution is around a constant trend. The rate-of growth or outþut, â"ãir,.profit Íate, are in principles examples of such lonfi-run constanti which can
vary in the short-run. The values'of long-run variables, on ttlã othei-tran¿,
move over time irreversibly in one directión.

frqr, a m_odel with, constant (parametric) data which may be used to analyse
static or short-run dynamic pröblems, cannot be applied directlv uiro to 

-tonn-

run dynamic analysis, if chánges in those parameiêrs are impoitániouei-ifr'e
jgng-ru.q. As a. result, a single system (in ihe sgnse that change over time is
'driv.,q|'by a single set of fõrces) can iontain distinct long-run" and short-run
equillDfla.

29.
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lhi¡ pojnt - the endogeneity .ot the source of changes in the trend
obuously extremely controversr{rli contrary positiol suggesring that

-ls
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32.

33.

.Aa4

35.

36.

37.

process is exogenous can be found in Solomou (i988).

In the absence of class antagonism, the motive to achieve such increases
would have to corte from a different contradiction. It is hard to imasine-how
regular and persistent change could occur without being grounded"in io*e
form of contiadiction.

It is worth noting here- that alother group- of theorists, starting from the
analy-sis. of technlcal change, have airived at a view'very clõse to the
'regulation'approach, in théir efforts to show that Kondraíiev lons-waves
have been related to changes in the'techno-economic paradigm', thãt is, a
combination of product, process and organisational inn'ovatioñs únked to a
key tnput or set of inputs, and so feeding through the entire cost structure of
the. ecoiolny.Tþey identifo rhe key input duriñg the post-1945 boom as oil,
ano ln tne late nlneteenth century, low-cost steel. The next one will of course
be centred on microelectronics. 

-See 
Freeman and perez (1gBB), as well as

Dosi and Orsenigo (1983) and Dosi (1988).

Aglietta does. not really develop_ the, point, and does appear, in his later
argument relyrlgon the uneven-develoþment of the two dbþartments, to slip
a derivative and identify differences in the levels of the ratès of growttr with
changes in those rates.

[Jneven rates of technical change can of course only be incorporated into a
model with more than one seðtor. However, a furiher impücation of this
unevenness, not explicitly discussed by Aglietta and oìher rezulation
theorists, is.the change in þroductivity gr-owth-in a sector between íero and
some positive number, in other words, the emergence of new sectors and
commodities, and the dìsappearance of existing oñes. This obviously cannot
be represented in a model with only two sectors.

In other words, the competitive market is not the harmony of interests
implied by Adam Smith,-and implicit in the neo-classical conce¡ítion. rather it
is a dog-eat-dog war: if one cápitalist attempts to increase his profits. his
competi.tors are forced.to proteèt their own triosition by acting aggressiíely,
and similarly seeking higheir profits, to preverit the. succêss of itreîirst being
at thejr-expensg. If any capitalist does nôt follow suit, he is likely to be forceiÍ
out of the market by undercutting. Thus, as Marx pointed out, ðapital cannot
stand still if it wishei to survive - iI must expand, and seek suólus'profit.

$a¡.ri¡l argumelt here, _and elsewhere (r9BZ: rgï7), is highly compatible with
Aglietta and other regulation theorists.

see also DJ Harris (1985: 388), and Aglietta (1979:292 ff) for a similar view.
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46.

This approach is followed in analyses of the rise and decline of resimes of
accumulation, such as Lipietz (1986a), Mazier (lggz) un¿ in *yã*r-*oit on
South Africa (Gelb, l99ia), amongst'óthers. 

\ / "-

This has been the approach foilowed in regulation theory discussions
focussins directtv ypo¡' ih9 lqsu e o! 1tlu9^i1lgt¡; ä ¡ó;il;õl3 i,iãä îio"y(1981, r9lz), anä Lipieø (tilz1 isszb, isdã):- 

* ^"^

This is also the dþtinguishing characteristic of the 'new' solution to the
transformation problerñ, whicñ essentially follows ihrough ttp iosió. i" trr"
shitt trom values to prices with equality betrveen total pric"es and toialïãiu"r,
and between total þrgfits. and tótar surplus-val"è, ãfã"ri"ñttn"-uuruä oilaþgu¡ po\¡ier in'nominal' terms, that is, * a ptop*tion of íggr"gut"uâlu"
3OOe.g expressed rn value or money terms, rathei than in ,reã-l' tõrms as a
Dundle ot subslstence.goods. For this approach to the transformation issue,
see the references in rhe previous footnöte, as well ur nu-ãïiï (igsrtärd
Foley (1982), who do not iãentifo with the 'rêgutation'ãpptoá.h.- '-- --' '

Imp]icit.hereis also the poil.t.latermade-explicit by Aglietta: "It is total
Pl9lJ.:9"PTqiig on the cbnditions of^produciion anã 

"".ïrrunãã, 
irtuîit ìrt"

strategic va¡iab-le in the relations of' competition between autonomous
capttals. .., the determination of the to_tal volu^me of profit logically precedes
that of the rate of profit." (1979: Zl4-75) - 5-.

Il!9^t_q,!l-.y gopposition and rhei-r- weights (values) changed, it would be
rmpossrble to isolate the separate effects.-

see, for examplq. shaikh (19lsq 1?Z!Þ), t-eö-owirz (tgïz),and the critical
presentations ín Fine and L Harrís e979i'and wrigrrtfi gTij.- - ---

The problem is q result of the ambiguity in the conception of ,capital'. 
as

lgnvegn .its physical and varue conõeptÍons, ¿¡p¿¿iäiií ;h;*,ilã'uïäå"t,
tnrough ttme.are-concerned. pasinetti- argues tñat oniy the capital_labourratlo vanes wth the wage. rate, so ignoring possible chanþes in th'e latter due
to technical progress imþlies inapprópriatãüse of thã câíital-ouipuiiâtlo. ot
?_ry1,T:j9mposrtron of capital, to measure the effect ofìechnicai change'on
employment.

see Fine & L Harris l^1:78), weeks (19g1, rggz), and Reuten (i991), as well
as Aglietra (1979: 53-60).

This seems to be the basis for weeks, argument (19g1:zþ\ that thisparticular inrerprerarion of the distinction iJ¡,v"è"'ocö-âía-vcc- i,
::1T8t'19 *u.Flg the analysis dynamic,Ihe argument presenred in ltris
cnapter nas nothlng on commonwith the 'okishio critique', which has been



tlie basis of most recent debate about the 'rising organic composition' view.
See shaikh (1978a), van Parijs (1980), F{unt (rlgÐ: and Hotard and King
(1eeO).

wee.fq (1981':207), for 
^example, suggest that 'more intense' competitive

conditions can lead to a fall in the proTít rate.
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This is the thrust of most of the criticism of this argument. See for example,
DJ Harris (1983, 1986).

The examples of.the argument which I have cited are both drawn from rising
org.anic compositi.on analyseq but the argument applies also to theoles
lvhic! employ a different profit rafe functión, that is,'á mechanism by which
lnvestment contributes to the decline of the profit rate.

A different criticism of the use of the profit rate as an arsument in the
investment function - that it is'ill-behaved'- is made by wafkéi lilss:ts+-
155), who exempts Marxist theory from the problem.

This critiqu? yal expressed most vigorously and lucidly by steedm an (1977),
who argued that the labour theory -of value, as develópé¿ uv Marx a'nd híJ
lollowers, fbr example Dobb (1973), Meek (1974\ and sweerv (1942). was
inconsistent and irrèllvant, thèfocúd of his àttacÉ being the tíaìsforÉation
p{ocess from values, determined on the basis of a single-rate of surplus value
with.different organic compositions of capital and "thus differeni iãtes of
proti! on invested capital, to þrices of prodùction' determined on the basis of
a u¡ifor.m profit,rate. Steedman's critîque is summarised in his contribution
to Steedman et al (1981), which als-o prèsents a range of responses, including
acceptance of his argument, and rejection basãd on bbth oi the two
approaches rnentioned in the text.

This more'orthodox' positi_on was adopted by Anwar Shaikh (1.977, 19g1,
1984) and most of the ðonrributors to Mändel and Freeman (eds)ì 1994.

see footnotes 40 ryq {1 aÞoyg,_g¡ well as Gersrein (1976), Himmelweir and
Mohun (1981), and Colletti (1972).

By this is meant simply that a private producer mieht
attempting to realise ihe prod-uct of ihe labour -he
production. Thjs.will obviouily be the fate of relatively
(above average) in each indusíry.

suffer losses when
has committed to
high cost producers

Aglietta (1979:a\ calls the concept_ the 'monetary expression of the working
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þoqt', qn-d de Vroey (1982:45)'the-monetary expression of social labour time,
both of these being the inverse of the valuebf money as deüned heã-

In his embodied. labour system, Pasinetti (1981) constructs a ,dynamic
standard commodity'which changes its physicàl coirposition over tiníá.-and
is.^equivalent to thé'value of moiey' in tÉe abstracilabour ãpproáiir.'fn"
ditterence between Pasinetti's system and the traditional Mar.iilt ernbodied
l*:_"l.approach is, Ibelieve,-ihat rhe formeris based upon â rérìi*ri¡
lgteglated set of 'sectors', and the latter on a horizontal inpüt-output system.
The former enables Pasinetti to reduce final demand coirmoditìes t.í-if,"i.
original labour inputs,-while incorpoi.Sling changes in the cornpõsiiion of
these inputs over tíme. This is not pirssible in the lãtter.

Aglietta refers to a 'branch' rather than a sector.

But this is true in only one dimension, due to the homogeneity of values: the
specific,-.concrete, aipects of the labour (and thus i-he usê-value of the
commodity) are abstràcted from.

As was noted earlier, the viability condition is a matter of technolory, that is,
of relations amongs! physical quantities of inputs and ^outputs. ËrþresJing
these relations in valuè terms, that is in a dual^systern of a slngle diråensron,
hours of labour-time, is no problem, as long qs th" technical cõefficieniiare
fixed, so- that there is a one-to-one correspõndence between the phvsicãi and
value relations. The need for constant téchnical coefficients pläctís ob'oiout
limitations on capacity of the value system to reflect technical fhanee, * ø¡
be clear trom the text. But these limitations arise out of the difficullies of the
inter-industry framework in repre_senting changing technology, not oui of the
representallon- ot that tramework in the homogeneous space of values. In
other words, if.the 'norms of production and exðhange'were represented by
physical quantities, as in pfinciple they could bé, they wciuld r"-a,t
rnstantaneous.

The definition of a sector is of great importance, because while the formation
of values is a process of homogenisation, it is ai the same time necessarily a
p{ocess ot-aggregation, grouping together into sectors sites of producti'on
whtch produce similar, but obviously not identical, products. Thiiissue does
not seem to have b.gn- ploperly .a4dressed in thq mancian paradigm (see
Aglierta's discussion of thè 'branðh' (1979: Zg9-gI)).

P:^Jlg"y. 1981:178 ff, ald 1982:47; Aglieta, \979:284, 290; and Lipietz,
1982:5I-52. As noted in the previous foótnote, this result folÍows froir the
input-output framework in wtrictr values are êxpressed, so that ths same
conclusion holds f9r any representation of inter-jndustry linkages, not just
those expressed in termsof lãbour values.
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In the alternative vertical approach to production, capital goods are seen as
specificro processes., so that they do noi explicitly âppêar iritrJ siite*. ffrut
1l]9 

vfltrcal app,roach appears better able to reþrelènt processeí over rime,
though. at 

. the cost of obscuring productive 'and 
distributionai

interrelatio¡slripl. It seems that to evade tñis dilemma, and make possible
proper analysis of the dynamics of structural change, fixed capitat go<jdJhave
to be 

^specltled 
as.seParate.-elements of final demand, whether tÍe analysis

starts from a lertical' or a'horizontal'perspective. (líaranzini anã Sãáîí¡eri
(eds), 1990; sca'rieri er al., i990) I¡weis (1976,19g7) adaptatiol or-tro ¡ro-
sector reproduction sche.me, whích also represénts a ôircuÍar flow, addi both
YT..f îg_!"E!aJ and a third sector as a su6sector of Deparrment Í producing
capital goods for Department II. He thus introduces èlements of lerticalí
tntegration_ into the horizontal model, and is able to use this to examine
struct*l{l change..(Hagenan-n, 1990) Pasinetti's (1981; see also Scazzier:i et
aL,, rvvu).approach ls the reverse - he constructs vertically integrated sectors,
but specifies capìtal goods as part of fînal demand, wtrictiis a distinct
approach trom other vertically integrated perspectives.

See Garegnaru (1,976). For neo-classicals, these prices are the actual market
grices,.and will 4just instantaneously following'a shift of supply or demand
(resulling tîom, for example, a capitál flow to équalise non-uniform rates of
proilt), through a. notional procesi of tatonnemeñt, or convergence to a new
equlllbfl-u-m, carrte.d out by an assumed auctioneer. For the classical theory,
the equilibrium prices are'prices ofproduction'. Much of the ¿iffeienðð íá
tne c.onceptlon of the movement to long-run equilibrium is encapsulated in
the idea that competition for the claslicals is ä process, but fcir the neo-
cl.assicals, it is a s1aç. (See DJ Harris, 19gg:1aõ-ff.I-óiscussloni ãf-ttre
differences between thesè two conceptions can also bé found in Wátstl an¿
Gram (1980), DJ Harris (1987) and Eã¡weil (1982).

This is eqlivalent to the claim that "the effective equality of rates of profit is
not actually realised at any given point in time" (Agîietta-l979:299). 

¡

l:l,Rgbiryon (1962.), carvalho (1993-s4), and also Aglieta (1,979: zg5,zg7-
J.uu). Logtcal üme ls a- conception in which time is reversible, in the sense
tnat each moment in the past, present and future are equally determined,
þec.au¡e. the agents. have ô_olrplete and correct foresight.^In íhe.ont.ii of
toglc?j tlme, lt makes no ditlêrence. whether a process such as profit rate
equalisation is seen as -occurring instantaneoúsly or over the^ long-run,
because each moment in the procels presupposes ali the others. o

carv_alho (1984-85) classifies post-Keynesian perspectives into 'graviw centre'
ancl 'historical time' approaches, whère a májor distinguishingiharatteristic
between the two is-^the issué of -determTnacy. rfie t.frttátio" ih;;ry
framework obviously falls into the latter g.oup, where, Cärvalho urg.r"r,
9gterminacy gan be interpreted as 'ord"erliriéss', as'discussed áuïu".
Noneth.eless, the combinatio-n of_ synchronic and diachronic'logics' in the
regulation approach as developed liere does enable it to take acãount ôf the
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centre of gravity perspective to-some extent. Whether there is any purpose in
doing so, is not however argued very clearly by its proponents.

At the same time, this .may be putting the case too strongly. It should be
noted that some regulation iheorìsts no"t discussed in detail"häre, *.h ui d"
Bernis and the'Grenoble school', focus upon the tendency to equalise the
Profit rate as one of the hvo central 'laws'-of accumulation, the oiher being
the tendenry of the profit rate to fall. It is the interaction of these two 'lawi
which for this grouþ is precisely the obiect of 'regulation'. Thus there is
within regulation thèory ã similár differehce of coñception as within post-
Keynesianism over gravitational centre versus historicaitime models. Sêe de
Bernis (1988, 1990).

It should be noted that uneven technical change is itself an endosenous
ptocess, shaped by the institutional framework ofã particular socieW (bosi et
al., 1988), so that a specific pattern of technical chanee cannot be déte'nnined
a priori. 'Whatever 

p-attern 
-of 

technical change is eãtablished, will naturally
influence the disruption of equilibrium, and sõalso its restoration.

Aglietta (1979:57)-makes this point, but inappropriately limits it to necessary
product only, rather than toial net produ-ct, 

-or 
aggregate value addecí,

because of his concern to link technicaf cÌranse and h-iãhe"r productivitv to a
reduction in necessary labour time, as the me-chanismTor iñcreased reiative
surplus value. See alsõ Pasinetti (19S1:90).
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CF{I"FTÐR.5

THE PR.ÛCESS OF'''REGULA.TtrÛN'

As the economic system moves through time, technical progress and structural change

tend to produce forces for instability in the accumulation process: capitalism is

inherently crisis-prone. But evidently it is not inherently crisis-ridden, that is, crises

are not a continuous feature of capitalist development, appearing rather from time to

time. In other words, accumulation is maintained, experiencing fluctuations of one

sort or another, involving changes in its rate, but maintained nonetheless. Thus some

other processes must exist which contain and limit the impact of these forces for

instability, allowing the accumulation process to carry on, by introducing some

coherence and consistency into the adjustment process at each point in time, and over

time.

The process of 'regulation', which is explored in this chapter, is located in the context

of historical time, and emphasises the impact of institutions on the behaviour of

agents, individually and in groups, arising out of pervasive uncertainty. A central

theme of this chapter is that institutions are above all part of the process of class

formation and re-formation, so that the interaction between class relations and the

path of accumulation is central. In the fîrst section I examine the process of

'regulation' in more detail, Iooking at the context for agents'behaviors, and especially

at its central dimensions of power and uncertainty. The second section discusses the

macroeconomic adjustment process. Here two questions arise. Firstly, how does the
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lnacro adjustment process work at a point in time? A¡d how is the same process of

acìjustrnent maíntained over time, that is, can we talk of a mode of regulation and

regime of accumulation in any meaningful sense? In the third section, I turn to the

issue of crisis, understood as the breakdown of the adjustment process producing a

decline in the rate of accumulation, expressed in the form of instability, sluggish

adjustment, or possible stagnation, in other words, the loss of viability, rather than as

a decline in the rate of accumulation per se, or as a specific pattern of change in a

particular variable, such as the rate of profit.

I. The mode of regulation: uncertainfy, power and ctrass

In arguing that the evolution of capitalist economies is not subject to deterministic

macroeconomic'laws', a fundamental point of regulation theory, and one necessary

to the argument, as I have noted at several points, is that individual agents' objective

functions are not defined in abstraction from their economic activities, but rather are

endogenously formed in the context of the latter process. Without incorporating the

notion of endogenous rationality into the theoretical framework, and thus the

possibility that the content of this rationality can change over time, it would be

impossible to sustain the view that the dynamics of the economy as a whole can

change over time. If agents always responded to the same set of signals, and in the

same way, then even if the economy was shifted onto a different dynamic path by an

exogenous shock, it would soon return to its original path, at least in the sense that

the interactions amongst its macroeconomic variables would be identical as before.

even if their actual values were different.
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Some theory of individual behaviour - a microfoundations - is therefore essential to

the theoretical framework. If the reproduction of the systemic nature of the economy

is the central issue in the concept of regulation, the link suggested here between the

micro and the macro levels of economic activity - the interaction between individual

behaviour and social processes - is the crucial aspect of the process of regulation. The

issue has, as indicated, been approached through a focus on institutions, rules and

norms, as forms of behaviour shared by individual agents, and constituted by social

processes, that is, by the interactions amongst those agents, rather than prior to their

interaction.

Yet, as Boyer acknowledges in his self-critical assessment of thè regulation approach,

analysis of "how [the] institutional forms work...[which is] the central question...is only

at its beginnings, seeking initial hypotheses and intuitions". He himself specifies three

processes: formally defined laws and rules, involving coercive pressure on individuals;

negotiated compromises, establishing conventions of interaction between agenß, or

groups of agents; and common values, or what may be called norrts, which "ensure

that routine replaces the diversity and spontaneity of individual...initiatives." (1990:44-

4s;1

Though suggestive, this does not take us very far, and neither do Lipietz' rather

functionalist formulations referring to "internalised rules and social procedures which

incorporate social elements into individual behaviour" (Lipi etz, 1987:15), and the

"social relations þeing] embodied in individuals...in the form of acquired habits and

routines, like the accepted rules of a game".(1988b:12-13) This assumes that agents
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have already been constituted by social processes, and does not elaborate the process.

This is an important gap in the argument, because, without an explanation of how the

institutional framework of accumulation 'shapes' the behaviour of agents (indivi<lually

and as social groups), it is difficult to analyse either how a coherent institutional

framework sustains stable accumulation, or how institutional change leads to a
breakdown in the framework, and then to crisis.

We can begin to fill this gap in the argument through a closer examination of
uncertainty as the context of human agenÇy,where the main contributions are to be

found in the u'ork of post-Keynesians such as Hodgson (i988, 1989b) and Lawson

(1985, 198Ð.2 Their starting point is the idea that uncertainty "is a pervasive fact of

life". (I-awson, 1985:909)3 They ask questions about the characteristics of this

uncertainty, and its effect on agents' behaviour. The Shacklean notion that

uncertainty involves "some amorphous, free-floating existential anxiety" (Hargreaves

Heap, 1986-87:268) which prevents predictability because it leads to non-rational

behaviour, is abandoned. Rather, the emphasis is on how the existence of uncertainty

implies the need to structure the knowledge and information upon which agents base

their decisions, and thus contributes to the formation of institutions, defining this

term rather broadlv.

Two central dimensions of uncertainty can be identified, relating to the ,state of

nature', and to the behaviour of other agents. Looking first at the uncertainty which

characterises the environment, the essential point is that it is characterised by an

overwhelming mass of complex information, which in fact makes impossible the series

of optimising calculations based on some preference ordering defined prior to those
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calculations, in the manner which neo-classical theory suggests. If agents were fo¡ced

to rely on such calculations, they would in fact be unable to take action. Instead. the

quantity of knowledge they require is límited through various processes and devices.

These include the 'habits' and routines referred to by the regulation school, which

enable action on the basis of very limited conscious deliberation. Closely related is

the idea of 'conventions' relating to the formation of expectations, which depends

upon people being aware of some information concerning their circumstances, and

relying consciously on their past practices to guide their future actions. Conventions,

or rules of thumb, in other rvords, can be seen as involving a gteater degree of actual

calculation than do habits, and thus may be regarded as more subject to change and

disruption. Thus limitations on information are both necessary and enabling for

decisions, rather than distorting their outcome. The predictability of behaviour, based

on the prevalence of routines and conventions, is evidently a substantive issue in the

adjustment to the destabilising effects of accumulation and structural change

discussed in the last chapter, since it suggests that there are grounds for arguing that,

at least under some circumstances, this adjustment is likely to follow established

patterns and directions.

Habits, routines and conventions do not have simply an enabling role in limiting the

information available to a quantity that agents can practically make use. Their role is

also constructive in the sense that they select which particular pieces of information

agents actually receive, that is, they structure agents' exposure to information. How is

this information acquired by individual agents, that is, how do they learn? An

essential aspect of this process is direct participation in social practices, together with

imitation of others (thus providing a model for imitation by yet others).4 Through
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rvidening participation, imitation and repetition, these social practices become

established as habits, routines and conventions, and can be seen as a form of social

institution.(Dosi and Orsenigo, 1988:19) Thus, as L¿wson indicates, "to use such

knowledge in order to 'get by' is to help constitute those very practices." (198 5:917)

This leads on directly to the notion developed by the sociologist Anthony Giddens

(1,979), that individuals and structures are constitutive of, and presuppose, each other,

their interaction being based on recurrent practices. This approach, which Giddens

has labelled the theory of structuration, may help to avoid some of the more

functionalist formulations of the process of regulation. This argument, of course, very

powerfully supports the view that economic processes vary widely across space and

time, since it implies that once uncertainty is taken into account, there can be no basis

for the view that habits and conventions will be invariant across societies. and

un¡elated to their context.

Essential to this latter step in the argument is the possibility of institutional change,

because without this, variation across time would be ruled out. On this question also,

the concept of structuration provides a critical pointer, since (at least one form of)

this can now be seen as related to changes in the practices through which the

institutions are constituted by individual behaviour. Hodgson (1988:139) and l-awson

(1,985:923) both refer, in this respect, to crises as structural breaks, when institutions

change suddenly, so that conventions and routines are disrupted or disappear.

I lodgson argues that these shifts result from the ongoing interplay between habitual

action and conscious deliberative action, which could produce volatile decisions, so

that there is a continuous tension between institutional stability and crises. This may

be adequate as an analysis of certain limited kinds of institutional breakdown, such as
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occur in the financial markets, for example, but as an explanation of systemic

processes' it seems to me to rely too much on Keynes' notion of animal spirits, and

simply identifies a contradiction without indicating under what circumstances the one

side or the other dominates. Instead, it seems more useful to look for the sources of
change by focussing on the repeated actions of large numbers of individuals, which

constitute those habits and conventions as institutions. Thus, if the group of
individuals whose practices establish the routines and conventions changes in size and

composition over time, this will affect the practices, and thus the institution

concerned.

I will return of course to this issue below, in looking at the b¡eakdown of regulation

and the shift to economic crisis. Here, two other points relating to state-of-nature

uncertainty are important. The first is that it is also possible that knowledge can be

newly-discovered, through inventioq innovation, or experimentation. Even here,

however, the process will be structured by routines and habits, shaping the form and

content of search procedures, and selecting the starting points of search behaviour,

which must consist of existing knowledge.S In this context the idea of endogenous

rationality becomes even stronger, since if rationality involves a maximizing choice

amongst a set of possible alternatives with an attached preference ordering, then it is

necessary to know the range of choices, which is not the case if the possibility of
learning, and thus the constant addition of neg choices, is admitted. (pasinetti,

1981:7aff)

The second point is that the enabling role of habits and conventions in selecting and

structuring the information upon which agents can base their actions, also involves
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providing to agents some information about other agents' tikely actions, given the

stability of routine-based action. "One consequence of this function of institutions is

that in a highly complex world, and despite uncertainty, complexity and information

overload, regular and predictable behaviour is possible." (Hodgson, 1.988:133) This

has implications for both exchange relationships, as well as interactions in which

possible unintended consequences of action could be important. The latter might

include situations in which trust was important, such as in financial markets, where

the expectation of a collapse by some actors 'forces' other actors to act on the same

presuniption, thus actually producing a collapse.6'Prisoners' dilemma'-type of

problerns have similar characteristics in this respect. In terms of exchange

relationships, this issue has been addressed under the rubric of implicit contracts,

which have important macroeconomic implications. (Okun, 1981)

Turning now to the second dimension of uncertainty, relating to the behaviour of

other agents, this suggests that some consideration of the actions (or possible actions)

of other agents influences not only the expectations, but also the decision-making

processes of agents (their preferences and choices), which are thus determined at

least in part by the context of their interaction with other agents. Uncertainty in the

context of the interaction amongst agents immediately raises also the issue of power,

since it is the potential effects of other agents' actions which are uncertain. (Dixon,

1986, cited by Hodgson, 1988b)

Both firms and markets can be looked at from this perspective, as two different types

of institutional organisation which structure power relations amongst their

participants in ways which make action (or outcomes, in the case of markets) possible
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despite the pervasive uncertainty. As I have emphasised several times in earlier

chapters, markets are social processes rvhich "structure the process of cognition of the

agents involved and can actually affect their preferences and beliefs...in a subtle wa¡

through the operation of market conventions, routines and rules, the individual in the

market is to some extent 'coerced' into specific types of behaviour"

(Hodgson,1988a:779¡7 What is implied here are precisely the sorts of incentive (or

payoff) structures which have been cliscussed earlier (see chapter 3), and which

provide the content of rationality for agents in a particular market. These arise for a

number of reasons, including claim enforcement where desired qualities of the

commodity in question cannot be easily monitored (Bowles and Gintis, L990, 1992)8;

situations of asymmetric information and moral hazard; and the rent-seeking

processes examined in chapter 3. In all of these instances the market institutionalises

power relations (enabling the exercise of power in specific selected forms), reducing

uncertainty by introducing incentives which change the preference ordering of agents

who are assumed to maximise, defining for them the substance of 'rationality, in the

context. In other words, the incentive structure expresses a resolution of the power

relations, allowing the market to operate in a relatively stable manner over time,

although this stability is only temporary.g

The firm is an alternative institutional response to the issue of power relations in the

context of uncertainty. As in the market, fîrms introduce additional arguments into

the objective function, such as loyalty and trust, which reduce the weight of

maximising in the individual agent's behaviour. But more important in the firm

structure is the imposition of hierarchy, which makes explicit the power structure

within the firm, and consigns to the margin interactions outside of this structure
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amongst individual actors within the firm. Thus uncertainty within the firm is reduced

to low levels, in general, so that internal conventions and routines are very powerful,

while the firm as a whole is well-suited to respond, âs a single agent, to global

uncertainty. (Hodgson, 1988:208ff; Hargreaves Heap, 19g6-g7 :27 0)

Returning now to the original issue of the link between the micro and the macro

levels of economic activity, it should now be evident that the institutions, which arise

from the pervasive presence of uncertainty, provide the means through which

individual behaviour is connected with the aggi:egate. At the same time as they enable

economic agents to make decisions and take actions, these institutions connect the

individual actions to each other, by 'canalising' them. As Boyer puts it, "[c]ollective

action is not necessarily the product of the aggregation and coalescence of atomised

individuals whose behaviour is a priori independent." (L990:46) The approach taken

here implies that the individuals are not independent, since the motives for their

behaviour are determined sociallv.

This brings us to an important point in the argument. What is being suggested here is

that the institutions which emerge in response to uncertainty and power in fact

constitute social groups, and structure the social relations amongst them. As Hodgson

suggests, "the information created and distributed by social institutions has a social

and not a purely subjective character. It is established by the routinized behaviour of
a group of individuals and becomes more significant the more widespread, stable and

established such behaviour might be. Its foundation is the social institution, even if
the information may be perceived differently from individual to individual."

(1988:133) In this way a particular conception of class emerges from the argumenr, as
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expressed lnost clearly by Giddens: "a theory of class can only be satisfactorily

elucidated as involving the influence of an institutional order of 'class society' upon

the formation of collectivities ... class refers above all to a mode of institutional

organisation, rathe¡ than to collectivities as such". (1979:109-110,115) In other words,

classes are comprised by a set of institutions which structure the availability of

inïormation and hence the context of uncertainty within which a group of individual

agents âct, grouping them together as a collectivity. Since one dimension of the

uncertainty relates to interactions rvìth other agents, the institutions will in fact divide

agents into collectivities, or classes, according to the power relations which they

structu¡e.

These power relations amongst classes, and the conflicts which they involve, are

cent¡al to the process of accumulation and distribution, thatis, the division ofthe

value added and the allocation ofthe surplus across secto¡s. Thus the institutional

arrangements which emerge as historically specific to a particular society in a
particular period of its development, structure classes through organising the

perceptions of individuals and thus enabling actions. This process at the same time

has the effect at the aggregate level of resolving class conflict (for a phase) by

expressing the balance of power between them in defined ways, so that conflicts over

that balance are not expressed randomly, but in selected and timited procedures,

within the context of historically-defined parameters: "existing structures reflect and

institutionalize ...past conflicts between collective actors, between the classes as they

are organised." (NoeI,1987:323-4, emphasis added)
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lI.'Regulatlon' and adjusÉment

The idea of institutions has been discussed in a rather abstract way until now.

However, the 'mode of institutional organisation'which denotes class, cannot reflect

a random set of institutions, but must itself be structured in some manner. Here the

regulation approach again draws on the 'capital logic' dimension of the theory, to

suggest that the set of institutions which structure classes are based upon the circuit of

capital, the process through which, Marx argued in Capital, VoÌume II, capital passes

through from the point it is advanced, to its realisation, and advance into the next

circuit. Thus capital is advanced (and realised) in money form, is used to purchase

wage labour and means of production (from other producers), these are combined in

the production process, to produce the commodity, which is then sold in competition

with other producers, realising surplus value for the individual capitalist in the form

of profits expressed in money form, enabling the whole circuit to begin again.

Obviously, a single capital engages in these processes not sequentially, but

simultaneously, that is, is active in the markets for finance, labour, productive inputs,

and commodity outputs, as well as in the production process itself.

The institutional arrangements in all of these markets, as well as of the process of

production, must be seen as elements of the organisation of classes, that is, of the

process of 'regulation'. The markets for commodities (inputs and outputs) involve on

the one hand the forms of competition amongst capitals, as well as the forms in which

capitals engage in competition, that is, the structure of firms, both of which involve

power relations and institutionalised arrangements. On the other hand, these markets

also involve the structure of demand, which in turn requires consideration of 'norms'
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of consumption, and relations with other economies through imports and exports. In

addition, the entire circuit of capital depends upon the state playing a role in a

number of arenas ' guaranteeing the unit of money currency, supporting the

development of the labour force, governing the competitive relations amongst

capitals, and mediating relations between the economy and others in the international

system.lO As Matthews points out "the role of the state [in examining the effects of

institutions] cannot be disregarded even as a first approximation. The state's

involvement with institutions in inherent...because the state is the ultimate guaranror

of property rights. It has to decide what kinds of rights and obligations it is prepared

to recognise and enforce." (1986:910)

'Regulation' theorists surnmarise these elements of the 'mode of regulation' into the

wage relation, the monetary system, the forms of competition, the role of the state,

and the international economic system. (Boyer, 1988a:7t-75; L990:37-42; Lipietz,

1988b:24-25) 11 D'fferent institutional expressions of the mode of regulation (across

different societies) will obviously reflect classes and class relations differently

organised. There is no necessary implication that a mode of regulation should always

exist - instability could lead to a slide into stagnation, as has been explored by many

Marxian writers (see Kalecki, 1968, for exampl).12

Associated with a mode of regulation, if it does indeed exist, is a regime of

accumulation, this being the other essential intermediate concept in the theory of

'regulation'.13 Th" regime of accumulation expresses the relationships between the

technical coefficients (influenced by productivity change), the composition of

effective aggregate demand (as between investment and consumption), the
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distribution of income shares between wages and profits, and the relation between

capital and output, together with their evolution over time.14 T1',. argument is that

the regime of accumulation can be seen as representing stable interrelationships

within a fivo-sector model (reproduction scheme) which are relevant to the particular

economy under consideration, and which reflect the effects of a coherent mode of

regulation.l5

The adjustment to the destabitising consequences of accumulation with structural

change occurs within the context of, and as a result of, the given mode of regulation,

the adjustment process being represented in the regime of accumulation. The process

of adjustment can be exam.ined briefly by considering the effective demand and the

capacity increase effects of investment, that is of accumulation. The adjustment

involves on one hand the equilibration of output and effectíve demand, which,

depending on the degree of capacity utilisation, could involve an output adjustment to

meet the higher effective demand resulting from investment, or if output is close to its

capacity level, a distributional shift to generate the higher savings necessary. (Taylor,

1988:36) Taking into account the effects of investment on capacity is likely then to

lead to further savings-investment disequilibria, which are resolved through cyclical

fluctuations. In the two-sector context, cumulative disproportionalities can be seen to

arise from the sectoral allocation of investment in the adjustment process itself.

(Bhaduri, 1983)

Adjustment in the context of a stable combination of a regime of accumulation and a

mode of regulation produces, it is argued, what is characterised as "the system's self-

equilibration" (Boyer,1988a:75), or more evocatively as a "reproductive cycle...[which]
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endogenously restores conditions for rapid accumulation without requiring

fundamental changes in the structure of the accumulation process". (Gordon et al,

1,983:152) What is implied here is that the behavioural parameters of, critically, the

investment function at the macroeconomic level shift (and in a two sector context,

this would include the parameters determining allocation between sectors), in a

relatively smooth and rapid manner, to new values as accumulation leads to

disequilibria in the overall process.

The possibility for smooth adjustment in these parameters will rest of course on the

extent to which there are established routines and conventions - instirutions, generally

conceived - which allow for systematic procedures, at the macroeconomic level,

rather than an unco-ordinated process. If the information conveying pressures to

adjust in different markets is not expressed coherently and systematically, the

responses of the agents will be correspondingly unsystematic, because eonventional

responses will not be appropriately defined for agents in structurally similar positions.

because the adjustment is part of the context of growth with structural change, one

dimension of the adjustment process is the need for agents to learn, to discover new

markets, new products and processes, and new organisational forms. If these activities

also take place on the basis of well-established search routines, and yield results

relatively rapidly, the adjustment process will be more rapid.

In these circumstances, the mode of regulation makes possible a "coherent

adjustment process for the economy as a whole". (Boyer, 1988a: 75) There are in

other words two conditions of existence for the reproductive cycle: on the one hand,

the institutional framework, or the elements of the mode of regulation, need
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individually to be 'well-defined',that is, be the basis of widely-established and stable

routines and conventions, enabling agents, especially investors, to take decisions in

the various markets based in part on relatively reliable expectations of others' actions.

On the other hand, there needs to be some coherence within the mode of regulation

as a whole, that is, at the macroeconomic level. This reflects the idea that effects in

one market will reinforce those in others, so that either appropriate adjustment in

one market assists in achieving the same result in others, or conversely the "structure

could be undermined by problems originating in one...of these spheres which then

threw the others out of synchronization." (Glyn et al.,1990:41.; see also Gelb, 1987)

The degree of coherence in the mode of regulation is evidently a critical aspect of the

argument, but it has been subject to little analysis. Some insight into the issue can be

obtained by reflecting that the idea of coherence suggests a process of virtuous and

vicious circles, or 'cumulative causation', which is in turn associated with the existence

of increasing returns. (Kaldor, 1978[I972h Skott, 1991) The possibility of increasing

returns to institutions has not been widely discussed in the literature (though see

North, 1990¡16. But it seems natural to extend the analysis as applied to technology,

to suggest that institutions can provide increasing returns to those agents organised

through them, through their impact in managing uncertainty and in stabilising power

relations. Here Hodgson's point, already cited above, becomes important: "the

information created and distributed by social institutions...becomes more significant,

the more widespread, stable and established such [routinised] behaviour might

be."(1988:133) This suggests that network externalities, or a 'bandwagon' effect, is

particularly strong in relation to institutions. Also of great relevance in the

institutional context are 'learning-by-using'advantages, that is, the improvement and
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fine-tuning of conventions by agents in practice, that is, in the process of constituting

the institutions. The consequences of increasing returns are firstly, possible multiple

'equilibria', or outcomes, some of which may be socially inefficient; secondly, path-

dependence, or non-ergodicity, which means that the fïnal outcome depends on the

sequence of historical events which is followed; and related to the latter, lock-in by

chance events, which set the system on a particular path.(futhur 1988a, 1988b,

19sl¡17

One fruitful direction for development of this line of thinking is in the analysis of the

'adoption' of an institution, which can in some cases be understood as resulting from

'lock-in' and path-dependence. in a similar manner to that of technolory. At a point

in time, different institutions (or more precisely, different modes of institutional

organisation) will be 'competing' (ideologically and politically) with each other as

alternative expressions of a particular social relation. With increasing returns , as

more agents join the bandwagon - it becomes increasingly risþ to be left off it; to the

extent it improves the benefits from the adjustment process, for the society and for

collectivities in formation, it witl attract others; to the extent it 'fits' other institutions,

it will make adjustment more rapid. With a process of adaptive externalities and path-

dependence, at a certain point, one of these 'competing' institutions will lock-in, and

become the predominant institutional mode of expressing collectivities, or the

predominant expression of class relations. There is no implication that this outcome is

optimal or efficient in any social sense, though specific classes will certainly gain from

the increasing returns available.lS

Another set of arguments, more immediately relevant here, starts from the distinction

between internal and external economies of scale, to suggest that the advantages, in
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terms of enabling action and limiting uncertainty, derived from one institution may

only become evident through providing favourable conditions for the more rapid

evolution of other institutions, the form of the latter thus coming to 'fit' the mode of

operation of the first. Thus the increasing returns emerge in the system, or network,

of institutions as a whole, so that coherence implies that the potential for external

economies from institutions is being realised, and the effects of institutions come to

be linked in a virtuous ci¡cle. The overall effect then is far greater predictability in the

environment, and in relations with other agents, leading to more widespread reliance

on routines and conventions, considerably lower costs of learning, and more rapid

overall adjustrnent to disequilibria and sources of instability. In class terms, the

meaning of this is a relatively stable coalition amongst classes related to each other

on the basis of established incentive structures, that is, capturing the benefits of

increasing returns. If institutional processes are not well-established, or are in a

process of transition, and induce contradictory responses, either from an agent in

different markets, or from similarly located agents in the same market, then the

adjustment process, caught in a vicious circle, will be slow and hesitant.

III. Structural change, institutional change and crisis

The central question here is why and how does a regime of accumulation

disintegrate?19 The disintegration of the prevailing institutional context of

accumulation constitutes a crisis, but the regulation approach has not been able to

develop an adequate explanation for their emergence. In essence, two alternative

causes are identified, with neither well-specified. The first is the development of
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contradictions between the mode of regulation and the regime of accumulation

(Boyer, ß9A:52-56) This is normally taken to be the underlying cause of the crisis of

the 1930s. A different process underlies the crisis of the 1970s, involving the 'reaching

of limits' within the prevailing regime of accumulation, which then undermines the

mode of regulation.(Boyer, 1990:56-58; and Mazier, rggz:47-49)20 Thut Lipietz for

example identifies the central factor in the crisis of Fordism as the slow-down in

productivity growth, which resulted from the 'exhaustion' of the principle of labour

process organisation. (1986:21) But a slowdown in productivity growth is a symptom,

rather than a cause, and it is unclear how and why increasing returns from technical

change should shift into diminishing returns - this just renames the problem, without

explaining it. Wlry should new innovations based upon related principles no longer be

possible, or profitable? It is unclear why diminishing returns should emerge when it
does.

Other attempts to explain institutional breakdown fare little better. One is the idea of

cumulative instability asserted by the post-Keynesian theorists discussed earlier:

"gradual change can put such a strain on the system that there can be outbreaks of

conflict or crises ... there is [always] an interplay between routinised behaviour and

the variable or volatile decisions of other agents" (Hodgsor¡ 1988: 139; see also

1989b; and l¿.wson, 1985) As noted earlier, the concept is not well-specified: the

source of crisis is limited to the unpredictable or volatile behaviour of individual

agents, with no reason given as to why the routinised behaviour of these agents should

break down. Since an institution is structured by large numbers of people following

sirnilar routines, it has to be explained why large numbers of people should suddenly

begin to act in a more volatile way. This would surely be the case only if the

institution has already broken down.
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A related approach conceives of the 'ossification' of institutions: "The entrenchment

of institutional forms, of social norms, and of forms of discourse by their very

historical success implies that the recreation and modification of institutional

conditions are often difficult and painful. The ossification of institutional structures is

thus a fundamental problem of the growth process." (Bowles and Eatwell,ISB3:ZZ4;

see also Hodgson, 1989a; and Elbaum and Lazonick, 19S6) Institutional ossification

or rigidity retards adaptation and flexibility of the economy, making a shift to a new

pattern of growth difficult. This is reminiscent of Marx's emphasis on the 'fetters'

placed by the relations of production on the development of the forces of production.

One of the problems with this view is that ossification is seen to derive from the

absence of war, invasion or revolution in a society, which seems to exclude the

possibility of regime changes, perhaps involving a political upheaval of this sort, but

not necessarily. On the other hand, ossification is linked (inversely) to the period

since 'the' industrial revolution (the transition from agricultural to industrial

dominance) in a particular economy, whereas an explanation more consonant with

the idea of accumulation crisis would need to accommodate more frequent periods of

far-reaching institutional change.

The inability to account for change in the institutional framework is a feature of the

'new institutionalism', and regulation theory, as an approach focussing upon

institutional processes, is only a partial exception:

until the -concept of institutional persistence is located in a
broader theorefical framework, ii is impossible to decide
whether it reflects successful adaptation^ or resistance, òt
whether it challenges or confirms functionality: equallv 

'it 
is

impossible to explãin.the periods of rapid ctráágdwhiótr ¿ó
occur. It remains arbitrary at a macrolstructuraTlevel. This
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implies a need to explore ihe roots of institutional persistence
but atso its relationship to underlying forces for cïange. and
rhe conditions under i,)hich it wili uË ouei.ó*;. .: ir'?;ojË,
the need for 3 rheory of histo-ry. I.n rhe absence or onei [itjcannot move from the idea of institutional persistence tô àn
explanation of change in the 'longer t"r-.
(Cammack,1990:160-1)

In regulation theory, there is of course a ,theory of history,: the theory of

accumulation with structural change. Thus it should be possible to break out of this

dilemma by placing structural change at the centre of the picture in the analysis of
crises, and examine how the institutional mechanisms of adjustment are affected by

structural change. Here a 'clue' from Marx may be a useful starting point

accumulation involves not simply an increase in the size of the physical and financial

capital in the economy, but also implies that classes grow in size. We can add to this

that they also change their nature, as a result of structural change, in the sense that

the collectivities implicated in the institutions which form the classes have changed

their composition. New industries emerge, and new strata of occupations, while

others shrink or disappear. Equally important, the interactíons between class as a

mode of institutional organisation, and forms of institutionalisation of other social

cleavages, such as race and gender, can shift quite fundamentally in the course of
growth with structural change. In other words, classes are de-formed by accumulation.

This process of structural change and class re-composition is both endogenous and

inevitable, as part of the process of accumulation, and will emerge more or less

rapidly in line with the overall rate of accumulation itself.

The effects of these shifts on the process of adjustment to the instability also created

by accumulation will be determined by the impact on the institutions which comprise
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the mode of regulation, as well as on their mutual coherence. These institutions have

to be able to 'cater for' larger and different groups than when they were originally

established. To put this another wâ!, the set of institutions wliich structure a class and

its relations increasingly is confronted with different groupings than those in response

to which it emerged, so that its impact in structuring agents' perceptions through

selecting information, and in expressing routines and conventions, is diminished. In

other words, increasing returns no longer applies because the context of the

institution has been transformed by the process of accumulation itself. Instead, it is

quite likely that class conflict will begin to take different forms than are expressed in

the existing institutions, as agents find themselves more frequently'surprised' by the

outcomes of their own actions, or by the effects of others' action upon themselves.

The consequence for the mode of regulation must be a shift from a virtuous circle to

a vicious circle, that is, the progressive disintegration of the coherence at the

macroeconomic level. Thus a crisis implies that existing expressions of ,class' is no

longer able to maintain stable inte¡actions amongst collectivities, so that the

macroeconomic adjustment process no longer works. In other words, viabilitv -

expressed as the set of social (class) interrelationships - collapses.

The ossification of some institutions can now be regarded as one dimension of the

collapse of coherence in the mode of regulation, or the shift from increasing to

diminishing returns in the system as a whole. This will create pressure for institutional

change, pressure which will be resisted by the inertia which is characteristic of

institutions. (Matthews, 1986:913) This may reflect a divergence between the external

returns, which may no longer be increasing due to the change in context, and the

internal returns, which may still be increasing for some groups involved in the
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institution. This divergence underlies the notion of institutional 'ossificatíon', which in

fact reflects the same characteristics of institutions as conventions and routines. By

this is meant that ossification carries the implication of rigidity and constraint, which

as we saw above was a necessary and constructive dimension of institutions, given the

context of pervasive uncertainty. What seems to be involved in the shift from

supporting adaptation to ossification is the disappearance, or at least reduced impact,

of the enabling role of institutions in providing information to agents about the likely

clecisions and actions of others. In other words, other agents gain tittle from the

increased predictability derived from the continued use of these old routines, so that

external increasing returns no longer apply. But some agents are still able to benefit

by cleaving to the old habits and conventions, the returns from doing so being greater

than the perceived returns from change, given the uncertainty associated with doing

so.

Seen from this perspective, ossification is simply the consequence of some groups

being sufficiently powerful to defend their existing interests in the context of the

broader process of institutional disintegration and reconstruction as the crisis unfolds.

The more common development is that classes are reformed on the basis of new

institutions, a process which may take a considerable period because uncertainty now

leads in a much greater degree to hesitation, mistakes and conflicts. It is quite

possible that during this period accumulation will continue, and even maintain a high

rate in the short run. But the process of adjustment to the instabilities which it
generates will be slow and uneven, which will in turn be reflected in a low long-run

rate of accumulation.
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IV. Conclusion

This chapter has suggested that, despite the failure of regulation theory to account

fully for the impact of the institutional framework of accumulation in 'shaping' the

behaviour of agents (individually and as social groups), the approach provides the

beginning of the answer to the causes of crises understood as unstable accumulation

due to institutional breakdown. This is because of its emphasis on the macroeconomic

coherence of the mode of regulation, and its emphasis on classes and other social

forces as the subjects of 'regulation', rather than on individuals. The effects of

accumulation in terms of structural change can be linked with shifts in class structure,

which will in turn have an impact on the functioning of institutions.

While the arguments in this chapter are clearly of a provisional nature and require

considerable further development, several directions for further research and analysis

are suggested here and in the last chapter. Two are most urgent: firstly, to develop the

theoretical arguments using more formal modelling methods to examine both the

dynamics of short-term adjustment, and the interaction between structural change

and institutional change over the longer-run. In this respect the debate about the

relative advantages of (vertical versus horizontal) methods to analyse the movement

of economies through time, as discussed in the previous chapter, is of importance,

together with the need to elaborate richer arguments about the formation,

deformation and re-formation of classes. The second direction is that of empirical

work - it is not entirely clear how the empirical description of institutional change can

be combined with more formal analysis of macroeconomic and sectoral statistical

data, which is clearly a necessary dimension of any attempt to sustain the importance

of institutions in the theoretical framework.2l



NOTES

1. Lipietz at so-me points appears to assume away the issue, by arzuins that the
exrstence of a social relation implies theré is already'the- pre"sence of
regularity, so that there is no neêd to examine its (ldeicat) öriøni. r,or
example: "if a. socíal relation offers itself to our attentiòn ïor eíamiñãtion, 

-ii
is because it has become stabilized, and hence its contradictions have been
resolved." (1988b:16)

Here we can note, thaf. Boyer himself propo-ses Þrther investigation of these
questions along the lineí of work bêguñ by Simon's conceõt of bounded
ration-ality, and Akerlofs analysis of asymmétric and imperfeit information
in exchan_g_e. (i990:46) While these idéas have somethiñe in common with
the .post-Keynesian positions discussed here, ihey remain limited in some
rundamental *uIÌ, most rotabÌy in relation to their methodological
indjvidualism, in-the case of the fórmer, while with respect tJtiã lati"iir,.
difficulty iì lttç vjew that the content of agents'rationaliry is .*ogániuirv
detertnjned, independently of the informatíonal problems,- which ielate to
the. sp.ecitic exchange under consideration, rafher than to the aqents'
actlvrtles in a more general way. North (i990) represents an impõrrant
contribution whích, while remaining within thé neb-classical frarñãwork,
|pqli"f. the, arguments to the anaÏysis of actual historicai .ttãngãs, oÉ
institutions themselves and of economies more broadlv.

This is true for only.one slrand of post-Keynesians. See Carvalho's (1984-85)
discussion of the ãistinction be¡ryèen 'ceñtre of gravitation; ãnd f,irtori.¿time' approaches within post-Keynesianism. ríere, we are of course
concerned with the latter, siñce uncèrtainty is excluded from the former. See
footnote 66 in Chapter 4.

This process of transmission on certain fundamental sorts of knowledse was
discussed by bothxpynes (see lawson, 1985:916-917) and FH Knigñt (see
Hodgson, tgggb:106).

Il *V be usefl here to draw the distinction between 'tacit' knowledge
(Michael rolalrr (l2!)r 'The Tacit Dimension, cited by Hodgson,lggg:1f6,
and also by North, L990:74), which is knowledge that is leañrt píimarilv in
practice,. aqd so un9erpins þgÞitl and. routinés, and on the 'other hánd,
communicable knowledge, which is explicit, as thê qualifier suqgests. In thé
processes of innovation and invention, the search ^procedurejñav relv on
tacit knowledge, but the newly-discovered knowledge will be co--ú*cáÉrle.

See Coleman (1984), who also points out that problems such as these cannor
be analysed on the basis of the tepresentative àgent'assumption prevalent in
neo-classical theory, since the äirect aggregãtion implièd eicludes the
possibility of relatións amongsr the agents 6ãing' aggregatèd
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

He continues: "Consequently, and emphatically in contrast to much of
orthodox economics, the market can never be entirery 'free' in the iiassic
liberal sense".

This is unconnected with the existence or not of an outside agencv (,the
state'), since even.such an agency would be unable to guaiili." t-nË ðfuiì"'io
the exchanges mainly focussðd upon by these authors -"the extractión olwãrt
lrom labour, and the extraction of debt service payments on loans.

A contrast can be drawn here between 'auction' or competitive markets,
where ,exchange .between the same hvo parties is non-recurrent, in the
general case, ald power relations are not ãn issue, and on the othér hand,
'customer' markets where ongoing relations behveei buyers and sellers, *ith
repeated transactions occur, lo thãt the issue of power bécomes relevani. See
Okun (1981).

$glietta (1979:29) explicitly excludes the state from his list of 'structural
lgrmli. on the grounds that its role has already been absorbed into the others
tdenttfted, but other 'regulation' theorists have not followed him in this
respect.

Ar alternative formulation is.provided by Glyn et a!. (1990), who refer simplyto a production systerq rulès. of co-oidinätion þàge ánd price Setting,
monetary and ti5ç¿l poliry, and so on) and the inter-national ^order. Ther"
provtde the basis for what they label the macroeconomic structure. or resime
of accumulation in the.phras,ãology of regulation theory, 'i*hlcÏ iir*ã?ir"t
the macroeconomic relãtions whiõh ensùre the perpetúâtion of ttreÃiowttr
path. Under tljs heading copg the relations be¡¡¿eei wages and prodrñiiviry,
between .pro_fiç -and .iapital employed, and between rnvestment and
consumption." (1990:40)

This is explicitly stated, but not always carried through the argument.

F .!"91:l 1, a third concept, the 'growrh mode| was also discussed as linking
the regime of accumulatiott, which, it was argued, abstracts from nationãl
economies, _to. the mode ^of regulation. In íhis paper, the nationál ãnd
international dimensions of the aigument are not cèntralj and ,o tt ii issuð is
assumed away.

A closely related theoretical schema developed from a different basis than
regulation theory is laid out in Dosi and 

-Orsenigo 
(19gg), who refer to

evoruuonary re$mes.
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15. There is in the writings of regulation theorists an ambiguity about the
relationshþ between thãregime-of accumulation and the moãe of regulation.
In some places, it is sugges'Íed that the two concepts are autonomoús, each
with their- independent ãffects on the accumulationþrocess, which somátimes
are complementary, during high growth phases, and-at other times come into
contradíction, leading to ðrisðs. Ïn othei placés, it is suggested that the two
sjmply represent diffeÍent levels of abstraciion. My own üîéw, as is clear from
the text, is the latter, since it is hard to see what would 'drive' the regime of
accumulation independently of the elements of the mode of regulatioñ.

To my &nowledge, the existence of increasing returns to institutions, as
opposed to technology, the m,ore common contðxt in which they have bôen
analysed, has in fact been discussed only by North. Thoush-a valuable
analysis, in the end North fails to explainincieasine returns"to institutions
because he is too tied to the neo-classibal frameworkãf individual optimising
agents. As a result he suggests that there are some circumstances^in whic-h
there are no increasing returns to institutions, which seems contrary to the
view of.incr-easing retuins taken by authors such as Kaldor and MyrdáI. In the
institutional contéxt, it seems to eiclude consideration of the ena6ling impact
of institutions, in terms of their effect on power and uncertaint¡-

Arthur discusses these points, as well as the sources mentioned of increasing
returns 'to adoption' oÊ technologies, together with scale economies arisinf
from large set-iip. costs, -which ceitainly ãpply to some (formal) institutions;
adaptive- expecta_tion!, where increased use encourages more new users; and
technical interrelatedness of subsvstems or other Svstems. See also North
(1990:9a-5).

It is possible to suggest that the adoption of social svstems such as apartheid
refletted this type óÍ path-dependeni process, leadin! to a socially -iriefficient
outcome, but one that nonetheless had certain social groups as beneficiaries.
This is a topic for further research.

The problem of constructing a new regime of accumulation has been dealt
withêxtensively in chapters 2 and 3 above.

It i-s wgrth noting that notwithstanding his formal analysis of accumulation,
Foley (1986:a8) in the end also is forceî to explain crisés purely by reference
to "the_ maturing of contradictions" within the exiiting 

- 
stiucture of

accumulation, a nót very convincing formulation.

Here work bv Werneck
(1987), together with the
some basis.
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